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the

ETUDE.
Sir: First allow me to thank you

Pat Flowers
Detroit, Mich.

for the ETUDE. I am just a young
music teacher

and find the maga-

zine invaluable.

YOUR AMBITION

Besides teaching private pupils,
I am a full time school music
teacher, and therefore have been

IS TO "GET BY' W TH AS. LITTlE

enjoying the articles in this field.
EFFORT AS POSSIBLE-

Let's have more of them!
Thank
you
again
for

the

ETUDE.

D~ ...COME

Genevieve Archibald
Nova Scotia, Canada

UNIYERSITY

TO BOB JONES

UThe
MUSIC,

SPEECH,

AND

WITHOUT

ADDlTIONAL

ABOVE
ACADEMY

STUDENTS IN THE "WORLD'S MOST

UNUSUAL

ART

REGULAR
AND

Covered

Tone"

Sir: I ha~e only now come into
COST
ACADEMIC

JUNIOR

HIGH

the possession of your December
issue containing
Viktor
Fuchs'
article about "The Covered Tone."
Prof. Fuchs has long been known
to me as an outstanding
authority
on voice and voice production.
Therefore I am not surprised
to
find this article full of revelations
brought forth in the simplest and
most practical way. As a concert
and opera singer of many years'
experience
and now also as a
teacher I can only underwrite the
importance
and necessity of the
"Covered Tone" as explained and
described by Prof. Fuchs, which

TUmON
SCHOOL

IN CONNECTION.

UNIVERSITY"

I have found to he really and truly
REALIZE THAT THEY HAVE LIVES TO INVEST FOR GOD,

AND

THEY

COME TO BOB JONES UNIVERSITY BECAUSE THEY WANT

I
I

the highest type of academic training,
~

the Christian culture, and
the evangelistic

inspiration,

the beautifier and "guardian angel"
of the singing voice.
I want to congratulate
ETUDE
on the great service it does in
bringing articles of such import.
ance and practical value "to its wide
circle of readers. I think I speak
for all who devote their lives to the
art of singing, if I request you to
bring more from the pen and
wealth of experience
of Viktor

Fuchs.
WHICH WilL

Suzanne Sten
New York City

EQUIP THEM TO SERVE MOST EFFECTIVELY IN

FULL-TIME CHRISTIAN SERVICE OR IN BUSINESS OR A PROFESSION.
BOB JONES UNIVERSITY
GREENVILLE,
SOUTH CAROLINA

Tribute to Schnabel
Sir:

Just

a note

to say

never

has the ETUDE contained

such a

wonderful

one

article

as the

in

honor of Mr. Schnabel by Mary
Boyd (February, 1952). It is a
wonderful inspiring lift to wouldbe pianists. May such writers con-

ETUDE-MAY

"Your Voice After fifty

An through

Years"

Sir: I have just recently
scribed to your magazine.

life the joy

of music will be theirs . . . a new

subThe

poise, an enviable popularity, a

March edition of ETUDE was the
fourth copy I -have received but I
find already that I enjoy every erticle and read the book in its entirety.
Although
your magazine
had
been recommended
to me several
times by various people, it seemed
that I never really got down to subscribing. Now that I have, I am
only sorry I had not done so
sooner.
Music has already been of extreme interest to me. Up-to-date, I
have studied piano for live years
.and singing for two and one-half
years. I am still studying singing
and wish some day to enter the

deep satisfaction from the pleasure
of music ... with the Acrosonic
by Baldwin. Its exclusive FullBlow Action and singing tone
speeds learning and enjoyment.
Watch your child's hidden
ability respond to the Acrosonic.
Give your child this chance ...
write today for our booklet
"Planning Your Child's Future."

0l~era field.
I find your magazine to be quite
educational.
From reading
it, I
have been enlightened
on many
subjects of music of which I knew
nothing.
The article which Mr. Gunnar
Asklund wrote concerning "Your
Voice After Fifty Years?" was of
special interest to me. I agree with
Mr. Hothier's theory regarding the
care of your voice. The only point
I disagree on is concerning the artists of today in comparison with
the artists of yesterday. I believe,
and this is only my humble opinion, that we do have some really
good opera stars in this age.
I grant Mr. Rothier this, to a
certain extent he is probably right,
for I, like many others, have only
heard those artists of the past on
records that had been produced
and reproduced several times. But,
since we only have records to represent their voices, how about put.
ting them to one side of our minds
as just great artists of the past, and
give the stars of today a chance to
prove themselves.

THE BAlDWIN

Builders of: Baldwin
~crosonic Spinet
Hamilton

Miss loan Sweetman
Clifton, New Jersey

PIANO COMPANY

Dept. E-52, Cincinnati

2, Ohio

Grand

Pianos

Pianos

Grand & Vertical Pionos

Baldwin Electronic Orgons
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ETUDE

JUST PUBLISHED: A
tile music maga:%ine

PUBLISHED MONTHLY BY THEODORE PRESSERCO., PHILADElPHIA,
Editorial

and Advertising

Offices,

Bryn Mawr,

BEETHOVEN

PA.

DISCOGRAPHY

Po.

proiettI by C G
Burke,
critically
reviews every' LP
recording
of Beethoven's works: 230

This monumental

Founded

]883

by THEODORE

J ames

PRESSER

Cooke, Editor Emeritus

Francis

(Editor, 1907-1949)

versions of 119 compositions, occupy.
ing
329 sides.
Over 20/000 words
(the equal of a 1CO·poge book) In
help you buy and recommend only

Guy McCoy, Managing Editor
Shirley C. Jefferis, Business Manager

CONTENTS

MAY

A must for every music-lover ond
phonophile.
Equally valuable 10
music teachers, musicians, and students.
YET - this is only one Iectvre in the
Records
and
Music section in the
Spring issue of HIGH.FIDELITY_
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complete with all the
basic JESSE FRENCH
quality features
You can pay more ...
$100, $150.
even $200 more ... but you can't buy
better value in style, quality. and
musical excellence! Yes ... in the new
Jesse French Legend you save the difference-yet you still get such outstanding features as the exclusive 7-ply
Pin plank; Perm a-Crown sounding
board; individually voiced hammers;
Magic Touch Action. Investigate before
you invest. See, examine, play the new
Legend today, at your Jesse French
dealer! Only a small amount down
and easy payments
puts this new
Spinet sensation in your home!

_

Compositions

Gavotte (from "Pianorama
of the World's Favorite
The Ride of Paul Revere
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Gopak (Piano Duet)..
..• . .. . .. . . . . . . . . • .
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Chopin: F(lIltasy Improm.tu
Debussy: Clair lie LUlie

Olive
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Enthusiasts of the harp and harp
music will find much to admire in
this record made by Edward Vito.
Under the title, "The Harp", this
record includes the two numbers
listed above with others, one of

THE
ORGANIST
AND
CHOIRMASTER

D,U/g(l"

10111I Blackbllnl
_ ... Iulius
KrUll;:;

1l.2

43

Players

by CHARLES L.
ETHERiNGTON
From what hymns to sing 1)0
holy days to tbe best design

in choir

staUs. tbis is the
most uS3Qle. guide
for the cburch musician. Its
newes~

Florence
,
_ ..•.....

Fender BillMer
_ . Murlha
Beck
_ .. Mae.Aileen
Erh

l~e Bicycle Riders (from "Piano Fun with Theory") ...•.....
Maxwell
POlter"
Little Green Gnomes. - ......•..•............•.........
Louise E. Stair,
H~re's the Church! ........•......•.......
_
Loui.se Cleri"ti"c Rebe
All' (from Second French Suile in C minor) (from
"Piano Compo5itions of J. S. Bach," Vol. I) .........•.....
, . Baell-PrOIl!
Entered a! Jeroud clau fflDttfr ]auuary
16 1884 t th
P 0
Ptz ..
of March 3, 1879, COPJ'right 1952 by Theod
tzP e ·c . at Phil".,
lllteruatiOIMj cop)'right Jeo/red. All right! reJfrved~e
rfJJr,
0., U. S. A. and

\-f:~t

'J-I

t15
45
"6

47
17

48

urtder tbi' Aer
GreDt Brittzin.

i~~~biic~eG~~t~af~,
P:r.1:~s:t~~~nrJi~~~~gj~a
thpa~~~iPines,
C~sta Rica, Cuba, Dominican
Spam and all South American countries except th~ Guianas: i\e~}blJc of .Honduras,
Salvador,
yeac In Ca.nada and Newfoundlan.d; $4.50 a year In all other countries
Single cop'
".
ManUSCripts or art should be accompanied b'r
n
y pnC'e.
cents. Printed in U.S.A.
for return of unsolicited manuscripts or art.
y etUJ postage. ETUDE assumes no responsibility

40

GASCOYNE

6 lucid

sections.

though writ·

especially with the An·
glican service in mind, con·
lain lips 00 se.lecLing music,
!>inging techniques, choir or·
ganizatioo~
equipment, and
other
t,opics or interest to
everyone who plays the organ
Or directs a choir.
$-1.00
ten

al all bookstores

MACMILLAN
60 Filth Ave.,

10-inch disc.)
Ravel: Introduction
a"tI Allegro
The harp is also the leading ittstrument in this excellent recording of the Ravel Opus in which the
capable artist, Ann Mason Stockton, is joined by Arthur Gleghorn,
flutist; Mitchell Lurie, clarinetist,

and the thoroughly dependable
Hollywood String Quartet. {Capltol, one IO-inch disc.)
Richanl Strause:
Violill
Op. 8, Oboe Concerto

Concerto,
,

Here are two Strauss works
which present
interesting
study
material for the musical historian
in the fact that their creation spans
a period of sixty-three years in the
composer's
life. The violin work
was written in 1882 and the oboe
piece in 1945. The two works are
given excellent
recordings,
both
Siegfried Borr ies, the violinist and
Erich Ertel, the oboe virtuoso reo
vealing
themselves
as complete
masters of their respective instruments.
The
soloists
are given

Now yon can record your students' lessons at a price
you can afford. The Magne'Cordette is the same basic
professional Magnecorder used by hundreds of radio
engineers - restyled for your use with radio, microphone or custom installation.
Catch your students'
every note, every inflection with the precision of
MagneCordette!
Handsomely
cabineted
and
complete
with synchronous
motor, the MagneCordette
provides you with a perfect
recording system for teaching
.. _easily installed and opel'·
ated ... records and repro·
duces every note just as it
was played or sung ... Record,
analyze and improve your
students with MagneCordette.

(Continned on Page 7)

This month ETUDE inaugurates a feature
which it is hoped will prove of interest and
value to music teachers, students. and others
desirous of knowing about some of the great
personalities in musical hislory. We plan to
present each month a brief biography of a
composer, and in the music section of the same
issue, a composition by this composer.
To begin the series we have selected Ales·
sandro Scarlatti, one of the greatest of early
Italian composers, known as the founder of
the "Neapolitan School of Music.'~ Scarlattj~s
early life is shrouded in mystery-there
being not even a reliable
record of his early training. The year of his hhth is given variously
by different authorities as 1658, 1659, and 1660. He filled many important posts as maestro di cappella and as a teacher in various
conservatories. Included among his pupils were Durante~ Hasse,
and POl'pora. He was a most prolific composer, being credited with
115 operas, 14 oratorios, over 200 Masses, over 600 cantatas and
numerous miscellaneous works. On Page 31 of the music section
""HI be found an Aria from Scarlatti's Toccata Secondo.

. Y, 11

Adopted for Uie
with lorge 10Y2"
reels
for
slight
additional
cod.

Hear it at your local Magnecord
distributor's today!

f!l~

M.de by
INC.
World's Mosl Widely Used Professional Tope Recorder

designed for
the professional
yet priced for you .•

$385.00 complete.

Write for complete
360 N. Michigan
Chicago 1, III.
Nome
Address ..
City ••

information.
Ave.
Dept.

ET-S

.. ,
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., •••• __...

• __Zone ••• _Stale,

••

4

•

2
ETUDE-.I/AY

these being a composition by Vito,
himself. The lovely harp sounds
are reproduced
with effective realism. (Sounds of OUf Times, one

THE COMPOSER OF THE MONTH

"
_

.. Tosca"

Here is another excellent recording of a full length opera, complete
with story, libretto and biography
of the composer. Recorded in Italy,
the fine cast includes singers not
too well known in America. CetraSoria is doing a real service for
opera lovers in bringing
out its
series of opera recordings.
The
cast of the present album is Adriana
Guerrini
(Tosca),
Gianni
Poggi (Cavaradossi),
Paolo Silveri (Baron Scarpia), Jan Emanuel
(Angelotti),
Carlo Badioli
(Sacristan) ,
Armando
Benzi

Radio Jtaliana of Turin are the collaborating forces, all under the direction
of Francesco
MolinariPradelli. (Cetra-Soria, two 12·inch

2'
25
2:6
52
53
54
61

Puccini:

(Spoletta), Eraldo Coda (Sciarrone) , Ciulio Biellesi (f ailer) , and
Elvira Ramello-Pralungo
(Shepherd). The orchestra and chorus of

21
23

'

Ple';l$e check here if you are

---------------

.

"(,

iUo;;mrt.Goclllchius

Harold

, ..•..•.....

T~e Pi.xie and the Fairy ..............•..•.•.....
~,ght III Bagdad
- ...•.........
I,he Drum I\lajor •.....................•..

Musical

FRENCH

eel"

Rac/,,'laliinoff.Levine

Dance (Piano Duet) ........••..•......

(Vocal)

Pieces for

L-----R:anos
fnr
ExcellenceSince 1875
-r----------------------,
Depl.E·Sl,Elkhart,Indiana

BerMer
Phillips
A.

,

Postlude in G (Organ) ..................•...••••......
Wonderland
Wahz (Violin). . . .
. .••••.....•....

JESSE

3

regularly In HIGH·FIDELITY. Single
copies ore $1 each, postpaid. A lull
year's
subscription
(4 issues) is $3 in

lor Piano (Solo and Dl~e£)

Hopi Wigwam

:

1

. ..• George C(13CO}'IIe
. .. NicoluiJ Sionirrllll.'y
.
Dale Amlersoll

Prelude in F minor, OI)US 12. No.6
Theme from Piano Concerto in C minor (lst Movement)
(from "l\lore Themes from the Great Concertos") .....
Mennello (from the Haffner 5YDlpllOny) (AdalJted from
"Analytic
SYDlphony Series") .. _
Aria (from Toccata Seconda) (from "Early ltaUan
Piano Music")
_. _
,
Dreams to Remenlber..
.. . . .. . . . .
.
_

lk""kJ"""'nr

hmous

.

the only magazine
edited specifically
for those who seek grealer enioyment
from recorded and broadcast music in
their homes.
The Beethoven discography is One of
a series .of such reviews appearing

;,.US.~

Children in your home?
Check the coupon below for
your FREE copy of "Music in
your Child's Development" for
the on-wen to mony questions
you should ask about this important subject. We will 01'0
send, free, How to Choose
the Best Piano, which will
help you moke the right final
decision. Moil the coupon.

.

GEORGE

the best recordings.

HaTOI~Berkley
Maurice Dumesnil
Karl W. Gehrkens
Elizabeth A. Gest
Guy Maier
Alexander McCurdy
Nicolas Slonimsky
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..
and Mesmer. Many people helieved that Maelzel's famous automatic chess player was indeed
a marvel of the new mechanical
age, rather than a clever contraption with collapsible wheels,
behind which a dwarfish chess
master
was
ingeniously
ensconced. H. Berton, who bore
the proud distinction,
"Membre
de L'Institut,"
reports his conversation
with Maelzel
in a
would-be
scientific
pamphlet,
"De la musique
mecanique
et
de la musique
philosophique,"

The,e~

a Reason

••• why

0

many

prefer the
METRONOM de Maelzel
by SETH THOMAS
By
Teachers and students of music
and dancing realize how important it is to establish the habit of
correct timing. It's only natural
that this "time conscious" group
should prefer the superb Seth
Thomas" Metronome de Mae1zela precision instrument made by an
American finn famed for fine time
instruments since 1813.

"R"~.

HE

T

Seth Thomas craftsmen painstakingly
fashion the sturdy key-wound mechanism to assure that each Seth Thomas
Metronome is the very finest you can
buy. Handsome hardwood case. Ask
your music dealer, department
or
jewelry store to show you this fine
metronome priced at only $12.95. t

u.s. Pat. Off.
SulJj",::l to chang~

Seth ll-wmas Clocks

Thomaston, Conn.
Div. of Geneecl Time Corp.

JOHN JUZEK VIOLINS
Violas anrl Cellos
must

be some

reason

why

the JOHN .I UZEK VIOLINS are i;,
such' a great demand all over the
country.
Just compare the violins of other
makes at double or even triple cost to
the superb tone and excellent work.

have innumerable
finest comments from teachers and professional
violinists-many
an artist prefers to
play on a ".Master Art" JOHN JUZEK
VIOLIN rather than on an expensive
old instrument.
from the lowest
Master Art grade

in

"Journal

de

Paris":
"Since I do not wi h to
give a false imp resai on. I must
say that I have written the score,
which she was not in a position
to do, but that she herself cornposed
all the arias
with the
basses and a light harp aCCOITlpaniment.
The choral ensembles
were corrected
by me.
Tote the
little bravura
air in 'Mariage
d'Antonio;'
Pergolesi
himself
would
not be ashamed
of it.

She plucked

her harp with

TIMES when
kings
and lesser royalty
were the
chief support
of the arts, Composers and musicians
had a difficult time handling
their imperial friends. particularly
when
they dabbled
in music
themselve::s. \\Then
Boccherini
WllS
a court
musician
in Madrid.
Charles
IV, the Prince
of the
~sturias,
played
a violin
part
III one of Boccherini's
quintets.
In the firs! movement
he had a
tremolo
of hvo notes Tcpeated
for nearly
a whole
page,
and
he expressed
his annoyance
to
N BYGONE

METROPOLITAN
MUSIC COMPANY
Wholesalers, Importers,
and Manufacturers of all musical instruments
222 FOURTH AVE., NEW YORK 3, N.Y.
Publishers of the famous books on
Violin Playing:
PLAYING,"

father

wrote a long,
sentimental
description
of Lucile's
musical
training,
adm itting the obvious
surmise that the opera was put
in shape by himself
from th
melodic
material
which Lucile
improvised
on her harp. Here
is a part o£ Cretry's
account

I

price to the

OF VtOLtN

years old. Her celebrated

•

We are the sole agents for the famous F. N.
Voirin Bows, Bourdain and Creville Clarinets.

"StMPLlCtTY

CO:M-

anger when she could not improvise
something
worthwhile_
Then I would tell her:
'Never
mind!
This is proof
that you
do not wish to compose
anything mediocre.'"
-

----w;-

outfits

OPERA

POSER of aU time, certainly
the youngest
of the feminine
sex, was Lucile
Gn~try.
Her
opera "Mariage
d'Antonio"
was
produced
in Paris
on ] uly 9_
1786, when she was thirteen

...

manship of the JOHN JUZEK VIO·
LINS.

Student

YOUNGEST

published

World Famous

'];ere

SLONIIUSKY

puhlished in Paris 'in 1826. He

The Seth Thomas Metronome is universally recognized as the finest made.
Renowned for dependability and accuracy, it faithfully measures time
audibly by a distinct tick ... visibly
by oscillating pendulum-with tempo
easily adjustable from 40 to 208 beats
per minute. And it's portable, too.
tPrlc~

NICOLAS

Vol,.

I, II

"ALL VIOLIN TECHNIQUE"
(complete
fro
b·
by Robert Juzek
m egmner

to

art'"t)

Boccherini
at this. When Roccherini
explained
that the mel.

ody

was

played b)' another
the Prince of Lite
n w into a rage. Being
rful man. he seized Bee-

instrument.
Astur-ia
il

p

w

cherini by the scruff of the neck
and held him with outstretched
ann out of the window, threatening to drop him to the ground.
This experience
wa Loo much
for B eh riui, nnd he fled
1aclrid to enter the service of
a 1110rc civiliz d prince, Fredcri ·k th
rear, at Potsdam,

Bocrh erini
l/inuel.j was
kn wn for his explosive temper.
When musician
plnyed his music n t to hi liking. he would
frighten the neighbors by shouting: "Th y are killing m),chilo
drcn!"
In hi mild r moments,
he would appeal to the music iuus : '-0 II" lio!"-"A
little
oil."
t ion.
rary

In identally. this exdamareported
by a contempobiograph
r. gives a clue
10 Boccherini's
mus.ical style,
alway
gentle in it melody and
harmony,
subdued
in rhythm
and d)TJ1amics. and soothingly
lyrical
in its inspiration. But
Boccherini's
oil was tastefully
applied;
there was nothing in
its sub tance that suggested the
quality
of fatly degeneration
now known as
hlllsitz.

A

pl/.l'il

could not under·

stand
the
difference
between
a. I and (l'. The teacher. a man
of considerable
learning, ex·
plained:
"But it is so simple;
:l'l is a three-foot
trochee. and
fi~ I~

a

two-fOOL

dactyl!"

•
HE

T

CELEBRATED

inventor
and various

belonged

asked Maelzel:
"Inasmuch
as
you have calculated all the combinations
of the chessboard,
'and inasmuch as they are much
more numerous
than the number of possible chords in our
musical system, you could perhaps construct
a machine
to
compose music." To this Mael-

zel replied : "Yes, I could build
a machine that would compose
music like Mr. X., but not
one that could produce
works
worthy of Mozart, Cimarosa, or
Sacchini." The Mr. X. referred
to was, surprisingly
enough,
Rossini, who was regarded
at
that early age of the opera as
something
of a revolutionary
and a musical law-breaker.
Berton was one of the anti-Rossini
clique. It is interesting
to note
also that Beethoven is nowhere
mentioned in Berton's pamphlet,
published
a year before Beethoven's
death. And where is
Sacchini nowadays?

•
TALES

OF

MUSICAL SPIDER~

are encountered
time and
again in the anecdotal history of
music and musicians,
without
ever shaking the credulity of biographers or editors. The "Allgemeine Musikalische
Zeitung" of
the year 1800 reports
a vivid
spider
story
from
a learned
French journal
of araneology:
"A boy was destined
by his
parents to be a musician, and in
his eighth year already
astonished the listeners with his violin playing.
He practiced
usually in his little attic room,
alone. Well, not quite aionefor the little room sheltered also
an uncommonly
large
spider.
The boy· noticed that as soon

;.\U.EUEL,

as he began to fiddle, the spider

of the metronome
musical machinC5.

stopped spinning
its web, and
came nearer to him. It did that
every time. By and by, the
player and the listener became

in the traditioa of

scientific
charlatans.
such as
Count
t. Germain, Caglio5tro.

4
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so friendly,
that the spider
would come down on the desk,
from the desk onto the player,
and finally settle on his right
arm ... One day, his aunt came
into the room to judge his progress. As he began to play, the
spider came down on his arm.
Suddenly,
she stepped forward,

brushed the spider off the boy's
arm onto the floor with her
slipper, and stepped on it. The
boy was so shocked that he
fainted."
The report adds dramatically:
"The erstwhile young
master is the now famous Beethoven." Beethoven did play the
violin as a youngster,
and this
is about the only factual element in the story.

III tile same issue of the
"Allgemeine
Musikalische
Zeitung,"
Friedrich
Rochlitz,
its
founder
and
a well-known
writer on musical matters, contributes
his own spider story.
Every time he improvised
on
the piano or glass harmonica,
Rochlitz
recounts,
a friendly
spider hovered a few feet above
the instrument.
When Rochlitz
improvised
well, the
spider
evinced interest. But one day,
Rochlitz
was not in the t-ight
mood, and his harmonic invention suffered
in consequence.

Pi! eoA!1W ~~ Ol it i4 to 0tJmJ

NPJJ} WURLITZER

HOME ORGAN
You ••• anyone.
_ . can ptay
the new \VurlitzerHomeOrgan.
Start right out at home playing
glorious music with Wurlitzer's
new easy lesson book!
This magnificent instrument
sells for no more than many fine
pianos. It's America's lowestpriced standard
two-manual
organ ... w ith thrilling
bigorgan sound. _ • over 1000 different tonal effects!

So easy to play ••• you can
teach yourself from this book

The spider seemed highly disspirited.
He went away and
never
returned.
"The
music
pleased
the spider as little as
myself,"
Rochlitz
concludes

philosophically.

A recent biography of Paderewski
features
a musical
spider whose taste was so discriminating
that he entertained
definite preferences
among Chopin's etudes, his favorite being
the difficult one in double thirds,
in G-sharp minor. Paderewski's
spider
was so t~mperamental
that he would go away in disgust when he played something
the spider did not like. These
interpretations
of a spider's reactions to different kinds of music remind one of a well·known
non-musical
story. An archaeologist
discovered
a piece of
wire among ancient ruins, and
publishe'd
a paper arguing that
the ancients must have invented
telegraph)'. Then, poking about
in a nearby
ruined
city, he
found no wire. This led him to
believe that its culture was even
greater,
for its people had obviously
made use of wireless
communication.
THE END

The whole family will share the
pride and pleasure
of a fine
Wurlitzer Organ in the home. The
Home Organ, an exquisite spinet
design in rich mahogany or walnut, comes complete-ready
to
plug in and play.
Modern electronics
applied to
traditional
organ craftsmanship
gives the vVurlitzer authenti'c organ
tone for classical works, yet provides brilliant new tones for popular music. Other big-organ features
include two fu1l61-note keyboards
and 25-note pedal keyboard.
Ask your dealer about easy terms
and generous trade-ins.

WURLUZER
World·s lorgest Builder of Orgons and Pionos
Under One Greet Nome

f!rdMf~~Dt~

~
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The Rudolph Wurlitzer Com pony
Dept. E-5, North Tonowanda, N. Y.
Yes,I'dliketoknowmoreaboutthenew
Wurlirzer Home Organ and Easy Course
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Music

Estimates
on all type music: printing
gladly furnished on request.

McLAUGHLIN " REILLY CO.
45 Fronklin

St.,

'Moflent

l\'lusic

By Gerald. Abrah",u-

MOZART

Boston 10, Mess.

.

This is the second American
printing of a work published
originally in England in 1930
under the somewhat contemptuous title of, "This
Modern
Stuff. -, But music keeps advancing or retrogressing
along
rarlical or rational
lines with
e\-CI") tick of the clock and it
has 'been-necessary
for the author to make many revisions to
keep the book up-to-date. Your
review ('I' several years ago criticized :c\lr. Abraham
for ignoriug Auu-rica n composers in another of his books. It is interesting to note that in the prcs·
ont \ olume he has given respectful anent.ion to ten American modern ists. H is new volume is a highly intelligent and
useful work in a field which is
nttradillg much polemical discussion. 1\'1 llsic, of cou r c, ha
heen
gro\\-ing
progressively
more ·:modern" ever since Monte"erdi 11567·1643) dared to
introduce the dominant seventh
without preparation.
Right <It the start of "This
\Iodern
\fusic."
the author
\\Tites_ "Even the Sacre
llu
Printemps I Stravinsky.
1913)
and Schoenberg's
Five Orchestra! P;eccs (1913) are forty
years old. so that considering
the tininess. e\'en now, of the
minority \\"ho can accept thelll
as norlllal
1l1USlC,
we must
reckon thal the musical world
as a Klwle (that vast majority
of musicians and music-lovers,
\\"hose ta~tes
are
intelljrrent
\\-ithout heing intellectual)°
is
nearly half a century behind
the cOlllposers."
1any musical
obseiTers feel that Schoenberg's
aposlasy from the normal tonality of the great
masters
reaJ]~, began with his Drei Kla~£erstiicke. Opus 1j _published
ll1 1909, and not his later
orcheslral work (1913\.
It is a bsu rd to aSSume that
music must be obscure or in.
comprehensible when it is written, in order to be masterly.
Surely. the B Minor Mass "The
Messiah," The Surprise' Sym.
phony. or Hark, Hark th.e Larl.-

did not have to wait for fifty
years to meet success. Mozart's
"Le Nozze de Figaro" and Bee.
thoven's
"Fidelia" were imme.
diate triumphs when given at
Prague.
The public instantly
identified these works, written
over one hundred years ago, as
immortal.
1any progressive
musician
today feci that those
cia i
will exist far longer
than mu h of th so-called modern mu ic of these unsettled
limes. Among such musicians
of Ihis com iction \\ re Gustave
Mahler,
Hi shard
trauss and
Sergei Ruchmnninofl,
who reo
iter-at d this opinion to your
J' .\ ic« cr. Y es, today the greater
musical \\ orfd stands in amazem I1t at the very small coterie
0)( musicians
nnd dilettante in:-.i ting upon in CS.Bntcacaphny-an
uninterrupted diet of
t nal Liml urger. N"everlheless,
rnallY
£ th('~e modern experiments will unquestionably reo
\ cal
me I ment which wlU
pr ve invalunble in the music
of lh fUlure.
1t is imp rtant for music
\\ orker(todo\'
to become
familiar \\ith su"11 a book as
that
f Ir. \braham beeaus:
all creative workers of signi6'an e are incessantly seeking
new id~als. new idioms, new
vocabularies. It is their responsibility
to determine what is
permanently valuable to the art.
Becau5e a thought or theme is
new or different does not necesSoarily make it important. nor
do the execrations of the psy·
chopathic souls.. who try to pic·
ture the horr rs of a worldtorn
with the chao of warS contrib·
ule anything of lasting valueto
man_
1\'Ir. braham discusses modern harmony and the relathe
nature of discord with unusual
clarity.
He points oul that
usome modern
ears are so used
to a high degree of dissonance
that they accept as satisfactory
(or 'normal' or 'coilsonant') a
great many chords which our
out-of-date- textbooh classify as
dic:cords_ "
W. W. Norton &
_?rn
Company
JIJ
l
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American

Composers

By MADELEINE

GOSS

A

BRILLIANT,
detailed
picture of the 37 ~reatest
living American composers ...
Charles ryeS, John Alden Carpenter, Aaron Copland, Roy
Harris, Lucas Foss and many
more are here brought creatively
alive. A manuscript
specimen
of their musical
composition,
an intimate
photograph, a full profile study
of the man and his works based
on personal interviews, a chart
of the important developments
in his life, a complete checklist of all his compositions give the full story of the
American
contribution
to
serious music today. The full. est, most encylopaedic book of
its kind, a magnificent addition
to any music library.
499 pages,

lavishly

illustrated

$10.00

E. P. DUTTON CO., INC.
,300 Fourth Avenue,

Liszt: Hungarian
RhapsOlly No.2,
GrwlIlenreigell,
Etude in D-flat, Ballade in B minor, Polonaise in. E,
Berceuse

A veritable Liszt recital is provided by this recording in which
Earl Wild does some superior playing, and also playing which for
some strange reason does not measure up to the high standard of the
rest. However, the artist stands
high among the younger pianists
of the present and on the strength
of what he does with the Hungarian Rhapsody, this record can be
given a high rating. (Stradivari,
one LP disc.)
Henry Cowell: Piano Music

.Modern
.Musir.Makers
Con'emporary

splendid support by Arthur Rother,
conducting the Symphony Orchestra of Radio Berlin. (Urania one
LP disc.)

this ~

CENTURY
MUSICPUBLISHING
CO.

Anyone looking for something
out of the ordinary in piano music
will be sure to find it in this recording of some of Cowell's piano
creations played by the composer
himself. If one seeks the rhyme or
reason for some of the weird
sounds which at times are heard,
he may find it in the explanatory
notes by Cowell himself on an accompanying small disc. It's all
rather amazing, especially in view
of the fact that every now and then
a rather intrigu.ing melody is allowed to creep in. (Circle, one 10inch disc.)
l\-1artinu: Sorwtina
and Piano

for Two

Chausson:

Symphony

in B-flat,

Op.

20

The San Francisco Symphony,
under
the veteran
conductor,
Pierre Monteux, gives this work
a clearly defined and sympathetic
performance. (Victor, one 12-inch
disc.)

New York 10
Operatic

Arias

Here is a recording
1952

Violins

The Czech composer, Bohuslav
Martinu,
now resident in this
country, composed this work in
1931. It is given an entirely adequate performance in the present
recording by Willy and Margarete
Schweda, and Jan Behr. Mechanically the record is excellent and
the instrumental balance is well
maintained
throughout.
(Urania
one lO-inch disc.)
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Just What You've Always
Wanted in Piano Teaching
Albums.
Closely

Boris Goldovsl<y,

New Records

THE
LITTLE
TREASURY
SERIES

ANDERSON

In~t;fufe Announces

of twelve

Courses to be offered include a variety of
subjects
connected
with the theory and
practice of opero, including mise en scene,
languages.
diction, make-lip, and scenery
construction
and lighting.
Students
will
have opportunity
for practical
training in
all phases of opera, lncludinq
participation in publie performances
by the New
Enclcnd Opera
Theatre.
In addition
to
regularly
enrolled
stlldents,
classes
and
lecturers will be open to oudifors on a per
session basis.

from Page 3)

arias from several different operas
by this early seventeenth century
composer, which gives one a pretty
good cross section of the operatic
fare of the day. The arias are capably sung-a-eight of them by Genevieve Rowe, soprano and four by
Albert Linville, bass, with Achille
Duvernay furnishing harpsichord
acompaniment.
(Lyrichord,
one
Iz-inch disc.)
Mozart:
Hay tin

Six

Quartets

Detlicated

to

The Roth String Quartet, that
excellent ensemble founded thirty
years ago by Feri Roth who is still
the first violinist, gives a splendid
account of itself in this album of
Mozart music. These quartets have
all been previously issued separately, but they are now assembled
in one album and as played by
the Roth Quartet prove to be a
welcome addition to the record
library. The members of the quartet, in addition to their founder,
are: leno Antal, second violin;
Nicolas Harsanyi, viola; and Janos
Starker, cello~all sterling artists
on their respective instruments.
(Mercury, three 12·inch discs.)
Schubert:

Eleven

Park,

WORKSHOP
Wheeling,

West

Virginia

••••••••••••••••••••••••
• Piano Teachers Everywhere.
:

enthusiastically endorse:

I MUSIC

of TODAY I

: Your Hit Parade in Easy :
.Arrangements
(Gr. 1'12 t021'
:
by WILMA MOORE
:

SLOW POKE· CRY
:
:SHRIMP BOATS· DANCE ME LOOSE:
: PLEASE, MR, SUN' WISHIN'
:
:
THE LITTLE WHITE CLOUD
:
:
THAT CRIED
:
:content"

:

Complete

75¢

:

Perfect
Supplementary
Teaching Material!
•

Your Dealer or Direct

•

: CHAS, H. HANSEN MUSIC CO.:
•

119 W. 57th St.. New York 19. N.Y.
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Songs

Some of Schubert's finest songs
are represented on this splendid
record made by Heinrich Schlusnus, one of the really great German
baritones. His artistry is unquestioned and his singing in these
Schubert gems is something that
many of our present-day singers
would do well to emulate. Among
the numbers are several of the
Winterreise songs: Der Musen·
sohn, Sei mir gegruesst, and others.
The accompanying artist at the
piano is Sebastian Peschko. (London, one disc.)
Grieg: Cutten,
Yed Rontlerne,
En SV(llJe.

OPERA
Oglebay

5 year written
guaronlee
• ·Stondard FRANZ Electric
Metronome
• With perfect Flash_beat

o
o

S17.25
S18.75

FRANZMANUFACTURING
COMPANY
NEW

HAVEN,

CONNECTICUT

Fra Monte Pillcio,
Yare'l,
Eros, and

Kirsten Flagstad's magnificent
artistry is much in evidence in
this recording of six of the Nor
wegian master's finest songs. Miss
. Flagstad is a Grieg specialist and
she presents these numbers in a
most satis.£ying manner. She is accompanied by the Philharmonic
Orchestra. (Victor, one lO-inch
disc. )
w
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"the perfect-finger,"
without which the
rapid, provocative playing of passages
wherein one simply releases the keys, cannot be successfully accomplished. One develops the hammer-finger in order not to
use it as such, paradoxical as this may seem.
All the great pianists of today are masters in the art of finger dexterity, as those
who preceded them were; although, at their
particular point of achievement, having
won their goal, some of them have fergotten the strenuous years of their early
training-the
dull routine-the
drudgery
of acquiring a "perfect-finger." However,
at one time or another, they had been
through the mill. "Technical perfection,"
said Liszt, "is nothing more than an artist's
accursed duty, but not a special merit." On
this foundation, Leschetizky turned out the
greatest array of prominent pianists since
the time of Liszt. No pupil of this master,
regardless of how far advanced he might
have been as a pianist at the time he ap·
plied for lessons, ever escaped certain technical preparation,
consisting of various
finger exercises, followed by scales, arpeggios, trills, thirds, etc., and finaUy by the

!;ZfJ.
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by Carl Czerny,

Op. 740.

was one of these. Yet Paderewski's hands in performance showed no laborious effort; he hardly raised his fingers
when playing, although, individually they
were so strong it was said that he could
break a pane of glass with a blow of his
third finger raised and struck independent
of wrist or ann. His handshake was historic. When he grasped your hand, you felt
the strength of one who might have been
engaged in heavy mechanical labor.
It is proverbial that advanced students
of the piano, those lacking a well-developed
finger technique, cannot discourse consecutive passages occurring in any given work
so clearly or so eloquently as those who
have attained it. The use of daily technical
exercises is also a great saving of time in
the study of various kinds and types of
compositions. Due to weak fingers, the student may hear much of his warmth of feeling going into wrong notes!
Without a good finger technique, it is
not possible to play rhythmically, the weak
fingers being liable to lag behind where the
passages are difficult, and to increase in
tempo where they are comparatively easy.
Regardless of the fact that many pianists
have what is known as natural facility,
still, the wise one, in the privacy of the
workroom will give plenty of time to the
exercise of his individual fingers, in order
to keep the joints as flexible as' possible,
Paderewski

and the fingers as strong as possible. For
this purpose some have used a Virgil Practice Clavier. One such dumb clavier was
used 'by Liszt, and still remains to be seen
among his possessions in his house in Weimar. Paderewski used a Virgil Clavier
much as a gymnast would use a piece of
apparatus in a gymnasium. The sarne pia.
nist once said: "In this way, in thirty or
forty minutes, I can put my hands in better
condition than by practicing two hours on
the music of my programs."
It is necessary to become finger conscious, in order to gain sufficient control
of each individual finger. Then, as the
general condition of the fingers grows in
strength, precision and independence, they
need no longer be individually dealt with
in the final playing of pieces, for they are
now becoming more elastic, more pliable,
and can be more easily manipulated close
to the keys, performing a kind of rebound
-a certain releasing of the keys, through
which the fingers, without being intentionally raised, are always free to take over
the next requirement-a
kind of jugglery,
one might say, that only a resilient finger
could conspire. In keeping the fingers close
to the keys, learn to think of musical figures, or phrases, not of single notes. J n
speaking, one never thinks of words as
separate letters of the alphabet. Rigid,
tightly curved fingers are too literal, and
are a handicap to the ultimate musical
performance of any good piano composition. Nor should passages, obviously full of
musical meaning, encroach upon the listening ear as mere conventionalized feats of
virtuosity, since the ultimate performance
of any good piano work should be purely
the expression of music, this final accomplishment demanding
the complete absence of finger consciousness, excepting in
marcato effects, wherein the wrist and arm,
as well as the fingers, take an active part.
In every fi nger stroke, there should be
definite tempo control in the actual stroke
itself. Begin with simple, slow finger action.
After placing the fingers over the keys,
CDEFG

above

middle

C, hold

down

the

keys with light pressure of the fingers and
thumb.I The arm should be light; not in a
state of dead- weight relaxation; the hand
vaulted; the wrist low (level of keyboard
base); the fingers moderately curved, so
that the flesh of the finger is in contact
with the key. Now slowly raise the third or
middle finger, concentrating on the tempo
of the finger action. Do not, in exercising
the finger, change its contour. In other
words, do not extend the finger while raising it from the key, or while putting it
down. Exert the finger independently from
the highest knuckle j oint, keeping the hand
as stationary as possible while playing. Repeat the stroke ad libitum with each finger,
and with the thumb. Unlike the fingers, the
thumb is sc-arcely .raised above the key.
Alternate
the (Continzted on Page 62)
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Your opinion of your own
vocal ability might suffer a
severe disillusionment,

ij you could

Hear Yourself

A leading Metropolitan Opera star gives in£orIllation of great value to the aspiring singer.

by Astrid Varnay as told to.Annabel Comfort

~stri~ Varnay, the first American to sing Bruennlulde
in Goucl'dammcl'ung
at the Wagner Fes,
tlval ID Bnvreuth last summer, Her- pcrf'ormunce
was a brilliant hi ...hliuht
f tit
f
'. I
.
'"
'"
0
e
canv a •

How

OFTEN we hear people say after
they have listened to a child, "he has
no ear for music," or after hearing a young
singer

interpret

a song,

"she can't

sing,

she was off pitch most of the time." It
seems to me that it is most unfair to pass
judgment upon these young people. One
must have the opportunity to grow and
mature before the ear and the mental
processes have coordinated. Then is the
time to pass judgment.

When a person sings off pitch, it usually
can be attributed either to a fault of the
ear or to faulty vocal production. 'We
should not always blame the ear because
'.
'
In so many Instances the voice is not correctly placed. This brings to mind a well.
known concert singer who sings off pitch.
He has a fine ear, and is gifted with "absolute pitch," but he has never been able
to correct certain bad habits of voice production. .
.

Why then: does one sing sharp or flat?
There are four general causes for singing
sharp:
(1) on overdose of breath; (2)
pressing out the tones; (3) tightness and
constriction;
(4) high nerve tension. In
general, there are three reasons for singing flat: (1) not enough overtone in the
voice (not sufficient head resonance or use
of the upper cavities);
(2) darkening of
the tone; (3) lack of breath support. Cor.
rect breathing has everything to do with
"sagging':
pitch. It regulates the whole
vocal appar-atus.
Here are five steps that you may prectice each day that will help free your voice,
and keep it on pitch.
(1) A straight spine holds up the ribs
so that you can breathe properly. Stand
correctly. Inbale by lifting the ribs, particularly the lowest ribs. and expand the
waistline. Exhale by maintaining the lifted
ribs, and pulling in at the waist. Inhale
quickly, and silently, and exhale vigorously.
(2) Imagine that you are "drinking in
the air" when you breathe deeply. Have a
relaxed open throat. To induce this, yawn
generously. and roll the h ad, back, right,
forward. and left.
(3) Open the amplifying
pa e for resonance. Re onnnce is sympathetic vibration.
It enriches the quality of the voice. To
find your low voice, experiment with grunting, and notice the body action. To smooth
out roughne
, hum with the same vigor.
ous quality as that of the grunt. Alternately grunt and hum until you can combine the body action with a 100 e open
throat, which will emit smooth low tones.
(4) Open the mouth to let the voice out.
When the mouth i clo ed. the tongue is
relaxed to the front of the teeth. Open the
jaw, still keeping the relaxed tongue to
the front of the teeth.
(5) Sit at a table with elbows resting
on the table, fists under the chin. Chew
downward on the fists.
These exercises give the singer a relaxed open throat. The vocal cords are free
to follow a listening ear. and the tongue
which is the base of the tension is free,
and does not press down on the vocal cords.
The singer does not "scoop" or "reach"
for a tone, nor does he try to make tones:
he lets them come freely from the throat
The singer goes off pitch when he reaches
for a high note, or presses down in the
throat for a low note. Both of these faults
inj ure the quality of the tone. There is 110
elevator in your throat,
no "ups and
downs."
People who speak a guttural type of
language, or throaty speech darken the
tone and sing Bat. The voice is pitched
so low that the quality of the overtone is
diminished.
It is the opposite with a
resonant language.
The Italian language
~as ,a pleasant quality, and those speak.
mg It usually emit sufficient overtones.
In the 'first act of the opera "Lobengrin,"
where the principals (Continnedon Page 5i)

WHAT
WERE THEY
DOING.,
DADDY?
by
Frank
Friedrich

o

NE DAY, not so long ago~ my sevenyear-old daughter .nnd I stopped in
at the music studio of an old friend. Another teacher was at the piano with a tenyear-old girl and we waited at the door
until she had a moment to answer our inquiry.
The lesson was not going so well. The
teacher sat on the student's right with a
pencil in her hand which followed every
note along the staff as the child deciphered
it. "No, Jane, that quarter note comes 011
three. What is the name of that note? What
finger do you put on it? Curve your fingers, dear (three-four-one). ""rong note,
Jane. You must count. What is the name
of that note?" and so on. Once, Jane spoke
up to say that she could play her other
piece better, but the teacher ignored her.
At the end of the two-line composition the
teacher gave us information about our
friend and we left. Outside, my daughter,
who had made music at the piano since
she was four, looked up at me with a puzzled expression and asked, "What were
they doing, Daddy?"
Well, presumably the little girl was taking a "music" lesson and the teacher
thought she was giving one. But it seemed
to me that the teacher was teaching the
alphabet, a little arithmetic, hand position:
some music symbolism-in
short, almost
everything excepting music. What was
played had no rhythm, no melodic continuity, no unity that the mind could grasp.

What we heard were just some isolated
tones produced without relation to each
other or to any "whole" musical idea that
the student might have been able to understand and remember. (It is· obviously unfair to condemn a teacher because of only
one short sample of her teaching, but per se,
her pedagogy was certainly questionable.)
Someone has said: "Music is all abstraction. Young players have to learn a vast
amount of unfamiliar stuff all at once:
designations apparently unrelated to the
musical concept "itself-c-the clef signs, the
values of notes and rests, names of lines
and spaces on the staff: and the pidginItalian tempo and expression marks--.
The great difficulty is how to get around
this."
This is stating the problem in a nutshell. How can we teach music without
having the symbols that represent the music
get in the way of the child's understanding

ing. And the good teacher also teaches the
reading of music, not be merely stressing
the alphabetical names of the notes, but
by establishing in the student's mind the
exact location on the keyboard of each tone
called for by the notes.
A note sitting on a line of the staff is, to
the pianist, only an Indication of the exact
location of that sound upon the keyboard.
For the beginner, a note on the short line
below the treble staff means "push the
white key that lies to the left of the two
black keys in the center of the keyboard."
The name of the note at this stage of the
game is not too important. 'We only learn
the names so that we can converse with
each other about a particular note or key if
it becomes necessary. The name is secondary. The sound is primary and must be
established with relation to the position on
both the staff and the keyboard.
I repeat, for the beginner a note sitting

The teacher seemed to be having a di fficul:
time ..vith her pupil-one
wondered, hOlVe'ver,
how much music actually was being taught.
of the musical idea involved?
We might learn something about modern
pedagogy at the piano by finding out how
our schools now teach the reading of words,
phrases and sentences. They do not trouble
children with spelling, derivations, punc·
tuation marks: peragraphings, literary style,
figures of speech, and so on, in their beginning approach. They just let them read
by forming a meaningful association between a word-symbol and a sound which
means an idea to them. Unless the child
forms an idea from what is read, the pur·
pose of the reading is lost; the child may
learn only to read words without any comprehension of what the words mean as
part of a meaningful sentence or idea.
In the same way, music reading must
be tanght as an association between a set
0/ symbols and a series oj sounds or a
simultaneous group 0/ sounds that make
a meaningful musical idea to the student.
Many successful piano teachers have
been doing this for years. They are the
teachers who have always taught playing
the piano as a means of making music.
The emphasis is on the sounds that issue
from the piano; the symbolism, arithmetic,
alphabet, counting, hand position and the
rest are incidental and secondary to the
music-making and not primary to it.
The good teacher realizes that music is
an abstraction. She accordingly first establishes acceptance of the tune by the student's ear. She teaches rhythm through an
activity that allows the child to feel it
with his body, or some portions of it, before she introduces the arithmetic of count-

on a line should mean "push a certain white
key." Chords written 011 three lines mean
to push three white keys (every other one).
Five white keys ascending or descending
scale- wise make a pattern which can he
played by using the fingers of the hand in
sequence. The actual finger numbers again
have nothing to do with the music or even
how to make the music. (We always called
such a group of five keys "candy': at our
house because that happened to be the first
five-letter word my daughter learned to
spell. It remains "candy" to this day no
matter where the pattern appears on the
staff. Any other five-letter word might do as
well.)
Sharps and flats appearing in the notation as accidentals can mean to a beginner, "playa black key in place of the usual
white one." Sharps and flats in a key
signature can be taught as necessary "to
make the piece sound right."
Tunes should be learned as "wholes"
with the knowledge that "the 'whole' in
music is more than the sum of the parts."
How else can we expect the student to distinguish between Mary Had a Little Lomb
and Yankee Doodle? The "w'llOle" is that'
which makes each tune a unit of musical
thought that distinguishes it from some
other musical idea,
If we use tunes that are already familiar to the child, or tunes that can be very
easily learned, the battle is half won. We
point out that the tune is made up of pattern-groups that often repeat themselves.
We .find the parts that are the same and
then concentrate on the places where the
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(Continued from Page 11)
tune or pattern varies. Each of these patterns makes a "picture" in the notes. Each
pattern makes a "feel" on the keyboard.

Each group of tones makes a "sound pattern" that is distinctive in some way. These
can all be related, not as separate ideas,

but as a means of making a musical
"whole."
.
When the child can read and play tunes
"by location," we are ready for both hands
at once. Parallel motion is the easiest to
read because we can "see" the direction in
which the notes travel on both staffs-up or
down. If both parts go up, the sounds also
go up and the direction of travel on the
keyboard is to the r-ight. Contrary motion
usually is easier to play, but harder to read
unless the child first "sees" the direction

of travel in the notes as a guide to action
on the keyboard.
Chords are easier to read and play if
they are taught complete in the beginning,
and notes in the melody should be explained as part of the chord played by the
other hand. Probably the easiest ,vay to do
this is to use a composition that calls for a
chord in one hand followed by some melody
notes made up of the tones of the same
chord, played by the other hand. Once they
get the relationship they read and play both
hands at once quite easily.
.
Tone letter-designations can be introduced quite casually at first, beginning
with the names of the white piano keys
which can be learned in a few minutes. The
child can then name the piano keys after
he plays a passage, which establishes the
note letter-names at the same time. But we
must make very clear the connection between a line on the staff and a key on the
piano, for too many students in the past
have "taken" lessons for years and never
realized that, as Sir J ohn Stainer said a
long time ago, "The staff is only a picture
of the keyboard." If tone- naming is taught
from the keyboard to the staff, any difficulty
of reading in the separate clefs and on
ledger lines is eliminated.
Beginning material should probably be
singable and as rhythmic as possible. It
should stay pretty well in five finger position at first, but not necessarily in anyone
part of the keyboard or staff. Harmonies
should lie under the hands. Fingering
should not be stressed as "numbers," but
as a way of getting over the keyboard in
the easiest way to make the music come
forth, and as a 'means of forming a correlated response between fingers and notes.
It is the teacher's responsibility to select
and present study material in an understandable sequence that will permit the child's
musical understanding
to grow along
with his ability to read the notation and
play upon the keyboard. This is a difficult
task. The material must not jump suddenly
in difficulty beyond the child's understanding of how the music is constructed out of
familiar patterns. The patterns must increase (Continued on Page 52)

One who has been "through the mill" tells about

by Manfred Hecht

A unique event

That New York Debut Recital

of great
significance both
to the industrial
the musical

and

A. look behind the scenes of an important event

wor-ld

in. the life of the budding artist.
Miss Karen

Keres

is congl'ululated

by

Erich Leinsdorf',
conductor
of the Itochester
(N.Y.) Phl lhur-monic O,·chcelra.

American Industry

DOEShave

AMERICAN
industry
a place in American
music? Erich Leinsdorf,
peClnanent conductor of the Rochester
Philharmonic Orchestra, says yes.
On a Thursday night, last November, while Leinsdorf was at
the Eastman Theater to conduct
the opening of the Philharmonic's
1951·52 season, elsewhere. at a
downtown Rochester jewelry store,
Karen Keyes, a 19-year-old pianist and scholarship student at the
Eastman School of Music , 0
crave a
recital before nearly 600 persons
who listened appreciatively.
Later, when conductor Leinsdorf took time out to congr atulate his "competition,"
he told
Miss Keyes that the importance of
tie-ups between industry and music cannot be overestimated. "Get.
ling people to hear good music,"
he said, "is of tremendous importance to students of music and
indeed, to the music profession."
The unique debut of the young
lady from Oklahoma City, which
critics termed "brilliant,"
was the
first of the "silver concerts" sponsored by one of America's oldest
silvermakers-the
Gorham Company of Providence, Rhode Island.
The 120-year-old firm is planning
a series of such concerts across
the country.
Why should silvercraftsmen be
interested in j music? To the Gor-

•

In

"WILL

WE be able to hear you in New
York this winter ?"-"Yes,
I am
planning Illy New York debut this season.
May I send you an announcement?" It all
sounded so simple after that summer musicale, and there was a note of proud anticipation in the young artist's voice. Quickly
winter has come. The music season is in full
swing and again, as in years before, young
"hopefuls" are about to take the plunge.
For better or for worse they will present
themselves for judgment to New York cancertgoers and music critics, the severest and
most powerful audience in America.
Even seasoned Broadwayites tremble at
the thought of a New York "First Night."
And yet, for one short "first" afternoon
or evening the debut artist finds himself
his own producer, director, performer, and
often also his own "Angel," all in one.
It is all his show, and next morning's verdict can make or destroy his life as an
artist.
Let us take a look behind the scene of
the "Debut Drama." Often a colleague's
successful recital has conditioned the young
singer or instrumentalist for the bite of
the Debut-Bug. He has felt challenged.
("I can do anything you can do better; I
can do anything better than you!") His
dreams suddenly abound with headlines
featuring himself, while the grey dawn is
filled with misgivings.-Reason prevails!
Our "candidate" is a conscientious artist. Aware of how portentous a venture
he is about to embark upon, he knows he
had better do some sober thinking and self-.
evaluating in time. He has come to the conclusion that according to his honest opinion he feels technically and musically
ready. Next he proceeds to approach his
teacher and other musicians of his acquaintance, in whose judgment he has faith. He
wants them to confirm or disprove his own
findings, for, alas, he is aware how· deceiving that sensational success at aunt

Music

ham Company. nlU~IC means finer
silver.
It aU began not I ng ago. when
the firm set out to find n sterling
silver pattern most
lesired by
American women. After num rou
surveys, Gorham d signer turned
to Classical music for their in pirat ion, and the firm's lat t pattern
"Rondo" is named for that clas ic
musical form.
In attempting to capture the
feeling of fine music in silver,
Gorham craftsmen strove for the
rhythmic
flow of musical rondo
on the silver shafts of their flatware: theme repeated three times
in classical simplicity and r-ichness.
with an alternating theme inserted
at the shaft end for contrast.
The result has been (1) a deep
respect by Gorham designers for
the elements of fine music and (2)
the growth of a new art-form for
the expression of these qualities.
To foster this ne« form of expression, the Gorham Company
has embarked on a program which
th~y hope will make people conSCIOUS
of the combined arts of
music and silvermak insr
0. Not only is the company plannlllg more "silver concerts"
but
through the auspices of f;mous
music schools. the firm also has
begun to sponsor prize awards for
original pieces by young composers.
THE EXD
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Betty's birthday party may be. Technical
flaws and lack of performing experience
may well escape his enthusiastic family,
and yet, they may lead even the most prom·
ising talent into trouble. Also, if these
musicians still remain on talking terms
with him, he may well solicit valuable advice on the choice of his program even at
this early planning stage.
The next phase may well be called the
"Blues and Confusion" period. Dur novice's
mind is overwhelmed by qualms about the
terrible odds against an outstanding success; the only kind of success that will
really do good. The effort involved appears
forbidding. A funny feeling in his stomach
keeps reminding him that he too is human
and subject to 'unforeseen circumstances,
which may spoil even the most perfectly
planned concert. Mysteriously, his thoughts
revert to John Doe who gave his recital
during the blizzard of 1943-and managed
to induce all of eleven people to brave the
storm. A few sleepless nights, however,
help our man to banish these dark thoughts
to an outlying corner of his consciousness.
The decks are almost cleared now. All he
has to do, is to dig up the notorious root
of all evil.
Success or failure are high stakes to
play for. Financial considerations only
seem a mere trifle by comparison. (The total
expenses for a well-organized evening or
weekend recital at Town Hall amount
to approximately $1400_) And yet, to many
a young artist the financing of his debut
represents an almost unsurmountable obstacle. To raise the money required he is
frequently forced to accept far-reaching
obligations, Once this problem is solved,
the stage is set for action.
A recital management must be procured.
Here is just one of a great number of important decisions our man will have to
make on his own. Should he take advantage
of the smooth running routine characteris-

tic for the recital divisions of the major
agencies? Perhaps he may achieve better
results through the more individualized attention of an independent manager. Every
wrong step matters and all is up to him.
Which hall shall he choose? Can he obtain a date which does not coincide with
three or four major musical events in
town? Early or late in the season he rnav
get more attention and his reviewers mav
have an easier time with their professional
struggle against musical saturation. That
may make them more receptive. Shall he
settle for a less desirable date or shall
he change the hall he had originally picked
after lengthy consideration? There seems
to be no end to the problems on hand.
He really should have done it before.
but anyway it is high time now to ·worry
about the prC!gralll. Much depends upon
his choice and the taste level he displays.
If our artist is conscientious, he is faced
with a gruelling task! Back he goes to
teachers, coaches, musical friends, library
files and programs of past recitals. On
his way from libraries to music stores and
vice-versa he would gladly sell his birthright for a few unhackneyed
and musically
rewarding works that are not too far above
the heads of his lay audience. He knows
that the program he chooses must be close
to his heart; last, not least, it should show
his special gifts to the best advantage.
~Tisely, he therefore tries to avoid numbers
beyond his present limitations, while he
bears in mind that he as a novice has
nothing to gain by choosing well-known
pieces that are associated in the public's
mind with certain star performers. ("Nice
...
, but remember what Chaliapine or
Heifetz did with this? 1")
A good deal of his time is spent in the
different music branches of New York's
Public Library. These Music Librar-ies not
only contain a wealth of fascinating material
which can be (Continued on Page 63)
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HE WOULD knows that Geol~g Friedrich Handel was one of
musicians of all tune; that he wrote some of the
1 grea test
tne
.
f hi
music ever written; but what 0
rm _as a man?
most magmificent
.
He was born in Halle, Germany, February 23, .168::>,and later
moved to London. In appearance he was so gigantic and had such
a gro t esque 5hape that he was often called the Great Bear. He was
t with biz hands and enormous feet. He was. bow.
1)1"08 d an d f aD..
legged and walked with a heavy rolhng gmt, very erect. \\~lth .Ius
head in its huge white wig, thrown back and t~e curls TIppling
heavilv over his shoulders. His large nose was thick and straight;
his ears. red and long.
In spite of this unusual outward appcara~lce, that made ~eople
laugh just to look at him, he was the merriest and. most ff1en~ly
man imaginable. He looked straight at people \\"It.h a mockl~lg
twist at the corner of his wide generous mouth. HIS personality
was impressive and when he smiled, his stern. face was radi~nt
with the flash of a keen mind and good humor, like the sun cOllllng
out from behind a cloud. No one ever told a story better. His
happy way of saying the simplest Ihil~g 3musc.d everyone. with
his French, English, German and Italian all mixed up together.
Like all yOUl1fY
men , Handel had several love affairs. In his
h
youth he travelled through the countries of western Europe and
these wanderings were full of adventure
and romance. [n Ham.
burg, while he was playing: second violin in the opera orchestra,
he fell in love with one of his attractive pupils and wanted to
marry her. but her hard-hearted
mother said she would never
consent to her daughter's marrlage with "a cal gut scraper." After
the unkind mother had died and Hand I h[l(] br-oome famous,
friends sll~gested that his chances with the girl had improved,
but he said the tl me had gone hy. Histor-y tells us that thr young
ladv "Tell into a decline and so ended her day~.".
111f"
~{'arslater
in London. Handel wanted to marry another of hi~ young pupils.
Beine; of an aristocratic
family. she wanted him to gi\'e up his
musical career. so Handel broke orr with her. \Vc hat to think "hat
a loss it would have heen 10 the world had he done as she wanted.
People have accused H nndel of heing unsociable because he
never married. His closest friend has said that probably the reason
for his unhappy love affairs was his frllntic ('faving fOf independence and frcCfloll1. whieh made him afraid of bein~ lied in an)'
way. Even though he ne\'cr marricd. hie; life wac; full of lme. for
he practiced faithfully the arl: of fripnclship and counted many
loving friends wherevpr he wenL The 011(' Illos-t falllou~ was
Schmidt, who deserted his own country and family to follow
Hanflel in 1726 and never left him until the (lay of hi5 death.
in 17S9.
The greate~t love oJ his life. next to his rr("ation of Illu:::ic. was
his love of the poor and unforlunate pf"ople of the world. He ga\"e
generously of his time, money all(] talents to Ihe SOCif'h- of ~1U!:;i·
cians and the Fnundling T-To~l)italin London. He C5tablh:hedthe
Foundling Hospital and'in 17S0 when he was eleded iL'" gO\f·rnor.
11e gave them an organ. On the register of the F'oundlin!Z Home
was the name Maria Augu:::ta Handel. horn Anril V>. 1758. He
had given his own name to a deserted little child. He "rote one
of his mo!"t heautiful anthems {or the Home. Hi!' great oratorio,
the "MESSJ AH" was fir~t performed and a11110~tentireh- re: fycd
for the.c:e charity homes not only in London hut in Duhlin as
well. The profits of its performances were dividcrl hCl\"ccn hi5 favor·
ite charities for several years. It was not until 1763. four \"ears
after his death. that the HMESSIA H" was printed and made ~\'ail.
able to the public.
Though Handel was merry and lovable he a150 had thl? ailt of
C?'.11I11an:1.
His .violent domineering mannef 0\ crcallH' all °OPllO'
8]t1011\\'Ith a wltty good nature: his scoldinfYs \\ere full of man\'
funny expressions, which softened their sting~ When he conducted
a~l orchestra .. he was a "mass of nesh shaken by fils of fUfY: when
hIS g~:eat whltC. peri\~ig,:as,
Sf"ell to quiver. the mu~i('ia~o:trpmbled: Wh~n Ins chOIrs dlcln t pay attention he \\ ould shout in 3
terflble VOIce' '. "Cl lOrus. I" an d e\ren tle
I" audience would Jump.
"
Rehearsals of h1S oratorios w~re held at (Continued 011 Poge Sl)
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A colorful uiord- picture
of the amazing personality

whose

genius gave the 'World some of its
greatest musicai works, including
"The Messiah,"

written in twenty-one days.

The Man. • •
Handel

by Georgia M. BI/.cldngllllm
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DISC
JOCKEYS
and
American Music
Paul Whiteman with a teen-age fan.

One of the most famous American musi.
cal personalities here calls attention. to
the important place which the disc-jockey
has come to occupy in the music picture
of the listening public of the present day.

fro:.u a conference with
PAUL WHITEMAN
as told to Rose Heylbut

T

HE DISC·JOCKEY is one who puts together a musical pro·
gram by playing already existing records, interspersing
them with his personal brand of patter and talk. He may be
compared with a news commentator: neither one actually originates the material he uses, both depend on something that the
listener might get elsewhere, yet each one attracts a certain
following by the way in which he presents that already-existing
material. Your favorite news commentator gives you nothing
different from what a dozen other commentators could give you,
but you turn to him rather than to those dozen others because
of something you like in his way of presentation. There, perhaps, you have the complete story of the disc·jockey! His field
of selection is somewhat wider than that of the news-caster
since he depends only partially on the newest, headlined tunes;
still, the records he gives you are no different from what a
dozcn other disc·jockeys might play. The reasons you turn to
him rather than to the dozen others have to do with the personal
qualities of the disc·jockey ... his talk, his taste, his discretion,
his ability to give you what you want to hear. In a word, then,
the ultimate success of a disc·jockey is established first by his
personality and in second place by his records.
That leads us at once to the important question of who gets
to be a disc-jockey and what he needs to get there. Hundreds of
youngsters in our schools and studios listen to the dozens of
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recorded programs on the air and, quite naturally, wonder
what their own chances may be of getting out into the world
and setting up a program of their own. The truth is that the
disc-jockey has a harder job of getting started from a cold
start, than anyone else in music! The reason for this lies in the
fact that he makes no music of his own. His tone, his technique,
his interpretative nuancings count for exactly nothing; he plays
only what other people have recorded. Hence, he needs a per·
sonal sornething that will induce his audience to listen to his
choic~ of records rather than to someone else's. And the something that he needs has a number of facets. First, he needs
sound, solid musical taste-the kind that will enable him to
search through thousands upon thousands of different records;
to classify them according to their strong and their weak points;
to select from them the ones that will be the most likely to enter~
tain the particular type of audience he is trying to reach. In
second place, he should have a wide acquaintanceship among
players and band leaders so that he may know the exact characteristics of all of them. He should bc quite at home among
all styles of music, from the symphonic to the hot Bop. And
lastly-and possibly most importantly-he
should keej) away
from the turn· tables (regardless of his knowledge) until he has
built up a kind of following that knows him to possess some
kind of qualities that will be welcomed. Most of the successful
disc·jockeys are 'personalities' in their own right, and associated
with some kind of musical or talking style that has already
found favor. Deems Taylor, Martin Block, Barry Gray, Arthur
Godfrey, Rush Hughes, Dave Garroway-to mention but a few
-are all men who already stand for something in the minds of
the folks who tune them in. Boiling the mattcr down, then, to
practical reali.ty, I should think that the first step in striking
out for a job as a disc-jockey would be to build up a following. If you have served as Master of Ceremonies in your own
community, if you can command a spot on some local stationif you can in some way prove to people that you can offer
what is necessary to entertain (Continued
on Page 64)
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SacredSona

from a conference with George Beverly Shea as told to Cedric Lar on

T

HE INSPIRING career story of George Beverly Shea mirrors
far more than the mere success of an American singer in the
field of sacred music. The facts eloquently underscore the immense
interest-c-one

might

almost say hunger-that

exists in America

and everywhere today for spiritual reassurance in a time of
anxiety and disillusionment.
The trend is unmistakable, for the enthusiastic response accorded to men like Shea by the American public finds its exact
counterpart in the world of literature, on the stage and screen,
and even in politics. A half-dozen of the post-war best sellers
have not been works of fiction but books in the field of religion
such as "Peace of Mind," the "Greatest Story Ever Told" and
many others. On the screen, plays like "Quo Vadis" and "David
and Bathsheba" have played to the largest audiences.
According to published figures in the Christian Herald the
year 1951 set a new high for church attendance and church membership in America. The facts of life plainly are that in an age
of frustration and uncertainty the nation has taken a renewed
interest in religion and all things connected with it.
These facts might well be pondered by students in music; and
young people on the threshold of careers in music, and particularly singing, might do well to seriously consider what rewards
a career in the field of sacred song has to offer. It might be
argued that Shea may have exceptional talent which led to his
outstanding accomplishments as soloist and composer. But the
truth is that there are hundreds, if not thousands of people, aU
possessing varying degrees of talent and ability, in America today
who are finding a satisfying and challenging livelihood in the ~

rapidly growing field of religious music.
The career of George Beverly Shea merely illustrates in a
striking way the possibilities
which this wide-open field holds.
His career dramatically
portrays how a combination of ability,
training and a sense of dedication can carry the voice of a man
into the vety heart of a nation.
It is always a considerable
advantage when the student learns
the fundamentals
of music and song at an early age, and in his
own home environment.
That cannot be controlled. of course; it
is just a bit of good fortune. Shea had that good fortwle.
George Beverly Shea was born in Winchester, Ontario, Canada,
and as a lad did his first singing in the choir of his father's
Methodist Church in Ottawa. Later he sang in the Glee Club at
Houghton College in Western New York.
When his father took a pastorate near New York City, "Bev"
found here an opportunity
to study under teachers who also
taught and coached for opera. All of this cost money. of course,
so to help defray expenses, Shea worked in an insurance office
a few years, all the while studying voice. In
ew York City, he
had .the best vocal teachers, and he now modestly attributes most
of his success to his excellent teachers.
In 1937 he auditioned
for radio network singing, and' twice
tur~ed do.wn opportunities
to sing popular songs with famed
radio choirs, sensing that his real chance would come soon in
the field of sac.red song. And come it did. In 1939 an opportunity
cam;: from Chicago to join the staff of WMBI, the Moody Bible
Institute radio broadcasting
station. He accepted promptly and
worked for five years as announcer and staff soloist, singing the
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hymns and gospel songs he had known all his life.
Bev's voice almost from the very first: obtained favorable
notice from critics in radio columns in Chicago. Here was a
new voice of real promise, in what in professional jargon is called
"religiose singing." "Bev" was an obliging singer, and he was
frequently guest soloist at religious gatherings, conferences and
services of aU types with which Chicago abounds. In the early
40's besides his WMBI work: his voice was featured on a late
Sunday night radio service from one of Chicago's large stations,
called "Voices in the Night." 1t was not long before his was a
well-known name everywhere in the Chicago metropolitan area.
Then a large manufacturer got the idea of broadcasting a
nation-wide program geared to the primary pattern of inspiring
hymns and classic sacred selections. Shea was offered the chance
to be the singer, and he accepted it, on a program known as
Club Time which has carried his voice year in and year out

George Beverly Shea, with a radio and television audience estimated
at around 20 million people, is probably America's best-known
gospel singer of the day. Beginning as a singer in his ministerfather's church choir in Ottawa, Canada. Shea progressed through
various steps, finally finding himself in the gospel singing field
via the Moody Bible Institute broadcasting studio. In the early
forties he first met Billy Graham, the dynamic evangelist, and since
1947, he has been the featured gospel singer in the Graham
Crusades. He is the composer of a number of highly-successful
gospel songs, including I'd Rather Have Jesus than Anything,
which has sold more than a million copies.
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during the past eight years on a coast-to-coast network.
It was in the early 40's also that "Bev'' Shea and Billy Craham-ctoday America's N~. 1 evangelist-first
met in Chicago. Graham
had then recently been graduated from Wheaton College and his
first pastorate was in a small church in a Chicago suburb. As
Graham branched out a few years later on his evangelistic work,
he needed the services of a top-ranking soloist, and one whose
sense of dedication was unquestionable. Shea seemed to be the
man. and has now been with Graham for some five years. Choir
leading and song-leading in the Graham Crusades is taken care
of entirely by song-leader Cliff Barrows.
For students who are studying sacred music. and particularly
voice, "Bev" Shea has some words of advice.
First of all, he feels that young people who are seriously considering sacred music as a career need the inescapable qualifications of dedication. A sincere desire to use one's talents bringing cheer, consolation and hope to others and to brighten the
life's pathway of others through music and song must be the
motivating force.
In this connection, one is reminded of the words of Homer
Rodeheaver, of Billy Sunday fame: "We can bring you thousands
of illustrations of individuals whose lives have actually been
changed by the message of the gospel song_ and who have become assets in their communities where they were liabilities
before. These songs are not written for prayer meetings, but to
challenge the attention of people on the outside who have not
been interested .in any form of church work or worship. They are
used simply as a step from nothing to something."
The field of hymn and gospel music in which Shea has made
his reputation is one that cannot be precisely blueprinted. and
then reproduced by thousands of practitioners who are carbon
copies of a single prototype. First of all, it calls for careful basic
preparation and training such as any other field of music would
require. Experience has shown that careers in church music vary
widely. After basic training has been accomplished. careers for
service can be worked out along lines of individual capabilities
and doors of opportunity that may be opened.
"Bev" Shea stresses the great care a beginner needs 'in selecting the proper teacher. "Make sure that your teacher understands
you, and your voice problems," says Shea. "Above all. choose
a teacher who will inspire you to do your very best." He recalls
one of his own voice teachers in the early days whose consuming
ambition was to get him to hit high Fvsharp. That particular
item was in Shea's mind the thing he was least concerned over,
and after a few futile lessons he decided to find a new teacher.
Undoubtedly that voice teacher may be still trying to get vocal
neophytes to hit that elusive high note when .hc should be concentrating on more fundamental points. Actually all during his
many years of voice training, he studied under the best voice
teachers in New York City. Later he studied under Cino Monaco
of Chicago. recommended to him bv John Charles Thomas, a
close mu~ic'al friend.
.
Shea also advises young people interested in sacred music to
read widely in the field of hymnology. They should read a number
of good books dealing with the history of hymns and sacred music
generally. There are at least a dozen good books in this general
field. Books on the subject of music and worship (of which there
are a score or more) would also be very helpful. he believes. Also
biographies of men who have spent their lives in the field of sacred
music-vocal or instrumental-should
he studied. One might even
read books setting forth the careers of outstanding evangelists and
ministers and note the usually decisive part that song and music
have played in their successful ministry.
Shea also suggests that young people with ambitions in sacred
music should attend a church where they would find not only
their spiritual needs met, but where a song leader or director of
some talent directs the music. By participating .in church music,
even in a small part of a fifty-voice [Continued on Page 56)
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THEOBALD BOHM-a

Tribute

How his work influenced the
development of the modern
by FRED O. STEAD

orchestra, and widened the scope
of the composer.
HOSE WHO enter the field of music by

T

their

interest

in, and

enthusiasm

for

the wood-wind family, and in particular
the flute, owe a tremendous debt of gratitude to Theobald Bohm, of Munich, the son
of a jeweler and trained in that trade, for
his thorough work in improving the flute.
J list how painstaking and correct he was, is
shown by the fact that although the bulk
of his work was carried

out between 1823

and 1846~ the design of the modern flute
differs basically hardly at all from those
he made and pla yed himself. He established,
once and for all, the correct

position

of

the note-holes, and his ideas for operating
the keys have remained almost unchanged
with only comparatively slight modifications.

Up to the time that Bohm began work on
the flute, the instrument had been crude
in the extreme. Other wind instruments
were vastly different from those played today. Intonation in more than one or two
keys was intolerable and the execution of
rapid passages in certain keys was next to
impossible. Tone too, particularly in the
lower register on the old 8-keyed, flutes,
was usually difficult to' produce and feeble
in power.
The ideas of key mechanism and operation, which Bchm perfected, have also to
some extent been applied to the clarinet
and other instruments, and his calculations
of the acoustical basis of wind instruments,
have been applied to practically all wind
instruments.
The orchestral repertoire, when we come
to think of it, might have been very different today, if it had not been for the
improvement of the flute and other memo
bers of the wind family. In prehistoric
times and later in the middle ages, and
right up through the time of Bach, Mozart,
and Schubert, all wind instruments were
very crude. Behm perfected his flute and
demonstrated it in 1832, the year before
Brahms was born. This model had a conical
bore and was absolutely revolutionary. It
was met with great disfavor among players;

a fact easy to understand,
since they had
mastered the old simple system, and had
overcome some, at least, of its defects with
remarkable skill.
Composers up to that time were somewhat discouraged from writing orchestral
music which employed the flute in the low
register to any extent, and which required
it to play in any great variety of keys. The
wind parts of much of our modern orchestral music, if played on the old instruments, would be intolerable, 1£ it were poss·
ible to play them at all. In a sense then, it
would not exist for us, since music, unlike
the visual arts, to be known by the public,
demands recreating by the player or players. The full service that Theobald Bohm
made therefore to music as a whole, is in
fact much more tremendous than he himself
probably ever realized.
We have some very interesting information about Bchm in a paper written by Dr.
Carl von Schafhautl, also of Munich, with
whom Bohm lived for 52 years, studying
the acoustics of wind instruments and reo
designing the flute. Bohm, after playing for
many years on simple-system .instruments
which he had improved in many ways himself, set up a flute-making factory in Munich r~und about the year 1828, and prod,uced instruments of an improved design.
1 hese he played professionally with great
success in Munich and Switzerland, and
later, in Paris and London.
It was in London that he heard Nichol.
son play, and was greatly impressed by the
extraordinarily
powerful tone that this artist produced. Bohm made his acquaintance
and found that the secret of Nicholson's
h~g~ tone was the extra large note-holes of
hIS instrument,
which he had designed him,
~elf. B~t there were still many defects, and
mtonation was definitely worse than that
of Behm's latest model.
Boh~l l~ad long been harboring the idea
or deslgmng a flute in which fullness of
tone was combine8' with accuracy of i _
.
.
II
1
n
t onatlOn
ll1 a
keys and in which all keys
could be fingered with almost equal facil-

ity. This was a big ta k, when we consider
the crude stale of even Bobm's instrument
of that date which was the result of simply
making improvement
to the old crude instrument of six holes and one key as then
played.
He realized, too, that if he hould accomplish this highly interesting and challenging task of producing the perfect flute,
musicians already accu tomed to the old
system would not be very likely to take
kindly to any new system which was too
revolutionary.
During his visit to London, however,
when he heard '\'icholson, he decided to set
to work. His love for the art of music and
flute playing and the desire for perfection,
stimulated him to work inten ely. although
he could foresee that the immediate commercial gain would be negligible.
He returned to Munich and developed
ideas and theories he had in mind. and by
1832 his new flute was finished. His own
demonstration
of the in trument created
quite a stir in flute-playing circles. Passages in all keys could be fingered with almost equal facility and intonation nearly
perfect in all keys. This first, really iJ1]·
proved model of Bohrn's was a conical-bore
instrument.
like those already in use: but
later he decided, as a re ull of his studies
of acoustics with Dr. Schafhautl. that to
obtain a full tone on the flute. with perfect intonation throughout. the body should
be cylindrical and the head conical i thus
creating a part of a parabolic curve.
By 1846 he had produced his improved
flute with cylindrical
body: and this is
really the flute as we know it today, with
~everal. minor differences in key mechenrsm. Different materials have been used for
the .making of flutes: wood, silver. gold.
platinum
ebon ite, plastic:
and various
combinations
of materials have been tried
for the head alld body. etc. Bohrn advo·
ca~ed a wood head on a silver body, as
bemg the best, but he favored the silver
instrument.
also. However.
he recom·
mended the wood instrument, for some, de·

pending on the type of lip of the player
and his personal taste.
As might be well imagined, the overwhelming improvement which Bchrn affected to the instrument's mechanism and
its tone range and intonation, gave rise to
a huge crop of rather exhibitionist music
for the flute, composed more for the sake
of displaying technique and virtuosity of
the performer than for anything else.
This, no doubt, caused many to consider
the flute suitable only for musical acrobatics and trivialities, and not for serious
music at all. For it must be kept in mind
that up to that time none of the great masters had composed much of worth for the
instrument, or, in fact, for any wind instrument.
Naturally, even simple music sounds
more effective when played by a competent
artist using a more perfect instrument than
on a crude, out-of-tune model; and hence
the music, for example, of Bach and Mozart
(wind parts) can be played today with
much greater artistry and technical perfection, thanks to Bchm. His ideas for key
manipulation and the synchronizing of several keys together have in some instances
been adapted to other instruments, but the
real value of his work lies in the working
out of the acoustics of wind instruments
from existing incomplete data at the time.
There is one modification to the Bohm
flute worth mentioning and that is the
patent taken out in 1867 by Richard Carte,
than a member of the firm of Rudall Rose,
of London and which is still used by many
professionals and amateurs all over the
world. Apart from this, flutes played now
are almost identical with hardly an exception to those which Bchm built and played
in 1846. Which goes to prove, if proof is
needed, how correct in theory and practical
in designing he was.
Inaccuracies in intonation between woodwind instruments is usually less tolerable
than in a large body of strings in which
slight imperfections of intonation are covered up by weight of numbers and the similarity of the tone quality. Owing to the
very difficult physical constitution of the
sound waves produced by different types of
wind instruments and the greater difficulty
in making adjustments to the intonation
and tone power of defective notes while
playing, compared with strings, the necessity for theoretical accuracy in the spacing
and size of note-holes is very real in the
designing of all wood-wind instruments.
Ingenuity of a high order is often required
to design key mechanisms which can be
operated smoothly.
Bohm, by designing the modern flute
and demonstrating its capabilities himself,
made the instrument more perfect and ver·
satile, and in fact, created almost a new
instrument of much greater tonal range
and almost faultless intonation. In addi·
tion, his work on the acoustical theory of
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wind instruments and his invention of key
mechanisms substantially helped forward
the design of all wind instruments, which
were at that time comparatively crude.
Thus his momentous development not only

broadened considerably the artistic scope
of the flute, but might be said to have
affected the whole trend in modern orchestral and wind instrument music.
THE END

Their Time-Isn't Your Time
Teachers should remember that
the pnpil's time also is valuable.

by Grace C. Nash

J

IM STOMPED into the house and
banged the door. "I'm not going to
take another lesson. I'm not! I'm not!
I wiped the cookie flour from my hands
and hurried into the hall. "What is it, Jim?
Why so upset?"
He threw the music folder onto the table
and slumped into a chair. "1 waited thirtyfive minutes for my lesson. And it's not the
first time. She's always late. I've missed all
my playtime now. I'm through with piano.
That's what!"
Trying to calm his anger, I poured a
glass of milk and gave him a plate of cookies even though it was near dinner time.
His lesson should have been finished at
four-thirty. It was now five forty-five.
Again, his after-school playtime had been
lost.
Each week I had made excuses for the
laxness of his teacher. She was a fine musician and a good teacher, but she had no
idea of clock time. Her pupils were distraught and angry before the lesson ever
started because they always had to wait.
It might be a telephone call, a chat with a
parent-friend, or simply delay in getting
started on her day's schedule.
'Vhether it's music or arithmetic, promptness and holding to a definite schedule are
fundamental to a pupil's success. And to
the teacher's success.
If the teacher is prompt, the pupil will
be prompt. A few times of cutting his lesson the number of minutes that he is late
will soon overcome any laxness on the student's part.
But what about the teacher?
A pupil is at the mercy of his instructor. The pupil can wait thirty-five minutes
for his lesson, but the fee is not cut. Time
is just as important to a youngster as to
an adult. He learns to be on time to school.
And he can depend on his class room
teacher. What would he think if she arrlved a half·hour late?
Teaching music is no different. Selfrespect and integrity demand adherence to
schedule. But there is a~other reason for
being prompt. Besides wasting Jim's time,
II

his feelings were hurt because his teacher
had shown no consideration.
The prime human value for living and
getting along with people is consideration
of others. Wasting another person's time is
inconsiderate.
Of all the arts, music offers the greatest
opportunity to the teacher for sharing and
furthering a language that is universal.
Music unites people, lifts up their hearts
and relieves the tensions.
But not for Jim. As talented and eager
as he was when he started piano, he now
hated it because his teacher had been ruthlessly inconsiderate.
The first year, his lesson period came
before school, at 3:15 each Tuesday morning. Often he had stood outside the music
building in zero temperatures, waiting for
her to come. She had the key. And he had
frosted fingers. In addition, he would be
late for regular school and miss his most
prized gym period. His enthusiasm for
music lessons faded noticeably.
Now we had arranged his lesson after
school, thinking it would solve the problem. He still had to wait for his lesson.
Jim did not go back for his next lesson.
My pr-evious talks with Miss Brown had
not changed her unfailing habit of laxness.
Jim is not the first pupil she's lost, nor will
he be the last. All her fine musicianship
and teaching ability do not make up for
her lack of consideration of another's time.
But now I've found a teacher for Jim
who keeps to her schedule. If a pupil is
late, which is seldom, the next pupil is not
made to wait while the lesson is finished.
Her lessons are forty minutes in" length,
with five minutes lee-way between each
lesson; and no time is wasted.
Jim is back in the swing again, thanks
to a good and business-like teacher. He
looks forward to his music class.
He's just come in the door now. "Gee,
is she swell! How 'bout a cookie and glass
of milk? Then I'm going roller skating
with Dick. AIter dinner I'll show you the
new piece she gave me. S' long, Mom."
THE END
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The distinguished conductor of the
Houston (Texas) Symphony tells
pertinent facts concerning the status
of the personnel of the symphony orchestra
in America at the present time

f'eacher's '-~oundtab'e

MAURICE DUMESNIL, Mus, Doc"
Advises Concerning
Solfeggio and
Wrist Movements,
and gives biographical information.

HE ORCHESTRA,
as everyone knows, is a complex instrument; although it is composed of many individual persons
(with many personal individualitiesl ] , it must sound as one instrument, under the hands of its player, the conductor. It is the
only instrument, perhaps, which must be built as well as pla}ed
upon by its conductor-pedormer.
Thus, the entire question of
orchestral values actually depends on two sets of musical accomplishment-the
accomplishment
of the conductor and the accom-

T

plishment

Improving
Orchestral
Musicianship
from a Conference with

EFREM KURTZ
as told to Stephen West

of the men.

"Just at present, all is not well with the instrument (or men)
element of the American orchestra, and the trouble lies with the
strings. Today, when a young violinist or violist come for an
audition, he seems pretty well satisfied with him elf if he can
move his fingers across the strings and do a bit of bowing. If you
ask him questions about his musical background,
he often hesitates. If you put a complicated piece of mu i· before him to be
read at sight, he often-alas,
too [ten !-gets
stuck. I have encountered numbers of such poorly equipped string players and
when I ask them why they come for auditions when they are
obviously unfit for the posts they seek, they say they need the
job to earn money. Then, if ] suggest t hat they earn their money
by taking some clerical or commercial
work by day and continuing their studies in their spare time, they look astonished.
And yet there is a big problem developing in the Ie a-than-adequate
condition of American strings.
"Even among the strings, the 'cellos and the ba es seem to
be better equipped than the violins and the violas. And the wood
winds and brasses are also .in good order-c-doubrles
because
these member~ .of an orchestra are often called upon for solo
passages .requIrm~ t~le. alertness, musicianship,
and accomplishm~nt which the VJOJ.H1lstwho sits at the fifth stand mistakenly
~hlllks he can do WIthout. All this, I believe, grows out of the
ac.t that, some years ago, when there was a large supply of good
stnngs and a small supply of wood winds and brasses. young
people were encouraged to devote themselves to the rarer instruI~lents in order to find employment. Be that as it ma)', the situatIon. has changed today, and the present need is for good. well.
equipped, musicianly string players.
.
.
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HAIL SOLFEGGIO
When six years ago I decided to go back
to teaching, I was debating ij I would use
Soljeggio, knowing it would not be "commercial," not being popular. I decided
"pro" and gave it to all my students starting from scratch, or when I found insu]ficient musicianship in pupils who had
had piano training before coming to me.
Up to this day, I have given over one
hundred books 0/ "Solfege des Soljeges."
Bad for business? Not at all; jor my schedule is pretty lull the past jew years, and as
for as I can see, the value oj this training
is understood by my pupils. Could you
give me some names oj more recent solJeggio books, for one and more voices if
possible? Thank you. very much.
H. N., New York
Goocl for you! I am glad to hear what
you have to say, and I hope it will encourage many teachers to give solfeggio to
their pupils. If approached and studied in
the right way there is nothing especially
hard about it, and just think how much
stumbling, wrong counting, in short, poor
playing could be avoided by a few months
of preparation along that line.
Solfeggio is greatly honored in France,
as I have mentioned here several times.
The Conservatoire National de Paris and
its branches in many provincial cities make
it an essential requirement for admission.
Consequentl y there are many books pub·
lished over there, apart from the perennial
ones by Dannhauser, and Lemoine. Among
them I can highly recommend these:
Lucien Niverd: 285 Dictations in one
and two voices (graded progressively from
very easy to very difficult) .-25 Lessons
of Elementary Solfeggio, unaccompanied
A. de Caraude: Solfege des Enfants
C, Dandelot: 100 Nouvelle Dictees Musicales (one voice)
Charles Koechlin: Solfege Progressi f in
two voices; small "a cappella" duets
.
Solfege Progressif in
three voices; 20 "a cappella trios"

Ambitious young students should muster
up their courage, and study the different
clefs. Once proficient in them they could
take up the "Complete Treatise on Transposition" by Charles Lagourgue. Then
apart from the satisfaction
of having
reached a high degree of musicianship,
they would be well equipped for a career
as top flight accompanists, or who knows
•.. perhaps the possibility of a great future
as orchestral conductors.

,

CECILE CHAMINAOE
Will. yon kindly let me know something
of the lile and musical career of Cecile
Chaminade? I have been unable to secure
any facts about her and, as an admirer of
her music, would very much like to have
them. J find that most students take a great
interest in hearing something aboni the life
of the composer of a pianoforte piece which
they are studying. Your "Teachers Roundtable" and all other pages 0/ ETUDE are
invaluable [or keeping us teachers, in the
more remote corners of the world, au fait
with all things musical.
Thanking you.
D, W, N, Transvaal, SOIi/h A/rica
Your letter is welcome, for I too am
an admirer of Cecile Chaminade. You will
be pleased to hear that her works are heard
frequently over the radio in the United
States and are still used extensively by the
teaching profession. Though less familiar
than her popular piano pieces, her songs
are remarkable. She has written compositions in larger forms. such as the Trio for
piano, violin and 'cello, a Concertstiick for
piano and orchestra, and the lovely Concertino for Rute which is a "must" in the
repertoire of that instrument. However it
was with such numbers as Autumn. The
Fauns. The Flatterer, Pas des Ech~rpes,
and other equally delightrul piano pieces
that she attained a lasting popularity.
Chamillade was born in Paris in 1857
and she studied piano and harmony at the
Conservatoire, subsequently coming under
the guidance of Benjamin Godard. She
gained considerable recognition during her
lifetime, both in France and abroad, and
her tours of the United States were so suc-

cessful that many Chaminade Clubs were
named in her honor. In Paris she devoted
much time to teaching, apart from her numerous engagements as a concert pianist per~
forming principally her own works.
Rather late in life Chaminade married M.
Charbonel, a music dealer at Marseilles in
Southern France. After his death she moved
to the"Riviera where unfortunately her last
years were saddened by illness and financial
reverses. The enormous sales of her compositions throughout the world ought to
have made her a millionaire; but like Moszkowski to whom she was distantly related,
she signed a life contract with her publisher
in exchange for a fixed yearly remittance.
Much of this substantial income, however,
was wiped out by the growing inflation
which followed World War I.
Chaminade's name will remain as a beloved one among the composers of light
classics. She never engaged in experimentation and if her musical curiosity could not
help taking interest in the twelve-tone scale
and other ultra-modernistic
innovations,
she cautiously kept them out of her own
music. She remained herseH, for she had
"something to say," and she expressed it
with charm, elegance, and a sincerity that
reached the heart of everyone.

QUIET, OR MOVING WRISTS?
Kindly tell me the answer to this question. Is piano playing done with quiet
wrists, or wrists brought up and down? One
teacher believes in perfectly quiet wrists
and the other one doesn't. Thank you.
Miss F. S., Illinois
In my opinion both teachers are right,
or wrong! By this I mean: keeping the
wrists quiet, or moving them up and down,
cannot be made a general rule and cannot apply to every phase of perfomance.
It all depends upon what you play: certain passages require an absolutely quiet
wrist, while others must be done with plenty
of wrist action.
What is wrong is for a teacher to adopt
one system and use it all the time in everything. This amounts to nothing more than
a "gag" and shows an obvious lack of pedagogic experience. I know there are some
teachers who teach motions instead of music, probably because they once heard a lecture on the subject and picked up the idea.
They probably didn't hear the lecturer declare that it should not be taken "en bloc"
and generalized; instead, they went home
and used the system, convinced that they
had discovered a new panacea.
Remember: the best teacher is one who
knows how to apply different methods to
different problems, texts, and students; one
who takes full cognizance of various requirements and appraises the technical possibilities of his pupils first, then devises the
best personalized way of overcoming all
difficulties,
THE END
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I[]uestions and Answers
-c

Conducted hy KARL W. GEHR.
KENS, Mus. Doc., Music Editor,
Webster's New International Dictionnry, assisted hy Prof. Robert A .. Melcher, Oberlin College

The American composer
has a golden
opportunity

ABOUT EOITIONS

for service

in answering

the call

of the many
school and college orchestras
for new works
for their repertoires.

CAN A WOMAN
TUNE PIANOS?

From a conference with MORTON GOULD as told to Harriet Bartlett

HE AMERICAN COMPOSER has a
very definite role to play in OUf schools

and colleges. There is a need for creative
works that can be played by our school
orchestras and bands. Is there any reason
why the composer cannot extend the various aspects of his art to include writing

for the young people of this country?

It is

true that there are certain limitations to
which the composer must conform; but this
is not necessarily a detriment; on the contrary it can stimulate new approaches. The

fact that a piece of music is simple, direct,
and "playable" should not make it less
valid as a piece of art, anymore than its
being complex, and obtuse necessarily
makes it good art.
The responsibility of the composer is
to contribute to the younger generation's
musical and aesthetic experience. Our
younger generation is exposed to contemporary currents in living, music, art and
literature because they are part of these
elements. The potentialities of using aspects
of the American idiom creatively for young
players are very great.
Our schools need a stimulus, works that
are created out of common denominators of
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our daily experiences. They need composers
of distinctive development. They need the
professional composer.
There are a growing number of supervisors who can talk about the latest development of jazz rhythms and structures or
other current popular trends, and have an
objective evaluation of them; but usually
educators are apt to become stereotyped.
They absorb a certain amount. and then
stop once they start to transmit· knowledge
to others. A sincere, and valid approach
on the part of both tbe educator and the
composer, can bring out surprising abilities
from even the average student performer.
Within certain basic practical limitations,
there is a wide latitude of variety, color,
and experimentation
to be done. The composer as a craftsman, must create music of
vitality and interest for our young people.
He must conceive works that these people
can hand.le. The educator must encourage
the meeting, and the mutuality of these
two elements, and should be aware of all
kinds of music and trends.
It has been my-personal experience that
certain music supposedly too difficult for
the average school performance according

LEARN TO

• I live in a small mining town hundreds
0/ miles [toni any large city, and I have a
small class of piano pupils. It seems to be
impossible to get a tuner to come out here,
and both my own piano and the pianos in
the homes of my pupils are terribly out of
tune, so I have been toorulering whether I
myself might learn to tune a piano. 1 home
sent for literature to the people who advertise piano tuning correspondence courses,
but I'd like your opinion beiore I go into it.
-Mrs. L.F., Nevada

New Fields for the Composer

T

low these suggestions you will be fairly
close to the conventional path: (1) Punctuate the words carefully by meanc of commas, periods, etc. (2) Use slurs in the voice
part only when two or more notes are to
be sung to a single syllable of text; (3)
Employ the slur in the piano part only
when short series of notes are to be played
with especial legato.
-K.G.

to previous concept)
have been overcome
and accepted as practical.
This requires
certain beliefs on the part of a number
of people. Assuming of course that a composer has a vital creative talent, he must
then have faith in the potential capabilities of our young people in the schools.
The educator must have faith not only in
the composer and the students, but also in
the importance
of making available the
mutual stimulation
of the creator and the
young performer.
Composers need a practi al xposure to
the problems of performance in the schools
and colleges. Thi of Course takes in such
a basic technique as orchestration. There
are many functioning
musicians who have
completed academic cou.rses in orchestration, and yet, only with the greatest difficulty could they function in this art. One
must have the ability to use orchestration
as a means to project
musical patterns
with clarity.
The art of music is predicated on sound
and rhythm. These are made through physical means, such as the human voice or instruments. The respective blends of diHerenl
instruments and (Continu.ed on Page 58)
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My anSlver to your question is "Why
not?" Women do all sorts of other things
that used to be considered "a man's work,"
so if you have reasonably strong hands and
arms, and if you are "good at fixing
things"-that
is, if you are fairly intelligent about mechanical things, I see no reason why you should not learn to tune a
piano.
-K.G.
HOW TO USE THE SLUR IN
VOCAL MUSIC
• I have been doing some composing during the past year or two, mostly vocal solos,
and my question is this: Should the phrasing be indicated throughout the- song by
phrase marks over the words or the accompaniment or should no such marks be used
unless a word is assigned to several notes?
It seems to me that it clutters up the page
too much to use so many phrase marks.
-W.A.,
Indiana
Composers vary considerably in their
habits of notation, but if you will fol-
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OF MOZAR·T

• 1. , have a two-piano score of AI/ozart's
Concerto in D Minor, K.466 (Schirmer
edition). , was always under the impression that the soloist's parts were printed
in larger notes than the other parts, and
that rests were used where the second piano
or orchestra played alone. ln. this edition
where "Tutti" occurs, the soloist's score is
printed in small notes. Does the soloist play
this too? On pages 40 and 41, rneasnres
17 and 18, 25 through 28, the two scores
are not alike.
2. Are the cadenzas by Hummel always
played?
3. In playing wlth an orchestra, does the
conductor indicate when the soloist should
come, or does the conductor somewhat follow the soloist?
-Mrs.
W.B.B., New York
1. I have three different editions of
this concerto, but not the particular edition
vou mention. In some editions the solo part
is printed in larger notes; in other editions
all the notes are the same size. During the
"Tutti" passages it is not expected that the
soloist shall play, though he may occasionally do so if he wishes. Since I do not have
access to your edition, I cannot answer
your specific questions. But J might say
that practically any edition which is a Yeduction of a full orchestral score is likel y
to be questionable in spots, and one should
always check with the full score if possible.
I would therefore recommend that you buy
a regular score of this concerto so that
you can see exactly what notes the solo
piano plays and exactly what notes the
orchestra plays. You can obtain a score for
this concerto (or for any of the Mozart
piano concertos) in an edition published
by Braude Brothers for a very small price.
2. Mozart wrote out cadenzas to quite
a few of his piano concertos, and of course
when the original Mozart cadenzas are available they should he used. In the case of
those concertos for which Mozart did not
write out cadenzas, performers usually play
the cadenzas by Hummel or by Reinecke.
Unfortunatel y there are no Mozart cadenzas
for this D minor concerto, so you will have
to use the ones printed in your edition.
If you do much teaching or playing of
the Mozart concertos, I believe you will
be interested in owning the Mozart cadenzas, which are published in one volume by
Broude Brothers.

_

3. It is the conductor's duty to weld the
entire performance, both orchestra and solo
part, into a single unit. The conductor,
therefore, is the chief "boss" at the actual
performance and all must follow him. He
should however cooperate with the soloist
by wo~king out'tempi, retards, dynamics,
and so forth. ahead of time and at rehearsals, and by attempting to follow the soloist
as nearly as possible at the performance.
During cadenzas the conductor does not
beat time, and the soloist is completely tree
to playas he wishes. It is conventional tor
cadenzas to end with trills as a signal to
the orchestra that it is time for them to
play again. Near the end of the cadenza
the conductor raises his baton and sees to
it that the players are ready to begin at
the proper moment. The soloist should
know not only his own solo part but the
orchestral part as well. If he has studied
his score thoroughly, it should be unnecessary for the conductor to indicate when
the soloist is to come in, though it is permissible for the conductor to indicate to
the soloist when the various orchestral interludes are almost over if the soloist wishes
him 10 do this.
-R.M.
WHAT

IS PLAGIARISM

IN MUSIC?

• Please tell me what constitutes plagiarism in music. I have many song and instrumental collections both classical and
popular, and I note the recurrence of melodies. In one popular song the melody is
so pronounced that an entire chorus oj nonclassical words can be sung to it, and yet
it is actually a classical piece. John Philip
Sousa uses Onward Christian Soldiers in
one oj his marches, and even Sigmund
Romberg swings into the last eight measures oj Battle Hymn of the Republic in his
operetta called "My Maryland." As I understand it these are purposeful adaptations
and are not considered to be plagiarisms,
but where is the line to be drawn? Must
a writer be dead to insure a living composer against plagiarism charges when he
takes a small or a great quantity from the
writings of another?
-Miss
M.B-S., New York
Technically, this is a matter of copy·
right laws, but actually it is a matter of
taste and conscience. In my opinion the
matter of taste and conscience is the more
important, but if you wish to find out
about copyright laws I suggest that you
look 011 page 400 of the July, 1949, issue
of this magazine.
-K.G.
PRICE CORRECTION
In the September 1951 issue the price of
a list of books about music, published by
the National Association of Schools of Music, was given as $1.50; a recent change
makes the price now $1. 75.
-K.G.
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Here are practical suggestions
for the serious organist 'seeking
help in securing a repertoire of

ORGAN MUSIC FOR THE CHURCH

cises are valuable but dry, and the teacher
must be ingenious in finding means of
holding the pupil's interest in them.

THE INDEX
FINGER

YEAR

To Slur or Not to Slur

and
A representative list of pieces

THE BOW
STROI{E

[rom the library of a mid-uiesterrc
organist and brought to our readers
by ALEXANDER

"WHAT
SHALL I play for Palm Sunday?"
"What shall I play for Easter?"
o

"What about Thanksgiving?"
"Is there any Christmas music that hasn't
been done a thousand times already?"
If this sounds familiar, it is because you
are a church organist with a good- musical
background,
experience
enough to have

played most of the familiar things and conscientious enough not to want your congregation to grow tired of hearing them.
This is an ever-recurrent
problem with
organists. This department has had grati-

fying comments on the helpfulness of repertoire suggestions in recent months. I
believe that in the course of a year more

organists write for suggestions on repertoire than on any other topic. Queries of
this sort are in fact so frequent that, to facilitate matters all around, I have prepared
a mimeographed list several pages in length
which I send out in answer to such requests.
Last month I promised readers to give
them the excellent list of repertoire for the
church year prepared by Foster Hotchkiss
of Girard, Ohio. It seems to me that Mr.
Hotchkiss has done an outstanding piece of
work on this repertoire. I have heard him
play most of this material, and it is as effective in performance as it looks on paper.
Incidentally, it is interesting to learn that
an important church in Kansas City has
recognized the excellence of Mr. Hotchkiss'
work and has engaged him as organist and
choirmaster for next season.
It shonld be emphasized that Mr. Hotchkiss' repertoire is presented as an outstandinglist, not as the outstanding list. If
yOll were to assemble the ten most famous
organists in America today and ask their
views on repertoire for the church year,
you would probably end with ten different
opinions.

McCURDY

On the other hand, there are broad general areas of agreement, and it is safe to
conclude that many of the works which follow would be included in any representative
list of repertoire.
Thc importance of acquiring
a good
working repertoire and keeping it in trim
cannot be emphasized too strongly. The
time is past when an organist could walk
in at the last minute, play anything which
happened to be at hand as a prelude, an"d
perhaps sight-read something for the offertory.
Music listeners today are more sophisticated, thanks to such factors as the radio
and the wide distribution of music on records~ Nowadays it is imperative that we
have the right piece for the right occasion,
and that it is thoroughly polished for performance.

FOSTER HOTCHKISS

Naturally this means advance preparation. It is seldom possible to do a good
job on any piece at the last minute. And
there are so many other details of the servo
ice which engage the organi t's anention-crehearsing the choir, preparing the hymns
and so on-that
it seem
only common
sense to prepare ahead of time that part of
the music which can be done in advance,
For most organists the ummer months
offer more leisure time than the busy winter season. Summer i the ref re the ideal
time to give the repertoire a thorough overhauling. With a Jist such a that prepared
by Mr. Hotchkiss a a guide, thc thought.
Iul organist can organize a urumer study
project. He can set aside a certain number
of pieces to be mastered for the needs of
the coming season.
If the major work of preparation is done
in advance, during the relatively unhurried
summer months, the time for actual performance will require only a brushing-up
of works already in the memory and in the
fingers, Such careful advance preparation
will ease the organist's burden of last-minute preparation,
and will make his whole
year a delight.
A good church organist shoulders many
responsibilities,
but no one of them is more
important than playing the organ as well as
he knows how. There is no use blinking the
fact that. many people merely sit thr~ugh
the organ part of the service. Many of us
have found this to be the case and it is the
res~lt of one thing only; routine, unimaginatIve playing by routine
unimaeinative
or-aa
ni
I t has caused some
'0
gamsts.
churcbzoers
to conclude that it is not possible to make
organ music interesting
. It is up to all of us to show such skep~lCS I~ow ~nistaken
they are. The remedy
}S quite
s'imple, (Continued on. Page SO)

" ... It is Iny belief that the second joint
of the index finger should be in direct contact with the bow-stick at all times, even
when producing the wrist-and-finger M 0tion. I have a pupil, however, who is quite
unable to rnaintain contact at this joint
when she is doing the Motion ....
On the
Up stroke her finger slides along the stick
so that at the completion oj the strolce the
stick is near the tip of the finger; and
on the Down stroke the stick ends up near
the knuckle: Would appreciate your advice. (2) When teaching Laoureusc Il, I
usu,ally omit the middle section dealing
with double stops an.d trills, as 1 feel these
points are better presented elsewhere. Do
you agree with this approach?"
-F. F. C., Ohio
It is by no means rare to find a pupil
who has the fault you describe. I have
had a number of such pupils. There are
two main reasons why this sliding of the
finger occurs. The first is that the finger
is not well wrapped around the stick to
begin with, and the second is that the firstfinger knuckle is not relaxed.
It goes without saying that the index
finger must be wrapped firmly around the
stick-s-otherwise
how can a" round tone
be produced?· But many pupils tend to
straighten the finger as the frog is approached on an Up bow. If your pupil has
this habit, you should help her to overcome it as soon as posible. Keep after her
about it.
This brings us to the first-finger knuckle
-relaxed
or otherwise. The hands of almost every child under the age .of fourteen
are as supple as the paws of a cat, and
can easily be trained to be relaxed yet
firm. The trouble is that most teachers of
elementary students don't realize this. This
first- finger knuckle should "give" as the
Up stroke is being completed, so that at
ETUDE-MAY
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by Harold Berkley
the end of the stroke the first phalanx of
the finger is in practically a straight line
with the back of the hand. By the first
phalanx I mean that part of the finger that
is nearest to the hand. If this "give," this
"collapsing," of the knuckle is allowed to
take place, there is little likelihood that
the bow-stick will slide along the finger.
The Down stroke presents a different
but simple problem. It must not be so long
that the fourth finger loses contact with
the stick, and if this finger remains on
the stick-and
the knuckle is flexible-it
is not probable that the finger will slide.
Suggest to your pupil that she imagine
a round pin through the second joint of
the first finger into the bow-stick, and that
the finger pivots on this pin, moves around
it. In other words, the angle of the finger
to the bow changes as the stroke is b.eing
made.
However, the nub of the problem regarding the sliding first finger lies in the
flexibility of the knuckle. Get that knuckle
flexible and the problem is usually solved.
(2) Personally, I like the double-stop
and trill studies in Laoureux II, and have
always used them at the appropriate time
-which may be earlier or later than they
appear in the book, generally earlier. By
this I mean that it is often possible to bypass some of the single-note shifting exercises in order to come sooner to the
double-stop studies. Of course, elementary
exercises in thirds should be given to the
pupil while he is still working in the third
position, but these exercises in thirds,
sixths, and octaves in Laoureux II are
really fundamental
and should not be
slighted. And there are some valuable
studies in the Supplement to Book II.
As regards the trill exercises, I'd say
"Use them-and
as early as possible."
For they will develop not merely the trill,
but also the all-essential equality of finger
pressure. I do not mean to imply that the
pupil shonld plough ~rough them one after
the other. He shonld take perhaps two of
them, then forget about them for a couple
of weeks, then take two more. The exer-

"Here are two questions concerning triplets in violin playing: (1) The curved line,
like a slur, does not mean-or does it?that the notes of the triplet are tied in the
same bow. Is there any way to kn.ow when
and if they really should be slurred? (2)
In the first movement oj the Mendelssohn
Concerto, about the l07th measure, how
can a player keep the bow steady in that
rapid string crossing on those triplets?"
-A. c., Pennsvloonia
The old-fashioned
and conventional
means of indicating a triplet was to print
an italic figure 3 over or under the group
with a small slur above or below the figure.
In carefully printed editions this little slur
never touches the first and third notes of
the group and therefore can never be mistaken for a bowing indication. In editions
less carefully prepared the little slur is
sometimes too long and could be mistaken
for a bowing mark. In modern editions the
triplet sign is not used very much.
A rough and ready rule is to observe
the position of the italic 3: if it is inside
the slur, then the slur means triplets and
not bowing. But even this rule is not foolproof, for some editions print the 3 outside
the slur! The best rule is the rule of good
taste: when you come to a triplet that has
no indication except the 3 and the little
slur, play the notes with separate bows. If
this does not sound well, slur the triplet.
The only true criterion is what sounds best.
(2) This passage in the Mendelssohn
Concerto is a Mite noire of many violinists.
To make it sound as it should is extremely
difficult. The passage calls for a firm bow
stroke coupled with an agile and controlled wrist movement, a movement that
is strong while being flexible.
Providing that the player has a welldeveloped bow technique, there is no special exercise that will help him-he
must
practice the passage slowly, until he gains
the touch and the control that are necessary. If his bow arm is not adequately
trained, then he must build the necessary
technique, starting
with firm half-bow
strokes from middle to point and using
such a study as the 7th in Kreutzer or the
3rd in my "12 Studies in Modern Bowing."
In other words, a study that skips strings.
This should be practiced with a strongly
accented bow stroke, but not too staccato;
that is to say, each stroke should be fairly
well sustained. Without knowing the player's abilities and shortcomings, it is difficnlt to say what should follow this. THE END
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readers of all ages ... better not to tackle
it before the second year.

Adventures

YOUTHFUL

of a Piano
Teacher
Questions on playing Chopin
and Bach, Sight Reading Books,
and Y outhjul M ozartists
By GUY MAIER

CHOPIN AND BACH

IN SPITE

of Chopin's adoration of Bach

it is curious that the style of Johann
Sebastian has left no trace of a mark in
all his music. How much Bach influenced
Chopin can only be guessed. Perhaps his
influence may he likened to the creation

of a new precious metal' in which Chopin's
miraculous silver amalgamates with an intense bit of Each's gold to give it resilience
and polish ... In the finished product all
visible trace of the gold has completely
disappeared.
Chopin

throughout

studied

Bach's

works intensely

his life, and set all his pupils

to work at the Suites,

PaTtitas,

Preludes

and Fugues. He often said, "To work forever at Each is the best means of making
progress." When he journeyed on that long,
dreary winter's trip to Majorca, the only
composer whose works he took with him
was Bach ... And he used to say, "For two
weeks before a concert of my own composi.
tions I shut myself up and practice Bach.
That is my preparation."
Chopin walked
ann-in-arm with Bach
To a friend he
wrote: "I make my own corrections of these
French editions of Bach ... not only the
engravers' errors but the many others,
even harmonic ones committed by those
who pretend to understand Bach. I don't
pretend to understand him better than they,
but just from a conviction that I some·
times guess how it ought to be."
It is interesting to note, too, that the.
two finest sets of musical studies for. the
piano have been created by Bach and
Chopin-the
"Old Testament," the 48 Preludes and Fugues of the Well-Tempered
Clavichord, and the "New Testament,"
Chopin's 24 Etudes, Op. 10 and 25.

Both Chopin and Bach flourish under
"tempo rubato" treatment. Tempo rubato
is not an expression of time license, but of
subtle rhythmic freedom within the "beat"
of the measure itself. Older composers need
the rubato treatment as well as the later
ones; the flexibility required by their
lavish embellishments and ornaments are
a guarantee that they themselves played
with much freedom. Perhaps the old fellows
would have startled us with their rhythmic
flexibleness! . . . (Remember how the
Viennese critics roasted Mozart's playing?
They accused beloved Wolfgang Amadeus
of not being able to play in timel ]
I am certain that Chopin played Bach
with "rubato" and that Bach himself played
his own magnificarit slow pieces freely.
Rubato is just another way of saying
that a player is letting the air into his
music to breathe the breath of life into
it, to warm it and to waft it off the
ground
SIGHT READING BOOKS
"I have seen advertised
many new
elementary sight-reading books. Which ones
do you recommend?
All of them! Each writer is trying in
his own way to break down the complicated
process of piano reading; so, I can say
something good about all of the recent
books. Why not try them all, then decide
for yourself which you think turns the
trick for your students?
Here are some I especially like:
AZ,na Fran/din-Sight
Reading With Aces
is Easy ... a unified, pattern approachespecially good for young students.
Hazel Cobb-Look
and Learn ... also ex.
cellent ... makes good remedial reading,
too.
Frances Clark-Reading
Technique ...
a
thoughtful, logical approach ...
Students
using it make fin€f_reading progress.
Margaret Dee-F'ace the Music (2 books)
. .. another sure approach ...
good for

MOZARTISTS

Some of the finest Mozart praying today
is being done by our young 'teen age
pianists. In fact, many of these youngsters
play their piano solos and concertos better
than most of the popular virtuosos before
the public.
Why is this? More teachers who com.
prehend the Mozartean message? Perhaps
so : but 1 believe that our present young
O'e;leration of realists understands perfectly
Mozart's simple, direct, compositional approach. His genius in sheering ofTall nonessentials appeal
to them; they feel that
his music vis not cluttered up with notes,
and that, unlike many other composers, he
thins out the notes 'from his creations instead of throwing in more 10 oll\'cy his
message __ . Compare the pure. immaculate
texture of Mozart's
original scores with
that of almost any ornpo er and )'ou will
see what I mean.
In his compositions
he cut thr ugh at
once to the th rol bing heart of the mu ic;
consequently. when his mu ic i well played
it goes sLraight from MozarL t the li tenet's
heart.
Our young pe ple feel thi intuitively;
and consequently
play his mu ic with astonishing understanding.
They do not find
him inaccessible
and, unlike the older
generations. do not care a whit how much
he exposes them ...
Looks like we might
soon have a valiant
ar111)' of youthful
Mozartists. doesn't it?
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O:\' CHOPI'!

How can painists expect to recreate such
a sensitjve spirit as Chopin when their approach to his music is 0 insensitive? The
excessi"ely dynamic
playing of Chopin's
music by many pre ent·day pianists murders his spirit. The percussive style of the
modern
pianistic
approach
is Chopin's
death. When ~fOU play Chopin. don't be too
positive. rough or excessive. Don't "attack:;
him-a
horrid word used nowadays by
many piano teachers and write!"s of piano
materials.
Let Chopin's elusive spirit sing through
you from the instrumenl.
Do not try to
tell him how to sing. Chopin's music must
be evoked from the instrument. not imposed
on it by the player. You lllllst yield to him:
you must receive
from him. Chopin's
phrases must often emerge as though they
are the result of improvisation.
The mas'
tery of his music should never be self·
conscious or forced.
The wayward., tentative.
often hesilant
quality of Chopin's
music eludes many
male players.
But what is e,'en more
lamentable is that many women pianist.5fail
to capture its essence. Is it because most
women have been (Continued on Poge 51)

.
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am oser and teacher,
this piece provides opportunity
An interesting
number from the pen of a Widely-known c~nlte~p~~ar.y flowof the right hand should be projected
without a
for deve lup ment of accuracy in finger placement. The grace u ,r y mrc
ABRAM CHASINS
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Theme from Piano Ooncerto in 0 minor

r..

.
in the right hand
This lovely melody is taken from Rachmaninoff's best known plano
concer t o. It req uires a pure legato touch
.
.
t Ph'
here.
with clearly articulated
finger passages in the left hand a cco mp a nrmen
t .
rasing an d pedaling are most Important
Grade 31/2.
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Dreams to Remember
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The first two of a set of four numbers are presented
here.
In No.1 the melody
Care must be taken that the repeated
chords in the accompaniment
do not become
more lively than No. 1. In the right hand, the inner part must be fingered
clearly.

Andante

con moto

a-

ate~

I
should
be well sustained
and smooth flowing,
blurred.
No.2 is, by c~ntrast,
considerably
Fine for developing
control.
Grade 3·4.
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(Continued from Page 20)
sonatas until one has a more than
passing acquaintanceship
with his
other sonatas, his quartet.s, his symphonies. Of course, it is wisest to
begin the study of repertoire
with
Haydn and Mozart, working one's
1I'a}' up to Beethoven, Schumann,
Brahms, to the more complicated
moderns. A 'liking' for the more
complicated music is not a reason
for beginning with it. The aspiring
orchestralmusician should know the
literature of his instrument so well
that, at an audition, he can demonstrate musical understanding
of the
workshe has prepared; and so that
he can playoff a page of sightreadingwithout stuttering!
Further,
he must prove his familiarity
with
carying musical styles (regardless of
his own preferences) and, most important of all, perhaps, he should
approach his task with the feeling
that he is an artist as well as a
player-and this feeling should grow
out of his background and not out
of his vanity!
"An interesting phenomenon to be
observedtoday is that girl players
show,in general, a greater conscientiousnessthan do the men. Girls will
applyfor an audition only when they
are honestly convinced that they are
prepared for it. And. on the whole,
theyacquit themselves of their dut.ies
with greater responsibility. For this
reason, the place of the woman in
an orchestra should be clarified.
Actually,there is no sensible reason
why women should not hold orchestral posts. I have long welcomed
them. I realize, of course, that in
someparts the doors are still closed
against them. My feeling in such
cases is that the situation
should
be thoroughly examined and then
reasonably dealt with: that is to
say,girl players should be welcomed
wherever possible, but wherever they
are not welcomed, they should not
he encouraged to study. It is wasteful and cruel to raise up hopes and
illusions before their eyes if they
are not to be allowed to profess the
art for which they have prepared.
. "One of the most important points
in the young musician's career is the
launching of his start. Whether he
be soloist or orchestral player, my
?est advice is not to attem pt a start
~nNewYork. It is far wiser to begin
~na very small city, gradually workmg one's way up to larger cities,
~nd gradually coming into metro polrtan centers like Detroit and Chi.
cage. After Chicago there is time
enough for New York! The performer who dreams of conquering
the largest city in the world must
be able to do more than merely to
play. He must know how to meet his

public, how to control that public-show to control everything. Such experience can never he mastered in
a teacher's
studio. Let me cite the
example of young Jacob Lateiner, a
gifted and first-class pianist. When
first I heard him, I was enormously
impressed with his abilities. For that
very reason,
I encouraged
him to
stay out of New York! I took him
to Kansas
City where he made a
fine success. Next I introduced
him
to a manager
who worked out for
him a large tour of Australia. On his
return
he made records. Then he
appeared at Tanglewood.
It was not
until he had worked three years in
this way that he ventured upon New
York-and
as he then had some
years of experience
with which to
fortify his native talent, he naturalf y
made a prompt and great success.
That is the wise way to go to work.
"Actually,
the same is necessary
for the conductor himself. Of course,

his remarkable start}. But speaking
of the rule rather than of the exception, the best path forward is to
begin at a lower level and go up
gradually, step by step. At the beginning of my own career, I longed
to be a symphony conductor
and
rebelled at the need of working my
way up through the opera; I fOcalized
it was necessary, however, and did it.
"But this is a good distance from
the present needs of the American
orchestra
which we were considering. And so I come back to the real
and pressing demand for good, musicianly, well-trained strings. Our
schools and conservatories can be of
enormous aid here, hath in encouraging students to study instruments
for which there are opportunities,
and in stimulating them to feel the
responsibility,
not merely of 'getting
a paying job,' but of taking their
places in the furthering of national
art.
THE END

the future conductor must Sl10W a
natural
and unmistakable
aptitude
for conducting as well as for music,
and he must prepare himself with
the soundest possible background of
musicianship
in all its branches.
\Vhen he has done all this, however,
he is by no means ready to direct
the Philharmonic!
The best start for
the young conductor is in the theater
-as chor repeticeur in a small opera
company, as assistant
in a ballet
theater. When he has mastered the
disciplines of this kind of work, let
him go on as assistant in the' symphony orchestra
of a small city,
gradually
working his way up to
bigger things in bigger communities.
Naturally,
it can happen that an
enormously gifted young man may
assert himself almost at the startand a case .in point is that of Leonard Bernstein (who, I may say had
proven abilities as a pianist and a
composer to aid him in launching
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ADVENTURES OF A PIANO

ORGAN MUSIC FOR THE CHURCH YEAR
(Continued from Page 24)
Get some new music, learn it well, make it
interesting, and then try it on your congregation.
And in my judgment the list of repertoire
prepared by Mr. Hotchkiss is an excellent
starting-point:
Advent
Wake, Awake for Night Is Flying
Bach (Schubler)
Ditson
Wake, Awake for Night Is Flying
Krebs (with trumpet)
Music Press
Aus Meines Herzens Grunde
Karg-Elert (char-imp. I)
Marks
Pastorale
Franck (selected works)
G. Schirmer
Pastorale
Rowley (Five Improv.)
Novello
Pastoral Symphony
Handel (Messiah)
G. Schirmer
Pastorale on "Thou Faithful Shepherd"
. Handel-Biggs
Gray
Benedictus
Reger
Marks
Fantasie on "Veni Emanuel"
Rowley
Novello
Prelude Improvisation on "Venl Emanuel"
Egerton
Concordia

:1

Christmas
Gray
Noel in G
D'Aquin
This Day So Full of Joy
Buxtehude
Lit. Mus. Press
Blessed Be Thou, Jesus Christ
Buxtehude
Lit. Mus. Press
Magnificat
J. C. Bach (Organ Series I)
Concordia
Magnificat
J. S. Bach (Schubler)
Ditson
Magnificat
Dupre (Antiphons)
Gray
Von Himmel Kamm der Engel Shaar
Ditson
Bach (Lit. Year)
Ditson
In Dulei Jubilo
Bach (Lit. Year)
Gray
In Dulci Jubilo
Dupre
Lo, How a Rose E'er Blooming
Gray
Brahms (chor. pre.)
Adeste Fidelis
Karg-Elert
(Cathedral
Windows)
Elkan-Vogel
Scherzo on "In Dulei J ubilo"
Ditson
Candlvn
Gray
Hure
Commu~ion on a Noel
Gray
Bedell
Reverie on "Picardy"
Wood
Titcomb
Puer N atus Es
Leeds
Purvis
Greensleeves
Leeds
Purvis
Divinum Mysterium
Leeds
Purvis
Carol Rhapsody
Herelle
Langlais
La Nativite
Marks
Messiaen
La Nativite
Epiphany
How Brightly Shines
Concordia
Pachelbel (Organ Series I)
How Brightly Shines
Peters
Buxtehude (chor. pre.)
Salvation Now Is Cpme to Us
Peters
Buxtehude
How Brightly Shines
Peters
Peeters (chor. pre. I)
Leeds
Chartres
Purvis
March of the Magi Kings
Dubois
Ditson
March of the Magi
Gray
Dickinson (with violin, 'cello, harp)

50

Lent
As Jesus Stood Beside the Cross
G. Schirmer
Scheidt (His. Organ I)
Passion Chorale
G. Schirmer
Kuhnau (His. Organ I)
Passion Chorale (2 settings)
Gray
Brahms (chor. pre.)
Lamb of God, Most Holy
Bornemann
Bach (Leipsig]
Lamb of God, Most Holy
Marks
Karg-Elert {chor.vimp. II)
Prelude and Fugue in F minor
Bach (Widor-Schweitzer
IV)
G. Schirmer
By the Waters of Babylon
Bornemann
Bach (Leipsig )
By the Waters of Babylon
Marks
Katg-Elert (Chor.-imp. II)
o Man, Bewail Thy Grievous Fall
Ditson
Bach (Lit. Year)
When Adam Fell, The Human Race
Ditson
Bach (Lit. Year)
Hark, A Voice Saith All Are Mortal
Dltson
Bach (Lit. Year)
Douglas
Gray
Two Lenten Preludes
Elkan-Vogel
Aria
Peeters
Hamburg
Gray
McKinley (Hymn-Tune Fan)
Gray
Rathbon
Bingham (Hymn-Pre. 2)

o

a

Palm Sunday
Novello
Benedictus
Rowley (Five Improv.)
Schmidt
Osanna
Dubois
March on a Theme by Handel
. G. Schirmer
Guilmant
Dlggle
Cray
Toccata on "St. Theodulph"
St. Theodulph
Gray
McKinley (Hymn-Tune Fan)
Gray
Truro
Bingham (Hymn-pre. 1)
Les Rameaux
Langlais (Poemes Evan)
Marks
Wunderbar Konig (with brass)
Karg-Elert
(chor.-imp.
VI)
Marks
Cortege and Litany
Dupre
Durand
Processional
Shaw
Cramer
Vexilla Regis
Purvis
Leeds
Hosanna Weinberger
(Bible Poems)
Gray

(Continued

Marks

Karg-Elert
(chor.-imp.
II)
Actus Trigicus
Weinberger
(Religious
pre.)
March Funebre
Guilmant
Passion Chorale
Kuhnau
(His. Organ I)
Passion ChOI"ale
Karg-Elert
[chor.vimp. II)
Passion Chorale
Brahms (ohor. pre.]

G. Schirmer
Marks
Gray

Easter
Trumpet Voluntaries
(with trumpet)
Purcell
Music Press
Christ Lag in T odesbanden
Bach (Lit. Year)
Ditson
Fanfare Fugue
Bach-Biggs
Wood
Toccata on "0 Filii"
Farnam
Presser
Toccata
Widor (Symphony V)
Marks
Alleluja
Fuulkes
ovello
Alleluia, Pascha
ostra
Titcomb
Wood
Easter Moen
Caul
1. Fischer
Resurgam
Rowley
Gray
Carillon
(0 Fillii
t Ftliae)
J. Fischer
Biggs
-Cray
werby
Fanfare
Purvis
Leeds
Gwalshmai

Lit.
i n

Messiaen
B noit

(Coniil/ned

Mus. Press
Baron
J. Fischer

117hit stwday
host
We Now Implore
the Holy
Lit. Mus. Press
Buxtehude
Come, Holy Ghost
Bornemann
Bach (Leipsig)
Come, Cod, Creator,
Holy
ho t
Bornemann
Bach (Leipsig)
Come, Holy Ghost, Lord
od
Lit Mus. Press
Buxtehude
Trinity
undoy
Eh Fugues (St. Ann)
Bach (Widor-Schweitzer
Ill)
C. hirmer
We All Believe in One True God
Bach (Catechism)
Bornemann

National Do)'s
God Our Help
Matthews
(l2 char. pre.)
Jesus Shall Reign
Matthews
(12 chor. pre.)
Ton-y·botel
Purvis (char. pre.)

a

Maundy Thursday
Toccata at the Elevation
Frescohaldi (His. argo I)
G. Schirmer
Lamh of God, Most Holy
Bach (Leipsig)
Bornemann
Litanae
Karg-Elert
(Semper Simplice)
Paxton
Thee Will I Love
Karg-Elert (CllOL-imp. II)
Marks
The Last Supper
Weinberger
(Bible Poems)
Gray
Ajalon
Bingham (Hymn-pre. 1)
Gray
Bread of Life Bingham (Hymn-pre. 1) Gray
The Celestial Banquet
Messia.en
Elkan-Vogel
CommunlOn
Purvis
L ee d s

a

Good Friday
of the Cross
Dupre

The Stations
Durand
Crucifixus
Karg-Elert
(Semper Simplice)
Paxton
Tenebrae
Karg-Elert (Semper ' Simplice)
p axton
Bl essed Jesu, How Hast Thou Offended

a

DitsoD
Ditson
Carl Fischer

All Sainls
Blessed Are Ye Faithful
ouJs
Brahms
(char. pre.)
What the Joy and the Glory
Matthews
(12 chor. pre.)
Gaudeamus
Titcomb
Caudeamus
Rowley (five improv.)
Requiescat
in Pace
Sowerby

o

Gray

Wood
No\"ello
Gray

~Iarks
Baron
Gray

Carl Fiscber
(Continued on Page 52)
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Carlton House before the Prince of
Wales. If the Prince and Princess
did not come on time. he made no
effortto hide his anger: if the ladies
of the court dared to talk during the
rehearsal, he called each one [ut-iously by name. Then the Princess
would say: "Chut. ChUL! Handel is
spiteful.' This: was quite untrue.
Through this violent independence
and need for freedom. a terrible war
againstHandel developed in London,
whichlasted from 1720 to 1759 the
year of his death. and was caused
directly by his failure to accept patronage from the nobles or 10 consider them in any way. His attitude
so antagonized them that they formed
anorganized movement to defeat him
and to throw him into hankruptcy.
One author writes that "he was surroundedby a crowd of bulldoO's with
terrible fangs. by unmusical ~nen of
letterswho were likewise able to bite
by jealolls colleagues, arrogant vir:
tuosos.cannibalislic theatrical
companies.fashionable cliques. feminine
plots,and nationalistic leagues." This
wasa pretty strong foe for one man'
and such a man as Handel was. wh~
loved to do good in the world and
wanted only to help people.
El'en though his enemies fouO'ht
unfairly and heat him to his kn:es
nner gave in or asked for favors:
.ey resort.ed to all sorts of mean
tricks to humiliate him. They stayed
away from his concerts. and hired
boys in the Hrcet to te;r down the
advertising; they gave teas and entertainment!', even during Lent to
keeppeopIe away from his perform'
ances. They put on hearfights and
shows of all kinds to kill his conf.erts. When he returned from Dub·
In, where he spent
a quiet year
amonghis people who respected him
and I'liS musIC.
. the persecution
becamemore vicious than before. Even
after the success of his great master-

i~

Dilson

Church Anniversary
Thou Art the Rock
~luJet
L'Apparition
de I'Eglise Elernel
Messiaen
Faith of Our Fathers
McKinley
(Hymn-tune
Fan)
Grand Choeur on "Austria"
Purvis (chor. pre.)

deeply in the keys with finger. key
contact, at moderate speed and with
much conscious relaxation. The contrasting
activity- repose,
inhale-exhale, masculine-feminine
aspects of
his phrases must be carefully studied.
Yet,
his
music
should
never
sound
studied.
Often the pianist
must seem to be playing without
authority, and to be as surprised and
delighted as the listener at what he
is a ble to evoke from the instrument.
. Recently I suggested "to an aggressive male student that it might make
a good credo for him 1:0 repeat daily:
"My Chopin wlll he an evocation
rather than a proclamation;
a persuasion
rather than an impo
sition."
THE: END

THE MAN ..•

Ascension
Lord

We Thank Thee,
Buxtehude
L'Ascension
Suite
Au Soir de L'Ascen

from Page 26)

laughtby men teachers? Why hasn't
the distaff side rebelled against the
generations of smug male "artistteache;rs"who have forced the women
into the masculine mold with its
manly freedoms, rubatos, colors?
Sensitive,wen-trained women have a
waywith Chopin's music. If they are
permittedthis way with him they arc
frequently right ...
So, let's have
somehealthy, womanly Chopin for a
change!
It would he idiotic to say that
Chopin is not heroic, or does not
composein the grand manner. It is
simply a different kind of grandeur
from the dvnamic heroics of Schumann, Brahms or Liszt-e-more nO\~ing.flexible and rioher in substance.
Chopin needs to be practiced

Gray
G. Schirmer

19;2
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TEACHER

GUY MAIER WORKSHOP
AND MASTER CLASSES
NEW YORK CtTY-STEtNWAY
PIANO

July 21-25 ...

Page

WORKSHOP AND YOUNG
REPERTOIRE CLASSES

.. Yaung Pianists (age 6-17)-$10.00

ADVANCED

8 ...

July 21-Augusf

PIANIST'S REPERTOIRE CLASSES

12 afternoons

PRIVATE

LESSONS-July

2b-Augus+

Address:

TIlE

END

. $20.00

8

per

hour

Secretory
Guy Moier cresses
SteinwClY HolI, 109 West 57th Street
New York 19, N. Y.

MINNEAPOLtS,

pieces such as "The Messiah""Samson't-c-t'Belehazaar"
and "Hercules;' and he was acclaimed by the
rest of the world as a great genius,
in London
he was ruined.
Twice
bankrupt.
once stricken by apoplexy
in the middle of a season. his eye
sight failing and his mind sometimes
giving way under the terrific strain,
he never gave concessions
or compromised
with the aristocrats
who
were his enemies. If he came to give
a concert to an empty house he
wOllld say: ":My music will sound
bet.ter so."
In spite of this cruel perseculjon,
Handel
was victorious in the end
He became, in 1746, what Beethoven
became in 1313-a
national
bard
This meant that his cause was gained
and his enemies had to keep silence,
because now he was a part of Eng
Iand's history and the Brit.ish lion
walked beside him. They made him
buy his fame dearly however. He
WOll1d have died in his poverty and
mortification
had he not. had a su
preme self-control.
When he was
down to the lowest ebb of his fortune:::_ his great mind strained to the
breaking
point and his eyes failillg,
be wrote some of his most beautiful
and serene music. Tn 1737 his friends
thought he had permanently lost his
mind. But he would never allow any
of his earthly misfortunes
to enter
into his mw::ic.
All the characteristics
of this great
man are contained
in his immortal
music-humor.
Jove, friendship,
independence.
kindness, charity, grandeur. simplicity
and £aithin
God
and the triumph of good in the world.
His music will always remind us that
he was a great teacher of mankind
also, and as long as the world lasts,
people will he heard singing the
inspiring
solos and choruses of hjs
magnificent
oratorio.,; and operas.
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WHAT

WERE THEY DOING,
(Continued

MUSIC

1}Jiolin

tram Page 12)

. in difficulty as to reading, playing
and understanding, with great care.
The requirements of the music should
not exceed the child's growing ability
to re-create this music on the keyboard. The patterns must grow and
change very' gradually so that "old
friends" in the sound and the notation are at once apparent to the child.
Dr. Helen Blair Sullivan, Director
of the Educational
Clinic, Boston
University, has said of word reading:
"Information should be organized so
that it becomes an integrated part of
the student's personality. Children
must learn to read at their own level
or they are constantly working at a
frustration level. The selection of
material must be purposeful.
The
teacher must select the material with
the specific end in sight. No teaching "method" can be used without
supplementary material and discrimination on the part of the teacher,
and no sel: of books can possibly solve
all of the problems. No book regardless of how well it may be arranged
as to sequence, can ever be anything
but an outline of what should be
done. There are always differences in
students' visual and auditory discrimination and kinesthetic response.
It is up to the teacher to be able to
analyze the student and determine
the cause of his difficulty. The correotion of reading difficulties depends
in the the final analysis upon how
much the teacher knows about the
subject."
Manv fine minds are now at work
trying 'to correlate the teaching of
music reading with the fine research
already done in the field of word
reading. The problem of how to
teach children
most efficiently to

ORGAN

DADDY?

read music notation in relation to
keyboard performance is not entirely
sol ved and a thorough study of most
of our beginning instruction
books
in the light of what is known about
word reading
will indicate
quite
clearly the work still to be done. But
every teacher can learn something
about how music reading might be
improved by making a study of the
research and practical experiments
conducted
by modern
educators.
"Educational
Psychology,"
by Professor Arthur
I. Gates, Teachers
College, Columbia University,
and
three other eminent educators, might
make a good starting place. "American Reading Instruction,"
by Nila
Benton Smith, Whittier College, and
"Teaching
the Child to Read," by
Guy Bond and Eva Bond Wagner,
University
of Minnesota
and National Research Council, will give a
fair summary of what has been going on in educational
methods in
word reading. "Education for Musical Growth," by James L. Mursell,
should help to bridge the gap between methods of teaching
word
reading and the teaching of music
reading.
Most of all we piano teachers
should realize that the problem of
teaching children to read music intelligently and efficiently presents a
real challenge to music education.
The problem may be stated simply.
The solution is not so simple and it
will probably always remain a Iascinating subject for study, but we already know enough so that no student should ever have to ask of a
music lesson overhead, "What were
they doing, Daddy?"
THE END

FOR THE CHURCH

YEAR

(Continued tram Page 50)
Reformation
Ein Feste Burg
Bach (Dupre XI)
Bornemann
Ein Feste Burg
Faulkes
Novello
Thanksgiving
We Thank Thee, Lord Jesus
Buxtehude
Lit. Mus. Press
Nun danket aUe gott
Bach (Dupre XII)
Bornemann
Nun danket aIle Gott
Karg-Elert (chor.-imp. VI) Marks
Key to abbreviations in list
chor..imp-chorale
improvisations
chor. pre.-chorale
preludes (collections of)
52

five improv.-Five
Improvisations
(Alec Rowley)
His. Organ I-Historical
Organ Recital Series
(Bonnet, editor) Volume I
Hymn pre.-Hymn
Preludes
Hymn-tune
fan.-Hymn
Tune Fantasies
Leipsig-Great
Eighteen
Leipsig
Chorales of Bach
Lit. Mus. Press-Liturgical
Music
Press
Lit. Year-Bach
Liturgical Year
(Riemenschneider
edition)
Organ Series I-Anthology
of Sacred Music Organ Series
Poemes Evan. -Les
Poemes Evangeliques
THE END

Iflluestions

~rgan lfC!uesffons

By HAROLD BERKLEY

E. R. L, Indiana.
I cannot conscientiously
recommend
to you the
book on violin technique
of which
you send me the advertisement.
The
author is not a trained
violinist.
The results he glowingly
describes
can better
and more
quickly
be
attained by following
the classical
curriculum of violin study. You outline such a course in your letter.

AN EXPERT

APPRAISAL

NEEDED

J. V. J., Pennsylvania,

and R. P.
R., Mexico. A genuine
Stradivarius
can be worth today anywhere
between $10,000 and $75,000. There
is no way to describe in words the
difference between a genuine Strad
and a good imitation.
An expert can
tell the difference
because
he has
handled
and
carefully
examined
very many genuine instruments
and
many more copies, and has come
to recognize
the subtle
differences
in workmanship
and so on. But it
takes years of training
to acquire
this insight.

AN INTERESTING

VIOLIN

Mrs. A. 1. D., Ohio. It is possible
that you have an interesting
violin
in your possession.
Carl Lipinski
was not a maker, but was a famous
violinist a hundred
years ago. He
was Concertmaster
of the Royal
Opera in Dresden
in 1850, as the
label states. It is just possible
he
owned the violin-some
artists have
had their names
put inside
their
violins. On the other
hand
it is
just as possible that the instrument
is a commonplace
factory
product
in which the label has been inserted
to give it an aura of authenticity.
However, I would advise you to take
t~e vi~li.n to a reputable
expert for
hIS OpInIOn and appraisal.

NOT AN AMATI
Mrs. T. E. J., New Jersey.
I'm
sorry, hut. neither I nor anyone else
could estimate
the value of
.].
'h
your
VlO In wIt out first examining
the instrument. However
I can say that .if
you have transcribed
the label
_
reedy, the violin was not made c~y
A. and H. Amati. It is not correctl
worded, and the date (1757) .
y
h
I
IS more
t .an a 1undred years after they I d
dIed.
1a

DATE

A. R .• Nebraska. As Stradivarius
died in 1737, a three-quarter·sized
violin bearing his label dated 1740
is not likely to be genuine. Who
made it cannot even he guessed at
by the most learned expert without
seeing the violin.

A LABEL

MEANS NOTHING

J. K. I., Virginia. No one can tell
you the origin or value of a violin
without having personally examined
it. But the chance
against your
friend's violin being a genuine Strad
are simply enormous-about
threequarters
of u million to one. But
there are some quite good violins,
not
trad.
which have a trad label
inside th m, and it may be this violin
is one of them. 1f you or your friend
ha
rea on to think the violin is
good. you hould send or lake it to
one of the violin firms that advertise
in ET DE. For a small fee you
would get a reliable appraisal.

IT MAY BE GENUINE
A. L),

Jersey. A violin labeled
'[athiaa
Ieuner might be worth any·
where
hom
35.00 to $350.00, aeflO

cording
to whether he made tbe instrument
him If or whether it was
made by the apprentices in his wop.
You should bring
the violin to New
York and have it appraised by a
reputable
dealer.
0 ODe can eralu·
ale a violin without seeing it.

ON VIOLIN

MAKING

F. H. C., We r firginia. The bs
available
book on violin makingis
E. Heron-Allen's
"Violin ~Iakinga)
it Wa
and Is." Tools and materi~
you can obtain from the Metropo~
itan
Iuaic Co .. 222 Fourth Me~
New York Cit '.

MERELY

l

Answered

INCORRECT

CANNOT RECOMMEND

A LABEL

H. G.. New Jcrsc)'. As

You playand the magic begins again!

)"OLl

are

a mature
person. and playing oclr
for your own enjo)'menl I see~D
reason
why rou should not al:D
study the piano. It ~-ou.ldnot JwIlI
your violin playing. The only qu~
tion
in my mind is ~·hel.beryoU
have the time to do jU5tict to ~
instruments.
]f 'our practice tiDlt
is limited.
then fd adn:;e yOll to
stick to the violin.

ETUDE-.II.lf
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by FREDERICK PHILLIPS

• Forthe past six weeks I have been
substitute organist in a church near
my home. Each day, including Sundays,after starting the motor, I have
to wait at least 15 to 20 minutes bejore I can use the organ, because
oj a sort of irregular skipping which
causes the tones to go off and on
while playing. This might go on for
a succession of 15 or 20 skips a
second apart. I have checked all
stops and mechanical accessories
but cannot find out what is wrong.
It sounds like poor contacts;
can
you enlighten me?
- l, 1'., M assach-usetts
YOlLr description suggests
that
the trouble is probably caused by
trouble in the generator-if
you
use that type of electric
action.
Dirtybrushes would cause the "skipping"you mention in all probability.
Wesuggest that you have an electrician look over the motor and other
electrical parts.

• We are considering replacing our
church pipe organ. The auditorium,
seatsabout 900 people. The present
organis a three manual, about 25
years old, and must be either rebuilt or replaced. An organ of this
size is necessary to take care of
congregationalsinging, etc. (1) What
would you think oj an electronic
organ? (2) Do you think the baroquetype of organ is desirable for
church use? (3) If not, do you
think the organ should have a few
of the baroque stops for brilliancy?
(4) Do you think the trend toward
the classic organ is a good one and
is it permanent? (5) Please list five
or six of the best organ makes in
this country. (6) Also a list of stops
and their quality, or tell us where
sU~ha list may be had. (7) Do J'OU
thmk a rebuilding program
is a
progressiveone providing we can get
a long guarantee on it?

-L. B. S., Ohio
(1) We believe this question is
best answered by an article by Dr.
McCurdy in the January 1949 issue
of ETUDE, a copy of which we are
sending you. (2) This is somewhat
of a controversial subject,
and is·
to some extent a matter of indjvidual
?pinion. There were a couple of
J.nterestingcommentaries on the subJect in the December 1944 Diapason,
page 691 (Baroque Style Exempli.
fied), and Diapason October 1943,
page 645 (Baroque Style in Americ~n Organ Building). For the Uturglcal type of service a moderate baETUDE_MAY 1952

roque organ would probably be effective, but for the more informal
services
the so-called
"romantic"
type is often preferred,
though this
too should be kept within moderation. This really covers also Questions 3 and 4. Question 5- We are
sending you a representative
list of
reliable
organ manufacturers,
with
any of whom you may correspond
with full confidence
of fair treatment.
(6) This would be rather
impractical
in the space permitted.
but the matter is treated very completely in "Organ Stops" by Audsley,
and an excellent
condensed
summary is to be found in "Organ Registration"
by Truette. (7) This Question could best be answered by the
manufacturer
of your particular
organ, or by such builder as you may
decide upon to do the work. A great
deal would depend on the condition
of the instrument,
the action. etc.
Ordinarily,
an organ 25 years old,
if it was good to begin with, would
seem to justify the rebuilding
plan.
• At the present time we have our
organ chamber on the balcony over
the entrance to the auditorium,
and
the console down in front next to
the altar. Our balcony is. also on
both sides of the church. The congregation
would
like to see the
console removed;
it is quite large
and some think
it is an eyesore.
Where would be the correct location
for. the console?
The organ is all
electric.

-w. B.,

Winois

Our suggestion would be that
both the console and the choir be
moved to the gallery where the present organ chamber
is, if there is
sufficient room. Many churches,
including some of the important
city
churches, have this arrangement
and
it proves very satisfactory.
You do
not state the length of the church,
but if the console is placed anywhere
in the front of the church and tbere
is more than about 30 feet between
the organ
itself and the console
there would be a time lag between
the striking of the key and the hearing of the sound which could be
quite detrimental
in its effect. This
would be an added reason for plac.
ing it in the rear balcony. The organist could easily keep track of
operations
jn the auditorium,
such
as taking the offering, etc., hy means
of mirrors,
and by some it might
even be an. advantage
to have the
choir in the rear of the church.
THE END

Hammond
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illustrated

obove

is the Home Model-price

on request.

You touch the keys of the Hammond Organ.
The voice of music in all its sweep and power
and color, comes to life beneath your fingers.
You play and with each magic measure the tight
little turmoil within you unwinds. You relax
completely. This is the miracle of music that
begins again each time you play. This is music
<IS you can make
it in one month on the
Hammond Organ.

}'ou enjoy mOI'e family fun with
a Hammond Organ. You play
together, laugh together. You
share with YOlIr children the
priceless pleasure of musical expression. For even they can play
simple, but enjoyable music on
this instrument with little previous musical training. You
draw friends closer, too, far music like th is sa ys: "welcome, join
the fun and be a part of itl"
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+
Helen and Boyd Ringo

Juuio~ Etude Poetry Contest

Drums, Drums, Drums
by Leonora

T

Edited

A. Gest

by Elizllbeth

Walking Rhythms
MANY
of you go to school in
buses or automobiles,
hut others

live near enough to school to walk.
Did you ever practice your music lesson as you walk to school.
or to any other place? Funny?

No, not at all. It's very sensible.

J list

use your footsteps

as a me-

tronome, or time-keeper, and hum
or whistle the melodies
pieces to your foot-steps.

of your
Do some

extra whistling or humming on the

spots in the pieces that are the
most difficult to play on the piano.
Y Oll will be surprised to find how
this will straighten out some uncertain places in your keyboard
rhythm. The next time you practice on the piano, those pieces will
he played much smoother.
You

will be pI-eased with the good results this easy method brings, and
the fact that no extra practice
time was required.

Who Knows the Answers?
(Keep

score. One tuuidred.

1. What is meant by the word
"acoustics?" (15 points)
2. The operas "La Boheme,"
"Don Giovanni," "Traviata"

and "The Flying Dutchman"
were composed by Mozart,
Wagner, Puccini and Verdi.
Who
points)

3. What
name?
4. What
tween
torio?

wrote

which?

(10

was Debussy's
first
(5 points)
is the difference hean opera and an ora-

of the box)

is perfect)

died after 1850: Brahms,
Mendelssohn, Schubert, Schumann? (10 points)
9. The composer of one of the
most famous symphonies died
before the symphony
was
completed-What
was his
name and what is the symphony

called?

00

points)

10. From what is the theme given
with this quiz taken?
points)
Answers

HE SATURDAYJunior
Club was
studying the different musical instruments and for the next meeting
Malcolm and Meg were to arrange
a program on the drum. "Instead
of just telling about drums," said
Malcolm, "why not show how they
are made?"
"Good idea!" agreed Meg.
So, when the boys and girls arrived for the meeting they found
a tableful of strange looking objects-paper,
string, boxes, a large
aluminum kettle, a sponge, an old
clock key, and other articles.
Malcolm began by explaining to
the group, "The drum is one of the
oldest musical instruments
in the
world," at the same time picking
up a large hat box from which the
ends had been
removed,
and
stretching a piece of brown paper
over each end and fastening it with
a cord. ~'When a real drum is
made;' he continued, as eager eyes
watched him, "a piece of vellum is
stretched over the open ends of
the round frame, usually a wooden
frame, though
sometimes
metal,
and the vellum is held in place
with braces (here he curved a
small piece of wire over the edge

on next page

(10

by

which

this,

(holding

up

(15

54

like

this

(holding

clock key against leg's hoop, and
turning it). "There are from four
to eight of these which tightenor
loosen the vellum and by this
means the vellum gives forth a
definite pitch. The kettle-drum, or
timpani, i therefore tuned to the
t ni , dominant and other tonesof
the key in which the orchestrais
playing. You can see the man tuning his drum in th middle of 11
composition. Thi takes a very sensiti ve car an I he bends downsohis
ear will 1
lose 10 th drum head
and he an do his tuning quietly."
Then M g continued-liThe keto
tIe-drum is [ten playedpianusimo
and r r this the drummer uses a
pair of sti ks with sponge-covered
tip.
The n xt time you attend an
orchestra cone rt, be sure to watch
the kettle-

hummer.

a set of thr
Ay quickly

[rum

lie usually has
lind

his sticks

or

Put your name, age and class in
which you enter on upper left cor-

BOX OF ~L\GIC

Fronces

Gormrm Rjuer

Snare Drum

Tambourine

Bass Drum

Timpani
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sylvania,

by May

be published

S'Lst. Results

announce

their

Piano Symposium
for

Teachers and Students

will

in later issues.

• June

1b to 2 I, 1952

drum. Also,it has strings of catgut
or wire stretched across its under
side whichare called snares. These
give it a distinctive sound when
played as they rattle with the
drum's vibrations."
"The bass drum is the largest of
all drums" Meg told the audience.
"You have seen these monsters in
paradesand wherever such hands
are used. When the player is
marching it is strapped over his
shoulders.When seated, this drummeroften plays the bass drum with
a root pedal while also playing

the

snaredrum."
Malcolm closed the program

by

telling about the American

In-

Letter Box
Sendreplies to letters in care of
Bryn
Mawr, Pu.,
and they will be forwarded to the
writers. Remember foreign mail requires five-cent postage;
foreign air
mail, 15 cents. Do not ask for addresses.

Junior Etude,

Dear Junior Etude:
The unme of our music
dub is
"Ihe Musical Kid's Club," and we
meet e~ch Saturday at a different
member's home. We have kept going
without any adult help and gave a
program for our school class,
had
ourpin-presenting ceremony and held

diens. "These people are very skillful drummers
and are noted for
t~leir unusual rhythms. All primitive peoples have their own types
of drums, some being carved out
of solid wood."
"And 1 would like to add." said
Meg, "that some African' tribes
have a regular
drum language
which can be heard and understood miles away."
"That's right," agreed Malcolm
"Even the Eskimos have their
drums-in
fact it's about the ~nly
instrument they use, and they dec
orate their drums with carved
deer-horn. "
"Even
our little tambourine,
which was spread over the an
dent world, is a useful member of
the drum family."
After much applause, the club
members decided it would be fun
to go in a body to a band or orchestra concert and pay particular attention to the drummers.

Junior

I am a new subscriber to ETUDE. I
have been studying piano for several
years and also I play the organ in our
~hurch. I would like to hear from other
readers. French readers are also welcome as I can write French.
Remi Beucliord: (Age 15), Canada
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Intensive

Teachers

Summer

Course,

Hilda M. Schuster,

Rhythmic

OF MUSIC

School in the

July 7-Aug.

Americas

16

Director

ORCHESTRATION

TWENTIETH CENTURY MUSIC
PIANO PEDAGOGY

Movement-Solfege-Improvisation-Harmony
Alertness and Increment Credit

Vocal and Instrumenlal

Inslruclion

by ARTIST

TEACHERS

For Information
apply to: DALCROZE SCHOOL
OF MUSiC
TRAFALGAR 9.0316-161
East 73rd St., New York 21, N. Y.

AMERICAN
·
I

CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC-CHICAGO
Offers courses in all branches of music and drama.t1c art
66th year. Faculty of 135 artist teachers
Member of National Association of Schools of Music
Send for a free catalog-Address:
John R. Hattstaedt, Pres., 577 Kimball Bldg., Chicago

ASPEN

INSTITUTE
June 30 -

Genevieve

Lyngby,

August

OF MUSIC
31, 1952

Rm. 50S, 38 S. Dearborn.

Chicago

3, Illinois

BOSTON CONSERVATORY of MUSIC

ALBERTALPHIN. Dir.
26 FENWAY BOSTON MASS
A Complete
School of MUSIC. DRAMA and DANCE'
•
Degree.
Diploma,
Certificate
Courses.
Faculty
of 60'
Dormitories
for Women. Catalog
on request
•
Associate Member 0# Haflona' Association 0# Schools 0# Music

CINCINNATI
1. The branch of science that treats of

~:o contests, all within six months.
, we closed our season with a
~Ot~am and party attended by our
ina er~ and friends. We are endos·
g \Plcturc of our few but interested
rncmers.Joan.Espen.schied, New Jersey

of Tulsa (Okla.)

Air Conditioned

Euules

Answer-s to Who Knows

MusicalKids--Rose Blessing
Grace
Bookh'
II' II elm, J oan Espenschied, ' Diana
o (Age 10 to 11)

University

Address:
Dear

New Ideas

Write for Brochure

DrUIDS- (Call tinned)

In m)' pianos there's a box
Thai holds such magic sounas!
The voices oj 'he barT/yardfoil;
The mirlh 0/ circlis c/OICns.

The whisper oj a bre.":
That box ojllwgic / unlock
With my puma keys!

again

ner of page, and your address on
upper right corner. Class A fifteen to eighteen years of 'age;
Class B, twelve to fifteen years;
Class C, under twelve.
Entries must be received at Iun
ior Etude Office, Bryn Mawr, Penn-

• New Music ...

from one to the other,

in order to play the tone the hermony requires."
Text. {elcclrn held up a circle
of cardboard
(or corrugated car
ton)
"This represents a snare
drum." he explained. "It is much
shallower
in proportion to its
width than a side drum or bass
t Continued on next page)

THE

whethera subscriber to ETUDE
not-even if not a good poet!

up the

I hellr the beat oj juagle drums'

(5 points)

composers

into Europe in the thirteenth cen.
tur y. A large copper bowl covered
with skin forms the real one and
the hoop is held in place with iron
,
"
nngs.
Malcolm took up the story with
"The iron rings have screws in

By

or style

but must relate in some way to
music. Anyone
may enter,

Some thllllder booms. ajar;
Then angel voices so/II)' chant
Beyond a dislanl star.

7. Who is called the "father of
of these

Theymay be of any length

A sa vage beast grou:ls i1l his aen;

6. Is a Bergerette an Italian
dance, a Swiss yodel or a type

8. Which

stick),

will

hold a contest for original poems.

Sill Ashton

them

Etnde

Birds warble in Ihe leafy IrW;
Bees bu:: ami babies cry:
Bells tinkle; rain-drops gently lap;
A train goes rushing hr·

(10 points)

the symphony"?

a drum

having one end covered with a
piece of felt, or tipped with a small
wooden ball. In many primitive
countries drums are played with
the hands."
Meg then
moved
the kettle
where all could see it and placed
a wooden hoop
covered
with
~row~yal?er, over the top. explain.
mg,
ThIS represents
the kettle
drum, or timpani, which is of Afncan origin and was introduced

(10 points)

folk-song?

vellum

can be made tighter or looser to
produce the desired
quality
of
sound. The drum
is generally
played with a pair of sticks like

5. In what country is the scene
of the opera "Carmen" laid?

of French
points)

the

This month the Junior

sound, tone, tone·production, vibrations
and conditions governing them. 2. "La
Boheme," Puccini; "Don Giovanni,"
Mozart; «La Traviata," Verdi; "Flying
Dutchman," Wagner. 3. Claude Achille;
4. Opera is an extended composition
produced by solo singing, acting, and
chorus accompanied by orchestra, staged
with scenery and costumes, usually on
a dramatic or semi-dramatic story. Oratorio is an extended composition on a
reI:gious topic, also produced with solo
singing, chorus and orchestra but with.
out acting, scenery or costumes. 5.
Spain; 6. A French folk-song sometimes accompanied by dancing. 7.
Haydn. 8. Brahms (1897), Schumann
(1856). 9. Schubert, the "Unfinished"
Symphony. 10. The Hebrides or Fingal's Cave Overture, by Mendelssohn.

CONSERVATORY

OF MUSIC

Dr. Luther A. Richmon, Dean of Faculty
Estoblished
1867, Operated
under auspices Cincinnati
Institute of FA'
lth U'nlversl -ty a f C"lnclnnatl. . Complete
r s
o ffilI 'la t e d WI
school of music-D me
-lp Iamos, Cer ,'fi
t -d
-t'
egrees,
1 Ica es
armlOrleS,
10 acre camp.us. Free Catolog.
D
Regular Summer School Courses
C. M.lleniomin, Registrar. Dept. E. T.• Highland Ave. and Oak St., CINCINNATI 19, OHIO

THE CLEVELAND INSTITUTE OF MUSIC
Bachelor

of M~sic-Moster
of Music-Bachelor
of Science in Education
(8.S. In Ed. by arrangement
with Kent Stote University!

BERYL RUBINSTEIN, Mus.D., Director
3411 Euclid Ave .. Cleveland
Member of the National Association

COSMOPOLITAN

15, Ohio
of Schools

of Music

SCHOOL OF MUSIC

Preporatory,
College, Special, and Graduate
Departments
Courses lead'
t
Bachelor of Music, 8achelor
'fi' of Music Education ' Maste, of -M'US1C, an d Teac"9h er ,0s
C ertl Icates tn Music ond Theatre Arts.
Clarenc:e
Eidam
W·W
Ph'W
President •
Member
NASM
I la~ean I IpS
EdWin L. S+ephen-Mgr.,
306 South Wabash, Chicago 4, Illinois
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CAREERS

BERNICE FROST

(Continned

PIANO EDUCATION COURSES and PIANO INSTRUCTION
Jcllllerd
June

Summer

to August 8th
College of Saint
August 11th to 23rd

School

30th

New York City
Mary-of-the-Wosatch
Salt Lake City.

THE

'Depaul

Utah

OF MUSIC

Offers accredited
courses
in Piano.
Voice.
Violin,
Organ.
Public
School
Music, Theory,
and Orchestral Instruments.

Confers degrees
of B.M., A.B., and M.M.
Regular
Summer School Courses.
Address
Registrar
for Bulletin

UNIVERSITY

.L....

SCHOOL

Room

CHICAGO

401, 64 East

Lake

Street,

Chicago

I, Illinois

LOUIS GRAVEURE
worta-temoue
and

teaching

June

2nd,

singer
and pedagogue
of singing
will
under the auspices
of the Corpus
Chrlsti

1952.

Address

CORPUS

all

inquiries

CHRISTI

to xirs.

conduct
a two weeks'
course
of lectures
Arts Colony.
Corpus
Christl.
Texas.
from

R. E. Gillispie;

FINE ARTS COLONY.

CORPUS

CHRISTI.

TEXAS

ST. LOUIS INSTITUTE of MUSIC
John

Philip

Jr., President

Blake,

Bachelor of Music Degree in 24 Fields
Moster of Music Degree in 23 Fields
-Geeducres
Music

Music

in public

Education
schools.

Imtifutional
7801

Bonhomme

Maior

program

A catalog

National

Member

well

will be sent

qualified

to

all phcses

teach

of

on request.
of Schooh of Mus;c

Assodation

St.

Avenue

S. Missouri

louis

SHERWOOD MUSIl: Sl:HOOL
I.

DistinO"uished

"

musicians.

Member

of Music.

Faculty

artists.
voice,

*

Degree,
violin,

music,

1895 for the

since

traInIng

of the National
of renowned

diploma,

org-au,

and

'cello,

of professional

Association
American

certificate

wind

and

instruments,

composition.

In the heart

ing accommodations

at moderate

of Schools
European

courses

in piano,

Public

of cultural,

School

Chicago.

Liv·

cost.

*

SUMMER SEMESTER REGINS JUNE 18
For free catalog, write Arthur Wildman,

Musical Director.
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MUSICIANS!
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CHART OF MOOERN
CHORDS.
204 practical 9th,
HARMONIZATION
CHART.
372 ways to harmonlle

:

~~~~~NC~~~~'D
regular
major,
TRANSPOSING

Ps~T~~~a~ii~~

• pt~~8S JAii ·BA:SS."'Profe5siona;
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

,~.-;

-".
<l

'.

..

Teachers. Students
$1.00
1.00

11th, and 13th chords ..
any melody note ...

imiy

that'

~1~ofeos~r~~~lk~~s·

'~arid' plitt'erns' in' ail'

be

.50

u5'e{l 'i'n 'plaoe'

.

of

any

.

on' "a:li' m'aior;'

'and' on'

1227 B Morris

Ave.

.50
1.00
1.00

iJ)'inor' ani!' 5evenih

chords':

.

'Ieii
keys
:iii'
MODERN
PIANO
BREAKS
and ENDINGS,
3 complete
volumes
,.
MOOULATIONS
for PIANO,
2 and 4 measure bridge;s leading from and to all popular keys ..
PIANO IMPROVISATION.
2 volumes of every conceIvable
type of ohord progressIon
.
MUSiCAL
DICTIONARY,
64 pages of musi~al terms
"
_
.
DANCE ARRANGING
COURSE,
harmoniution.
ensemble
grouping,
instrumentation,
modula.
tion, transposition,
scoring
etc. complete
"'.
. .
- -.- . _..
-.' .
GUITAR
CHORDS,
over 300 chordS in diagra.m a~ well ~ musloal
notation.
Also Inoludes
correct fingering.
Guitar breakS and transposIng
InstructIons.,
.. ,. -;',.
- _.,., .....
, ..
EFFECTIVE
HAMMOND
ORGAN
COMBINATIONS,
chart
of speCIal sound effects
and
novel tone combinations
_ .. ,., .. -, ,., .. , ,
, .. , .. _
.
lMONEY
BACK GUARANTEE
ON EVERYTHING!
HOlY TO '1'1'.,'ACH umt Pl.Al' POPULAR
PlANO (eh(lrd system) Free
-informatiOIl to leGel,us and plunista.

WALTER STUART MUSIC STUDIO

56

..!''''+'''v,.",,'~

13~u~~¥:~uWJ~s~u~~Oar~h~fd~hOriis'
minor or 5evenlh
chord.,.
...
..
CHART,
ohanging
mus!o to all keY5...

: =gg~~~
~11'1~~
I~J~~.D

,'''''

..... - .....

PIANISTS!

•
•

•
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OF SERVICE

1.00
1.25

3.75
1.00
2.50

.50
2.50
1.25

.50

Union. New Jersey

IN SACRED

SONG

HEAR YOURSELF AS OTHERS

from Page l'Z)

choir on Sunday mornings, the young
person is going to gain a great deal
of direct contact with sacred songs
and hymns that he or she would
never gain in any other way. There
is no substitute
for the church as
the training ground for basic sacred
music education.
Many 'young people are constantly
asking Shea how they can "break
into" the field of sacred music. To
them "Bev" answers that the first requirement is to be ready ,f~OIU the
standpoint of technical
trammg and
also willingness, when the op por tu nity arises. We must be practical
about such things as basic training.
but Shea.is
a great believer
that
sacred music is a sacred calling, and
once preparation
is com plete, the
alert young person will find a door
of opportunity
opening quickly.
Like any other field, we do not
like people who attempt
to push
themselves
to the fore, and there
seems to be an especial
temptation
for showmanship
in this particular
field, Shea finds. It is better to wait
and make absolutely
certain in your
mind that a particular
opening
is
the one for which you are cut out.
Because Shea waited until what he
considered to be the proper opportunity arrived, he has been far happier and success has been almost a
natural consequence.
But it is hard to generalize
about
these matters
of opportunity,
however, and in the last analysis
each
young person must make his own de·
cisions as to what he will or will not
accept in the way of work or assign.
ments in music, honestly probing his
own mind and motives.
If you are in the upper grades of
high school or in college, Shea be.
lieves that young people can find an
excellent training
ground
right in
their home churches
to test themselves out. There is always need for
a young person of some talent and
serious purpose
to train
a junior
choir or lead groups
eight or ten
years younger
in musical
activities
of varying types. This can all be
d~ne very naturally
and effectively
WIthout the danger of "spotlightitis"
or similar diseases
which too often
beset the amateur
music leader or
performer.
Another excellent
traininO" ground
Shea points out is the sum~ler conference or summer
religious
camps
fo: young people. It is no exaggeratJOn to say that there are hundred'"
?f them scattered
throughout
A mer~
Ica and Canada.
They are uSlialh.
co~petently
organized
and one ;f
theIr great drawing
points is music
and ~inging. The young
who are
especI~lly attracted
to this kind of
gatherIng . are full of exllUh
.
eran~
and the JOy of living. and they natur_
ally want to shout and sinO" II
f I h
O'
you
ee t at you have talent in the fi II
f
r'
e (
o re IglOUS song-leading
or sacred

music, here would be a good fieldto
try it out. says Shea. If you plaYa
musical instrument,
so much better,
In a career in religious music
above all else. "Bev" warns, "Don';
lose the common touch!" What does
he mean by this bit of advice? Re.
ligion is not a mass phenomenon, it
is an individual
experience. Whenit
ceases to be individualistic. there is
danger that it will lapse into a purelv
ceremonial
affair. devoid of meaning.
Singers
and directors in sacred
music should go out of their wavto
get to know and make friend~ of
their listeners.
he believes. At the
close of every service or huge evan.
gelist ic gathering where Shea might
be soloi t, he likes to meet members
of the audience, talk with them, and
find out what hymns and songs the\'
like best and why. Whether his \'hi.
tors be eight or eighty, Shea inrari.
ably gives each one courteous end
genuine
personal attention. He has
probably
given hi~ autograph 50.000
times in the pa -t five or ix yearsto
teenagers
al ne, it i" e..tirnated. [udging from hi fan mail of SO to 100
letters
a day detiv r d to hi-, home
in ~\Vestern
priugs. Illinois. a sua.
urb of Chi ugo, there is ~light dan.
ger that
hea will ever lose the
"common
touch!"
Anolher
pint 'IB y" would cau·
tion young ter about. who hllveam·
bition~ in the field of !locred nlU'.ic:
Be your:5eJf. Don'l Iry to be John
Charles
Thomas, or Ezio Pinz8.or
Jessi
Bjoerling,
or (the autbor
adds!)
Beverly
hea. Just be ~·our·
self and don't tn' to imilO.te8m- one.
Nature has end~wed eacb one'of us
differently.
and when we tf}' to be
someone
ehe. and COD)' their man·
nerisms and di"-tinclivc .....
ays. the ef·
fort in the majority of cases fam
miserabl\-.
"Bev" 'iUu~trate~ this in a personal
way in his own ~inging. hea i~na·
tionalh'
known for his inimitable
renditi~n .. of Xegro spirituals. Yet
he never trie .... 10 5ing Roll. Jordon
Roll (Billy Graham's peffi)nal fa\"·
orite ~egro spiritual) : Deep Riw:

Yes. He Did!: Hush, SomrboJis
Calling illy Vamt: Bolm in Gilead
-Or
any olher ~egro spiritual b)'
"aping"
a real colored singer's reno
dition o[ s:uch a piece. I05lead. he
gives it hi:, own interpre18lion. and
make~ an effecti"e rendition of it.
Shea belie\-e~ if he tried to sing them
"Mammy
5t)'le" or lried to impeffiln·
ate a Negro. tbe effort would f~l
Oat.
When Be\' began to sing. he felt
that he should limit himself in the
field of sacred rnu~ic. and not eD'
deayor
to double as choir director.
song leader. or wbate'fer else came
along. By wisely re~tricting him5e~:
he S3'-es himself much nen'e-1fT!C
ing worry and other pitIal15 of car·
rying too hea"," a load. althOu!bon

(Continu~d on Pose 61)
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HEAR YOU
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(Continued from Page 10)
. ,,-to,,-etherwithout orchestral ac"'
for a consi id era bl e
coDl panl ment
•
length of time, the r~sonant voices
d the throaty VOIces must be
an
.
h
d
blended.The low VOIces ave a ten encr to pull the pitch down, w~ile
the high voices tend t.o pull the pitch
up· -At the MetropolItan Opera, the
problem has been solved by carefully placing the ~one o.f the lo.w
\'oices,while the high voices retain
the pitch in. as light a color as possible. The sound would be horrible
10 the ear, and this a cap pella effect
ruined, if the artists did not strive
for perfect tonal balance and pitch.
Theyhave only their ears and their
mentalconcepts upon which to rely.
It is not difficult to sing on pitch jf
you have the accompaniment
of a
piano,or an orchestral background
helping,but once you start singing
withoutthis you are completely "on
yourown."
You must hear what you want to
produce, and what the ear cannot
hearmust be assured by ones' mental
concept. Drill the ears until they
holda concept of what you consider
is good singing. Let us assume that
youare trying to listen to the overtonesin your voice as you sing. At
the same time, your ear may not be
able to pick up the sound of the
overtonesin its entirety while lhe
soundis going on. A wooden door
will reflect the sound of the voice.
Standwith your face against a door,
and sing against it, and you will
hearyour true voice.
Again I must stress that you must
listen to your own singing. The fa·
mousRussian basso Chaliapin said,
"A singer is two people. The one
whois listening, and the one who is
doingit." You must feel the inner,
and the ouler you. It is like placing
your ears three feet away, and then
listening to them. It has to he an
imaginativething. Of course one cannot remove the ear from himself;
hut the ear, and the doing of it must
he separated. Let us compare the
hearing, and the doing, to a set of
weighingscales, Assuming that the
ear fills one side of the scale, and
the doing of the singing fills the
other side, eventually equalization
must he the result. It lakes slow
thorough practice, and is a matter
ofyme and hard work, and through
thISthe student of voice will attain
SOmekind of balance.
There have been great artists, who
have never been able to fill both
sides of the scale satisfactorily,
For
them, the simplest procedure
was
the hardest to master. It is the great
artist who finally fills both sides,
and obtains a true halance in a split
second. He masters the technique
of voice production, and thinks and
feels the tone to such an extent,
that he is free to hear the result of
the sound he produces. He is not
Sill"
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troubled.
When he sings a tone, or
a melodic
line, his ear forgets to
listen. His attention
is focused on
breathing,
muscles,
and resonance
cavities, and they come into play on
any vowel that he uses.
The artist may be likened
to a
picture camera, The mechanism
of
the camera must be set before you
can take the picture. The eye and
the finger must coordinate.
Every.
thing is set beforehand,
and is mentally adj listed. Then comes the final
"click" and there is the picture.
It is a great asset to hear and
sing intervals
and skips correctly.
Today, the singer must be able to
sing the simplest and the most difficult modern music. Begin by imitating the sound of the piano. Play
the interval
C to D on the piano.
Listen to it, hum it, and then sing
it. Then C to E, C to F, C to G, C to
A and C to B natural. Test your ear
and see if you can sing these same
intervals
without
the aid of the
piano. Can you think seven tones
away from middle C, and sing a
major seventh with unfailing pitch?
Play the same intervals
on the
piano, and see if you can sing them
without a "break" in your voice, and
without changing
color. Blend the
bottom note of the interval with the
top note in a smooth, flowing, vocal
line.
There is one definite tone in each
voice that is a halancing
point. Find
this tone in your own voice. Lillian
Nordica had C above middle C for
this point;
but it is not always in
the center of a voice. At one time I
had B-flat .above middle C, and now
I have B natural. Singing intervals
from this point, will give the ear
a set point from which to start.
In the beginning
of the last act
of "Tristan
and Isolde,"
Wagner
wrote a solo for the English horn.
There
are many difficult intervals
and skips in this solo, and at rehearsal
I used to practice
them.
First I thought that I "wuld do it for
fun .and then I found that I was
una'ble to keep the vocal line with·
out a "break." This proved to me the
necessity of practicing
intervals and
skips within my own range.
The training of pitch is a normal
thing. Either you can hear a tone
or you can't;
but most people have
a basic tendency to hear music correctly. In many people this tendency
is latent, and could stand development. Unless you have a good natlUal ear why struggle with the problem of trying to learn to sing? It
is like trying
to sing when you
haven't a natural voice.
The study of any stringed jnstrument is wonderful
training
for the
ear. The sound is already made on
the piano; hut on the violin you ~lave
to create
the tone yourself.
LIsten

(Continued
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HOLIDAY-STUDY
5 Day Refresher

..'

July
August

Course. also 3 weeks of classes and lessons

Held by Hans Barth in western North Carolina mountains. [3 exc:ellent
meals and pleasant room all for $4.00 per day!l New York City in
AUCJust.

•

"Hans Barth's refresher course for piano teachers is superior to any training in the United States. I have attended lecture courSes for 10 years, but none
like this one.."
Mrs. Irene Drake, District Chairman,
Ohio Music Teachers Association.
"Mr. Barth's refresher course is indeed modern. complete, inspiring ani
enjoyable. His approach to technic is unique, and beneficial to teacher and
student."
Sister Mary Bernice, O.S,F.,
Dubuque, Iowa.
For circular

Qnd information.

write

to

Mrs. Lilian Brandt, Rt. 3. Chapel Hill. N. C.

on Page 58)
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BOSTON UNIVERSITY
SUMMER TERM
Intersession
5

Summer Session
7-Au(Jt:st 16

July

Over Fody Courses in
aJ{ Branches

of Music

Undergraduate
and
Graduate
Credit in Music, Music Education
(with mojor in music) and in Arts,
and Education
Non-degree
admitted

and

Special

Students

WORKSHOPS IN
Music Education-Gallup
Instrumental
Music-Findlay
Pianists and Teachers-WolHers
Class Piano Teaching-WolHers
Private Instruction With Artist Faculty in
Piano, Organ, Voice and all orchestral instruments. Full Dormitory Facilities-Full
neereatlnnal Opportunities. Cherus-OrchestraBan d_Concerts--Rec itats.
For 1o'14r11l6r

Information

please

H. Floyd,

Acting

NEW FIELDS FOR THE COMPOSER
(Continued

Dean

Edwin Gerschefskl. Deall, Spartanburg,

S.

C.

DILLER.QUAILE
School

of

Music

Normal

Course with observation
of children's closses.
Courses in Musicianskip and Piano
for Professionals and AmateUrs.
66 East 80th Street,

New York 21, N. Y.

JAMES MILLIKIN
UNIVERSITY
SCHOOL OF MUSIC
DECATUR, ILLINOIS
OtTers 1horoul:b traininK in mU3ic. Courses leading 10 <.le~rce,of: llachelor of Mu,lc, Ba"helor or
:Mu,ic Education, lth,ter of Music. and linter
nf :Music Education.
~remherMtbe Natl onal AsBOclationSchoo1sotMuslc
BUlletin ,ent upon request
W. ST. CLARE MINTURN, Director
Chartered

J878

NEW YORK COLLEGE OF MUSIC
Arved Kurh,
Director
Courses in all branches
of mu~ic
leading to Certificate
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concept of what he wants to achi~ve.
Replay the tones, judge your smging and if it is not what you want,
you can erase the tape, and. start
over again. Listen to the qua lity of
the tone the melodic line, and how
you have phrased the music. If it
does not sound good, or if it is not
artistic, do it again and again. It
gives the singer a chance to fest
physically
while his mental. processes are still engaged. You will find
that a few minutes rest for the vocal
cords will add to their efficiency. I
was amazed to hear my voice come
hack to me the same way that I had
sunz into the recorder.
Train your ear and your voice until it expresses
your wishes
and
moods. Become vocally conscious of
your feelings,
and notice how the
opera, concert,
radio,
and movie
stars handle their voices. Each field
has its own specific
technic.
and
problems;
but the stars all have
vigor, and expression,
and rise and
fall in their voices. For success in
their chosen fields, they must sing
on pitch.
THE END

Janet
June
238

will have

the opportunity
to discover the negative
as well as the
positive qualities of our music educational system, and the way it functions in the schools today.
A composer who is honest in his
approach to. school music will find
out that once he has established
himself as a factor in this field, he can
develop and formulate
certain
subtleties. As an example, not too long
ago, I wrote a work for band entitled
"Ballad for Band." This composition
requires a greatly developed sense of
control and subtlety
of phrasing
from the wood wind and brass sections. There are a lot of resonances
that require impeccable
intonation
and the opposite of the usual tonai
qualities associated
with bands. A
few years back a work posing these
complexities
would have met with
opposition.
The
usability
of this
work, whe.n compared
to some of my
~o~e obvIOUS compositions,
is stilJ
lImIted, but there is a surprising
number of school organizations
who
have ta.ckled the "Ballad"
jf only be.
ca~se It sets certain
musical
goals
whIch when achieved,
are applica.
ble ~o many r,nore advanced kinds of
mUSIC. Here IS a case where a work
f~rces the players
to develop tech_
n?~al and musical control, and sensi.
tIVlty. Equally ~s important,
it puts
the .conduct?~ III a position of be~~mmg senSItIve to these same qual.
It~es, as he must develop a stick techllIq~e wh!ch will enable
him to
prOject thiS coloration.

East
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groups of instruments
can best be
learned and absorbed through the
actual contact with these means. A
composer who has the privilege of
contact with a functioning
college
or high school band and orchestra
would be experiencing more restrictions than possibilities;
but the restrictions are important in developing a rooted fundamental
practicality. He should have access to the
mechanics of performance, in order
to know the mechanics of projecting
his ideas.
It was actual contact with the orchestra that gave me a foundation
for my orchestration.
Conducting
and arranging for radio, in a sense,
served as my workshop. It also demanded elements that are important
in school music: clarity and directness in projecting musical ideas.
I would like to see a plan organized whereby composers would be
kept in residence in as many schools
and colleges throughout the country
as could possibly sponsor such a
project.
Along with their larger
works, these composers would write
a certain
number of compositions
directed toward the needs of these
institutions.
These could comprise
band and orchestra works of varying
kinds, pageants, operettas, marches
for the football team, and choral
works for the glee clubs. Composer
attendance,
if only as observers,
should be invited. ~Composers,
on
their part, should 'be eager to revie~
school band and orchestra
rehearsals. This is the only way that they

D. Schenck.

SUMMER

write

BOSTON UNIVERSITY
College of Music
Eugene

MANHATTAN
SCHOOL
OF MUSIC

YOU

(Continued from Page 57)
to the violinist-how
he phrases,
how he plays intervals, his intonation, and how he plays the melodic
line. If you want to be a singer", and
it is at all possible, take up the study
of the violin. It is the finest thing I
know of for ear training. Music appreciation and listening are good ear
training; but the actual doing of it
makes the contact, and makes one
concentrate
more. Suppose a singer
were eventually to become a composer. He would be lost if he had not
studied the theory of music, and ear
training.
In the past there have been great
singers who were without all of this
training;
but our standards
have
increased. Today, an artist is a publie figure in his community, and to
be equipped
for all occasions, he
must have all kinds of knowledge.
I have found the use of a tape recorder valuable, and I have learned
how to listen to it. It will not help
you merely to record your voice unless you take the time to analyze,
and criticize
your own mistakes.
A-gain, one has to have a mental

Dean Atlee L. Percy, Director
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Notehowever, that any problem at. I passages must be the result of
lca
'"
.
, lear creative expreSSIOn, rather
~ha~lthe result of a confused idea
technique on the part of the comor
. h d
poser. This of course us ar. to
describein words. One o~ t~le dl£?-cultiesof music is that It IS. valid
untoitself, and it is always difficult
I trv to prove through
words, a
~rece'ptthat has truth only in sound.
] Taking these indefinables
for
"ranted there are certain complications1I;at the composer must avoid
whenhe is writing a piece for wide
s-hool usage. (1) Extreme range of
instruments must be bypassed
as
much as possible. For instance, a
continuoushigh range of playing on
an instrument will tire the average
voungplayer very quickly. (2) If
the composer wants as wide an acceplance as possible, there should
he in his works a combination
of
rhl'thmic, harmonic, and melodic
movement-as against 11 static, cerebral.andtheoretically interesting but
dullkind of writing. (3) Contrapuntal lines should not become too involvedor diffuse. It is important to
rememberthat a good part of the
as-emulage of a school ensemble
consists of players who are first
learning their instruments.
Therelore, secondary voices, and inside
voicesin the harmony, have a tend.encyto be on the weak side, and
not'too&pendable for handling solo
passages.This would apply to both
handand orchestra compositions.
A goodexample of how composers
mighthelp to stimulate and nurture
musicas a living art might be sighted
at this point. for some time past
there has been a dearth of good
Siringplayers throughout the country,Manyschools and conservatories
have found it difficult to maintain
an orchestra because of the difficulty
of findingyoung string players who
had real ability as performers.
A
numberof articles have been written
about this situation by critics, educators,and conductors. who feel that
this present lack will' endanger the
future of our orchestral ensembles.
For many different reasons wood
\I'ind and brass instruments
have
heen stressed in the schools. One
reasonis the wide usage of the sym·
phonic hand. It not only serves the
purpose of playing concerts;
but
what is equally important. it lends
color and inspiration to football
games, other athletic activities, and
general school functions. Also. the
glamour heroes of our present' day
popular music have been wind and
brass players. The most obvious are
Benny Goodman. Artie Shaw, and
Harry James, without naminer any
of the exponents of the latest i~ jazz
rhythms.
We also know that the majority
of Our popular music is scored in
terms of bra1's and reed combina-

(Continued on Page 59)
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tions. Therefore,
we find the string
repertoire lacking in enough suitable
material to stimulate
young people
to want to play a stringed instrument. The composer
should try to
create utility works that will combine interest
with good taste, and
that would hel p fill this particular
gap in the school music field. In
other words, a composer has a rev
sponsibility to the soil that nourishes
his art, and that soil is music in
all of its phases, not the least of
which are the young performers and
future listeners.
Composing
music for the schools
and colleges is one of the few fields
that will bring the composer a fair
financial return. This is a- most important Iactor, since creative artists
have landlords
and stomachs in common with other people. It. is hard
to realize the cold fact that music
written for a professional
symphony
and orchestra
performance
(the socalled "serious
music").
does not
bring a financial return. On the contrary, either the writer or the publisher has to invest large sums of
money to have the orchestral
parts
copied, duplicate
scores made, and
material
made
available
for performance.
The influential
contemporary
European composer
has contributed
in
terms of his own culture, functional
and educational
music, and our native composers
can also conquer
this vast field. It is true that {or every
good composition,
you will find a
number of mediocre works; but both
are part of the whole.
Music has become a highly specialized system in tlte country and
the professional
musician
has
a
tendency to lose sight of the jmportance of the amateur, or non.professional. Music is written to be heard,
and listeners are on a whole non·professionals.
For every professional
performer,
there are thousands
of
amateurs
who play for their own
pleasure, because music is their way

of life.
A large segment of these participants are in our schools. They play
in bands,
orchestras.
and sing in
choruses. Some of these students will
become professionals;
but the great
majority
will
remain
non-profes.
sional. They form the foundation of
our musically sensitized audiences of
the futw·e. As young people in our
schools, taking part in musical performances of various kinds, they constitute a very vit.a] part of our musjcal activity.
They are literally
consumers
of music.
Both
educators
and composers
must feel the responsibility
of contributing
to the growth of the wouderful musical possibilities
that we
have in this country in terms of our
young people,
for the betterment
and growth of our music as a potent
art.
THE END
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ne of the outstanding B"ch exponents of "II
times has edited [or Organ this authoritative
and
masterful presentation
of the Eighteen Large Chorale
Preludes. With consummate scholarship and thorough
musicianship,
Mr. Riemenschneider
has prepared
a volume which every church organist and student
of the organ will definitely want for his library. In
addition lO soh-ing problems of pedaling and fingering,
he has suggested interpretations,
and given tempo
indications as they appear in the standard editions of
this work.
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WEDDING MUSIC FOR ORGAN
Compiled

and edited

with Hammond

by George

CONCERTO GROSSO #8

Registration

Walter

Christmas

This collection has been edited for the convenience of organists so
that they will have at their disposal the most frequently used selections
of wedding music. The pieces are of medium difficult)'. Included are
the two wedding marches, by 'Vaguer and Mendelssohn; "0 Promise
Me" by Reginald DeKoven (with text); "At Dawning" by Cadman; "A
Dream" by Bartlett; "I Love You" by Grieg; and "The Sweetest Story
Ever Told" by Stults.
List Price $1.00
Advance of Publication Price
$.80

Concerto

for Organ by
Giuseppi Moschetli

Transcribed

by Arcangelo Corelli

Anthony

in preparation.
when ready. Watch

now

Corelli's inspiring Christmas concerto
is perhaps one of the most beau.
tiful examples of the concertan te style. This prCSCnLedition is the
fruit of ten years' thought and work and in transcribing it every ellon
has been made to remain within the purc spirit of Corclli's original
conception. Effectively transcribed
it is superb for organ recital.
list

Price

$1.00

Advance

of Publication Price$,80
Cat. No.433-41007
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by l ane Flary

lyrics and illustrations

This unique book presents twelve easy-to-play arrangements of traditional
songs used ill the Christmas cclebrndon in Mexico.
It is delightful material for a pageant or recital in schools and clubs as well as being appealing and practical for individual piano
instruction. Clever illustrations show the typical costumes of the people and add to its attractiveness.
list Price $.85

Final Advance
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of Publication

Arranged

Price
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Cat. No, 430-41012

by Marie Westervelt

Illustrations

by lane Flary

An unusual and clever collection of piano solos with words for the young pianist of grade two or grade three level. With delightful
illustrations as well as good musical arrangements this book combines a series of unrelated Folk Songs and Ballads with the
early modes of travel such as the horse and buggy, steamboat, bicycle and canal boats.
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and imcrcsr through melodic
appeal. Divided into three main parts, the first section is devoted to popular songs, the second to folk songs and their regional
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~asEhaHeifetz shows Dr. Luther
. ·vans, Librarian of Congress
som
fht e manuscripts and let.'
leo
rs presented to the Library of
e
C ongress.
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The Violin Teoch-ers Guilll of
New York City held a most success-

OF

ful String Festival and Convention
in that city on March 29, 30, 31. The
3-day program
was crowded with
lectures,
demonstrations
and concerts. Louis Persinger is president

of the Guild.
Pablo Casals will direct the third
annual
music
festival
at Prudes
France
June
15-2·9. The progra~
this year will be confined to cham.
ber music.
George F. McKay's new symphony had a most successful
pre.
mlere
in February
when it was
performed
by the Seattle Sym phony
Orchestra.
Granville English, well-known
American
composer,
has won the
cash prize of $100 and a Certificate
of Award for the best Male Chorus
composition
in the annual
contest
of the Mendelssohn
Glee Club of
New York City. The winning chorus,
Law, 1f7est 0/ th.e Pecos, was given
its premiere
at the spring concert
or the Glee Club in April.
Boris Koutaen'e new concerto for
Violin and Orchestra
was given its
world premiere
on February
22 by
the
Philadelphia
Orchestra
conducted
by Eugene
Ormandy,
with
the composer's
own daughter, Nadia
Koutzen, as the soloist. Koutzen, now
head of the violin department
of
the Philadelphia'
Conservatory
and
at Vassar College, is a former member of the Philadelphia
Orchestra.
Miss Koutzen,
a talented
violinist
in her own right, had a most successful New York debut last October.
The Berkshire Music Center at
Tanglewood,
Lenox, Mass., will open
its tenth season on June 30 and continue for six weeks. Maintained
by
the Boston Symphony Orchestra, the
faculty is made up largely of members of the orchestra,
with the addition this summer
of Aaron Copland,
Leonard
Bernstein,
William
Kroll, Hugh Ross, and Boris Coldov-

Nicolas Slonimsky conducted,

2
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(Tuneful piece, legato and st.accato touch)

THREE MOUNTAIN

TJ:IE WORLD

sky.

(StUdy in singing tone)
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and

/ascha Hei/etz, noted violinist,
has presented to the Library of Congress a collection of autographed
musical scores, letters, and early
editions of musical compositions.
It is Heifetz's wish that they be
made available for use by scholars
and exhibited as much as possible
to the public: Included in the manuscripts are Sir William Walton's
Violin Concerto and Louis Cruenberg's Violin Concerto, both works
commissionedby the famous violinist.

Cot. No. 431-41002

(Tuneful study in legato style)

Forfurther
information
write for
specific
catalogs

The Junger Maennerchor of
Philadelphia celebrated
its 100th
anniversary on February 22 with a
gala concert in which the famous
MetropolitanOpera soprano, Eleanor
Steber, appeared as guest artist.
The veteran conductor,
Leopold
Syre, now in his 25th year as the
club's leader, directed the chorus
of 100 and a symphony orchestra
in a highly-diversified program.

PIANO SOLOS
Grade

~I
h,

No. 437-41003

Songs from the pens of the greatest German lieder composers-Schubert,
Schumann, Beethoven, Mendelssohn
and others. Eachis
suitable for study material, for recital and concert performance. This collection will have great value for the )Ollllgcr singer. Here
are songs of great beauty presented in their original form.

I'

Alexander Hilsberg, former concert master and assistant conductor
of the Philadelphia Orchestra,
has
been appointed conductor
of the
New Orleans Symphony Orchestra.
jlr. Hilsberg has been much in demandas a guest conductor of various
major orchestras and it was following a successful appearance
with
the New Orleans group that he was
offered the position as permanent
conductor.

No. 430-41013

by Clel Silvey

taking courses in music appreciation
melodic music!

Igor Stravinsky's new opera,
"The Rake's Progress," will be presentedduring the 1952-53 season of
h Metropoli"tanOpera Company. d It
ted·
will
be the first new pro ucnon un er
the management of Rudolf Bing. It
had its world premiere last September in Venice with the composer
conducting.Names of the cast have
ot yet been announced, but it is
:nderstood the conductor will be
Fritz Reiner.

on
February
6 and 7, the Louisville Orchestra in a program exclusively devoted to 20th century music, glorifying modern inventions;
the moving
pictures
in Schoenberg's
"Accompaniment
to a Onema Scene;"
the
phonograph
in "4 Minutes and 20
Seconds" by Roy Harris; the modern
locomotive
in Honegger's
"Pacific
231'" the airplane in Gardnel' Read's
"Ni~ht
Flight,"
and atomic fission
in Varese's
"Ionization"
scored for
percussion
instruments
and .tw.o
sirens. On the same program, VIrgil
Thomson
conducted
the world premiere
of his "Five Poems
After
William Blake," with Mack Harrell,
as soloist.

The Music Educators National
Conference held its biennial convention in Philadelphia
March 21-26.
Meeting at the same time were various affiliated groups active in the
music educational field. The five days
and evenings were crowded with
discussions, lectures, demonstrations,
and concerts. Some of the outstanding school and college musical organizations from various parts of the
United
States
were present
and
gave concerts demonstrating
the high
standard of work being done in this
field. The committee
in charge of
arrangements
was headed by Marguerite V. Hood, president
of the
MENC.
Among
the
outstanding
musical events were the opening
night concert by the Westminster
Choir and the University of Michigan
Band, the concert by the combined
orchestra of the Diocesan Girls' High
School of Philadelphia,
directed by
Dr. J eno Donath, and the concert
by the All-City Junior String Quartet
from the public schools of Detroit,
Michigan. A dramatic
highlight of
the convention was the appearance
of Dr. Frances Elliott Clark, who
at 92 years of age is the only living
founder of the MENC. She was the
principal speaker at one of the early
morning conferences
and her keen
intellect
and complete
mastery of
her subject provided a real thrill for
her audience. She was given a welldeserved ovation at the conclusion
of her address.

COltlPETITIONS

(For details,

The University of Te.'tas held its
first annual Symposium of Contemporary American Music on March
20·22. The program listed performances of 38 unpublished compositions
-11 orchestral, 6 choral scores, and
21 chamber
music selections.
The
purpose of the symposium is to give
encouragement to the American composer. The 38 compositions
performed were selected from a total
of 112 manuscripts
submitted.
lsidor Philipp, the great French
master of the piano, will play at
Town Hall May 10 during a festival
given to honor the memory of Raoul
Laparra, victim of bombings during
World War IL Proceeds from the
concert will be used to erect a monument on his grave, which remained
unmarked.
On this occasion, I. Philipp's
innumerable
friends will also pay
tribute to him, for 1952 marks his
ninetieth birthday, and the eightieth
anniversary
of his public debut in
Paris.
William R. Smith has been a ppointed assistant conductor
of the
Philadelphia
Orchestra, effective at
the beginning of next season. Smith,
a graduate
of the University
of
Penney lvania, has held a number of
conductorial
posts in Philadelphia.
At present he is assistant conductor
of the American
Opera Company
in Phi1adelphia.
write to sponsor

listed)

• Seventh annual Ernest Bloch Award. Sponsored by The United
Temple Chorus. Composition
Contest open to all composers.
Prize

$150 and publication. Closing date October
Chorus, Box 18, Hewlett, N. Y.

15, 1952. United

Temple

• Bernard Ravitch Music Foundation,
compositions.
Prize of $100. Closing

Inc. Contest for two-piano
date June 30. Details from

S_M. Blinken, Suite 604, Fort Washington Ave., New York 33, N. Y_
• Capital University Chapel Choir Conductors' Guild annual anthem
competition. Open to all composers. Contest closes August 31, ]952.
Complete rules from Everett Mehrley, Contest Secretary, Mees Conservatory, Capital University, Columbus 9, Ohio.
• Marian Anderson
Scholarships
for vocal study. Closing date not
announced.
Marian
Anderson
Scholarship
Fund, c/o Miss Alyse
Anderson, 762 S. Martin St., Philadelphia
46, Pa.
• Purple Heart Songwriting
Awards. Popular,
standard or sacred
songs. First prize, $1000; second prize, $500; four prizes of $250 each_
Closing date not announced.
Order of the Purple Heart, 230 W.

54th St., N. Y. C.
• International
Competition
for Musical
Performers,
for voice,
piano, harpsichord,
violin, oboe, saxophone.
Prizes in all classifications. Closing date for appJi.cations, J LIly 15, 1952. Secretariat
of
the International
Competition for Musical Performers, Geneva Cons.
of Music, Geneva, Switzerland.
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Address
inquiry
fo:

Miss Shirley
retary.

I

COMPLETE COURSEIN HARMONY
A

-

instruction

will

be deth·.,d.

money back gua.,."lee.

musIc

I

magazine

PennsylVClnia

Sensational, new chord detector indicates over 150 chords ot 0 glonce .
Included Absolutely Free!

Solt loke City, Utah

I GO TO STUDY?
I MME.

HELEN ANDERSON
Pianist
harmony
Pupils
Tel. Sc 4-8385

EDWIN HUGHES
SUMMER MASTER CLASS FOR
PIANISTS AND TEACHERS
JULY 7-AUGUST 16
For full information address Secretary
338 West 89th Street, New York, N. Y.
Method Leimer-Gieseking
for beginners & advanced students

GODJEVATZ

GIOVANNA

VIOLA,

IHULL)

Dramatic Soprano
Teacher of Singing~"Bel Canto"
Experienced European trained Artist
Coaching Opera, Concert and Radio
Correct
voice production, defective singing
corrected.
Beginners accepted
Phone: Trafolaar 7-8230Mon., Tues. Wed., Thur$.
608 West End Ave.
New YOrk City

MME. BOXALL BOYD
(LeschetizkYl
Pianist- Teacher-Coach-Proqra
m Building
Address-Steinwoy Hall-Nola
5tudios113 W. 57th St., New York City. N. Y.

VEliZAR

the

Mawr,

P. O. Box 2363,

PRIVATE TEACHERS [New Yo" Cay)

Concert

Bryn

,.

KARL BERRY

JOSEPH A. HAGEN
70 Webster Avenue. Paterson. N. J.

Interesting
course-piano,
Many Successful
16&W. nnd St.. N. Y. C.

ETUDE

LEOPOlD

WOLFSOHN

Composer,
Pianist and Teacher
Teacher of Aron Copland, Elie Siegmeister
and many artists and teochers.
BEGINNING TO ARTISTIC FINISH
Hotel Ansonia, B'way at nrd St., New York Cif'{

ALFRED JACOBS
Violin & Viola
Coach
Highlv Recommended by
Wm. Primrose, Otto Klemperer & Mishel Piastro
Cornegie Hal!
Coli CLoverdale 6-3701
Write to 7510-18th Ave., Brooklyn 14, N. Y.
Teacher

Pupil of Karl Leimer
(teacher of Gieseking)
P.O. Box #131
New York 19. N. Y.

PRIVATE TEACHERS
(FRANK]

STUDIOS

Voice-Piano
I\mong those w~o hove studied with Mr. La
Forge ':Ire: Marlon Anderson, lawrence Tibbett, Richard Crooh, and Mme. Matlenauer.
1040Park Ave.• New York
Tel. Atwater 9-7470

EDWARD

(W"t",)

(ERNESTO)

LA FORGE-BERUMEN

E. TREUMANN

Concert Pianist-Artist-Teacher
Recon:mended by Emil Von Sauer, Mort;': Mosz·
kowskt and Joseph Hofmann.
Studio, Carnegie Hall, Suite 837. 57th St. at
7th Ave.. New York City Tel. Columbus 5-4357

WILLIAM

FICHANDLER

Pianist, Composer, Teacher
3!4 West 75th St., New York Su·7·3775
Recent Compositions published by
G. Schirmer. Inc.

CHARLES LAGOURGUE O. I. 0
VOICE PRODUCTION-SINGING
for information:
35 W. 57th St., New York

EVANGElINE
LEHMAN
Mus. Doc.
Teacher of Voice
Singers prepared for public recitols
Special traininq for choir ortd choral directors
Studio address: 167 Elmhurst Ave.
Detroit 3, Michigan
Telephone: Townsend 5·8413

HAROLD

HURLBUT

Singers who have studied with him include
NADINE CONNER- HOWARD KEEL
and others of Metropolitan Opera-San
Frartcisco, St. Lauis ?nd Havana Operas,· Hollywood Bowl-Radio,
Stage, Screen, Television
Address: 2150 N. Beochwood Dr.
Hollywood, Calif.
Tel. GL 1056

EDNA

GUNNAR

PETERSON

Concert
Pianist-Artist
Teacher
17447Castellammare
Pacific Palisades. Calif.
DU. 3-2597

RICHARD McCLANAHAN
M9tthay exponent, formerly his representative.
ISABEL HUTCHESON
Private Lessons. Teachers Courses. SeminarsSummer closs-Southwest Harbor, Me.
Refresher Cour$e for Piano Teachers:
801 Steinway Bldg. N.Y.C
Modern Piano Technic: Cooch ing Concert Pianists:
(Tues.-Fri.) CI. 6-8950, othe~ days, kl. 9-8034 Group Work: For further information address:
Studio 202,1005112 Elm St., Dallas, Texas
August in New York

CRYSTAL

WATERS

Teacher of singing.
Popular songs and Classics.
T.V.-Radio~Stage-Conce
rt,
405 East 54th St.
New York 22. N. Y.

SAN

FRANCISCO
CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC, INC.

3435 Sacramento

CAROL

ROBINSON

Street

Walnut 1·3496

Bachelor of Music Degree Opera Deportment
Concert Pianist-Artist
Teacher
Artists Diploma
Pedagogy Certificate
'105 East 54th St.
New York 22 N. Y.
Approved for veterans
Plaza 5·5123
.
Children's Saturday morrting Classes.
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O.R "PERFECT.FINGER"

!

Sec-_
,.

PLAY MODERN PIANO BY MAIL
30 LESSONS - $2

torsl~"~\"~lll~:n?~~to';~b!,:r\'Vrif:
?o~·~~,~TISm;~~

WHERE SHAll

Executive

,

,,_D_"_"_"_"_<>_"_"_-"-"

To comply witb many requests for"
f,;elf·ln·
str\l~tor II KEl" has been IIoded to this cOurse to
"lirnll,ate> tbe need of a teaCher. B,' ehed..,n", the
work done On tbe exercises
with 'the completed
work in the key. the sam" benefits as tbo~e obIn mdivldual

C. Jefferis,

ETUDETEACHERS'CL~B

I

"

SELF INSTRUCTOR" by Joseph A. Hajen
Formerly Editor oi MflSkal Theory for
"The International Musician"

tained

i

Write for information abo.t the
ETUDE TEACHERS' CLUB

HAMMER.FINGER

(Continued
exercise with the right and left
hands. Proceed to play all finger and
thumb combinations in triplets without accent, as follows: CDC; DED;
EFE; FGF;-CEC;
DFD; EFE;CFC; DGD;-CGC;-CDE,
DEF;
EFG;-CDF;
DEG;-CEF;
DFG;
-CDG; CEG; CFG;-CDEF;
DE·
FG;CDEG;CDFG;CEFG;DEFG;
-CDEFG.
The above combinations
played
with slow finger action are the basic
requirement in acquiring
a "perfectfinger," strongly advocated
by Leschetizky and practiced daily by some
of his most famous pupils.
There should
at first be little
energy exerted il} the actual finger
stroke. Do not, however, play effortlessly. As the finger becomes more
independent,
the stroke should proceed with intensified energy, amounting to some rigidity of the fingerbut, imagine a finger of hard, flexible
rubber, not one of the rigidity
of
stee1.
In the actual
producing
of one
single tone, let the tip of the finger
somewhat slightly
sweep the key,
thus releasing the key through this
greatly modified use of the are, or
sliding, circular
motion at the end
of the finger stroke. In this manner,
an important
cel·tainty
is realized.
namely, the attainment
of a tone of
resonant
quality' in place of one.
sharp and unsympathetic;
common
in general use and due to carelessly
trained fingers which hit the keys.
The particulal'
character
of any
given piece, or passage,
should determine the tempo of the individual
finger stroke. For example,
in the
playing of a slow movement by Beethoven, one in which the tempo no.
tation is adagio, the actual
finger
stroke used in playing
should be
slow. Hence, the tone wm be broad.
sonorous, and in character.
Whereas.
a quick finger stroke a pplied to the
same themes, even when sustained
by the use of the pedal, will spoil
the best of musical intentions.
Try
both ways. The difference in beauty
and in fitness, accom plished by the
slow finger stroke, is marked.
Ex.
ceptions occur where the composer
has placed a staccato
point over a
note or chord to indicate
emphasis
However, the very character
of ~
slow movement should temper the
abruptness of such notation. The ef.
fect should not be so sharp as th
'..
e
same notatlOn 1U a pIece of livelier
character might require,
In the first stages of practicing
a .new piece, choose a tempo which
WIll allow for certain
weaknesse
Play only so fast as your abi}jt~
to hold the same tempo throughout
can be guaranteed.
Slow, measure
by ~easure listening, carried through
patIently f.rom t~e beginning
to the
end of a pIece wIll bring the student

_

from

Page 9)

closer to a successful final perform.
ance than hours of erratic wander.
ings full of inaccuracies and irregu.
larities of tempo, which amount only
to the perfecting
of mistakes. Plav
always
with perfect evenness, ob.
serving
the metrical pattern with
precision.
Later you can safely make
variations of rubato-but
always with
metronomic
background. One should
never make the same careless mis.
takes twice. "Think twice, and play
once." Inaccuracies
in evenness and
clarity of execution are usually due
to unwillingness
on the part of the
learner to practice slowly. Practicing
slowly docs not mean practicing me.
chanically.
On the contrary, one
should
always
practice musically.
One's repertoire
can, in this manner.
be successfully
retained, Even the
daily slow playing through of one
or two recital pi ces will keep one's
repertoire
in lively readiness for fu·
ture performsn
e. "Practicing should.
be always
creative,"
aid Artur
Schnabel.
In this manner of slow practice.
passages bee me articulate and clear.
from every standpoint. Gradually the
tempo can be increased, and cerlaHl
weak places improved by applicallon
and attention
to the specific handling of lhet"'e weaknesses. Improvise
an exercise
with the same notes.
just where the weakness occurs. If.
for instance, the fourth and the fifth
fingers included
in the playing of
a difficult passage, are not synchronous in tone volume and evenness
with the other sections of the pas·
sage in hand. practice a slow. even
trill counted
in triplets (without ac·
cent)
made up of the same notes
and in the same register of the key·
board. or just where the weakness
in the passage lies. One gains gen·
erally
in the even playing of pas·
sages by practicing
such exercises.
made up of excerpts taken from any
given passage in the piece at hand.
If the passing
under of the thumb
is the difficulty.
compose a short
exercise including tbis passing under
-always
just where the weakness
OCCUrs.

Much time can be wasted on the
daily repetition
of sections of a piece
already
mastered.
Arduous repeti.
tion of the musical substance of a
piece can steal all freshness from
it; hence the desire to pass quickly
from one piece to another before one
entire piece is mastered both techni·
cally and musically. As the fingers
grow stronger
by the daily use of
the hammer-finger
etercise, less and
still time need be spent on weak·
nesses occurring
in the difficult pas·
sages of a piece.
A certain
method of practicing
quick passages
by addition wiU 8Scertain complete freedom in the final
execution
of them. Begin with two
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a tempo.
I yed consecutively,
notespa
.
I p Iayar is satIsfied
t Iiat tne
th
Ifee
. perfect J y even,
. f the tWOnotes rs
In""0
J.
I
add anothernote, thus p aymg t iree
cessfully
in
the
same
mannoles
suc
ner Pauseafter
each e ffortv
ort, imcreas. . the length to four notes-then
J~
•
h
.
to"five-tosix, etc" until t e entire
." ge is completed. There should
passa
beno relaxing of tempo no matter
ny notes are added after
•
IlOW ma
eachpause. If weak sections occur
, the longer phrases, take them out
~nthe form of short 'exercises, and
ill
k
.
practicethem until the wea ' secttous
e
brought
up
to
the
volume
of
ar
. d
toneand to the evenness require
forthe entire passage. In this last
stepof quick practicing by addition,
detailed,or individual finger conEciousness
is forgotten. Each group
of notes, short or long, instead of
individualnotes is conceived mentally at once before playing. One
nowthinks and plays in curves, howeverslight, however prodigious. It
i5 through the development of this

THAT

NEW

YORK

particular
skill that the finzer is
ignored, the 'successful fulfillm'='ent of
which depends
upon the lightness
of the arm. At this point of effortless
playing, the infinitude
of virtuosity
begins. It was in this particular
art
of great, but easeful pianism that
Artur Schnabel
excelled.
To the writer's
undertsandinc
of
a cosmic approach
to the key beard,
the player of great piano works, according to the laws of motion, combined with lightness
and freedom
from body stiffness, should be able
to suspend
tonal
effects as Nyjinski seemed
to suspend his body
in the air through
the medium of
the dance. A great pianist should be
able to disport
the intricacies
of
difficult octave and chord passages
occurring
in any great piano work,
without laborious effort 01' fatigueto the ear, completely
musical and
accurate-to
the eye, natural
and
comely. With George Eliot one might
say: "Tis God gives skill, but not
without man's hands."
THE END

DEBUT

RECITAL

(Continued from Page 13)
examinedat no cost, but they also
provideanother most valuable service, For a moderate fee they will
make photostatic copies of music
nol available in the open market
andnot protected by copyright.
A sound trend in the music life
oftodaybids our man pay attention
to works by contemporary
composers.
In performing these compositions
he will not only contribute toward
helping a good, perhaps a great
workon its way to publication and
rocognition,but he will add con·
siderableprestige to his concert.
Oncethe program stands and the
hero of our story has chosen the
printingmaterial he and his pocket.
booklike best, he really should con·
centrateon practicing his selections
andliving with them until they are
part of himself. Of course, he can·
not afford to neglect his technical
proficiency.At the date of his con.
cert he is expected to give the best
performance possible. It is' there·
~ore,imperative that he k~ep' polish.
I~gand improving the purely tech.
llicalaspects of his artistic condition.
-That is, if he can manage to t~ke
e.noug~time out from his preoccupa.
tlonWithselling tickets and "filling
the house."
Unfortunately, you see, our friend's
namealone will, as a rule, not yet
fill a New York auditorium. It is
on~of the objects of his debut to
g:m, a reputation that will do just
.tat In the future. Following extraor.
dmary
.
reViews of his New York
D''hut he
h
.
,
opes to attract a major
~anagement, which may book him
mt~ full concert halls across the
nahon, In th e meantIme,
.
he needs
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a proper setting for his New York
concert. To achjeve that, and, per~
haps to recover a small part of his
expenses, he is forced to embark on
an intense campaign
to mobilize an
audience.
With the help of family
and management,
his friends, their
friends, and anyone rash enough to
have expressed
approval
of his art
at any time are subjected
to merci~
less pressure, announcements,
phone
calls, letters, etc. The reader hardly
can have escaped
the outlined procedure at one time or another.
D-Day is approaching
npidly.The ads have appeared,
Our aaist's
photograph
has graced several newspapers; leaflets showing his program
and likeness
clutter
the
proper
shelves on 57th Street and in the
music stores. He has performed
and
tested his program
before invited
audiences, and is now relatively free
of worry ...
_
The last note of the last encore
has sounded,
the applause has died
down. Several hundred
enthusiastic
hands have been shaken,
and the
final agony is here. His tired mind
is haunted
by memories of recitals,
when the applause
and the lines of
congratulating
fans had proven quite
misleading
by the time the negative
reviews had finally appeared.
Oh,
when will those papers come out?
Then, there is the pink haze of
the morning
after. When the head·
lines are right, the criticisms favor·
able, when the telephone
does not
stop ringing
and everybody "really
had known it all along"; why, then
aU anxiety
and worry just never
seem to have existed at all. The only
reality
that matters,
is: "He has
made it!"
THE· END

~j:

PIANO

TEACHERS

This is your invitation to attond the INTERNATiONALPIANO TEACHERS ASSOCIATION 1952 National Convention at the Hetel starter.
Washington. D. C.. July 7, 8, 9, 10. cenventtcn will feature four day
Teacher Training Course, National Student Piano Playing E~aminations.
and many other events. For ecmurete information and catalog of over 65
I.P.T.A. 'teaeher Aids write

ROBERT WHITFORD, Founder.President
204 N.E: 31st St.,

THE SCHOOL

Miami ]7,

TECHNOLOGY

OF PIANOFORTE
Dr. William

Braid

Fla.

White

lFourteenth
year}
Endorsed and approved by Sfeinway & Sons, W. W. Kimball Company. and other famous
piano manufacturers.
Offers a 6,monfhs course in piano tuning and technology, training men and women for this
undermanned field, where demand exceeds supply.
Write for free informotion to

THE SCHOOL OF PIANOF·ORTE TECHNOLOGY
5149 West Agatite

Avenue, Chicago

30, Illinois

C L A S S IF I E D A D S
HAltlUONY,
Composition,
Orchestr-ation,
Musical
Theory.
Private
or
Corr-e apo nd e nce
Instruction.
Manuscripts
revised
and corrected.
Music
arranged.
Er-u nk; S. Butler,
32-4li 107
St., Corona,
N. Y.
LEARN
PIANO
'l'UNING-Slmplifled,
$4.00-Literinstruction
authentic
456 Beecher
ature
free.
Prof.
Ross,
St., Elmira,
N. Y.

YOU
LE'I'S
NE"W
l\IU'l'E
PIANO
PJlAC'l'(CE
DAY OR NIGH'I'
'VI'l'HO'I'HEItS,
Mutes
OU'!' DIS'I'UJl,UING
piano
about
85%. Easily
attached
or
detached
without
harming
mechan~
ism. State
upright,
grand,
or splnetl
Sold only on money
back
guarantee.
Send $5.00 for mute
and full instructions.
RIchard
Mayo,
Dept.
004, 1120
Latona
Street,
PJ:lila. 47, Pa.
'VRI'I'.E
SONGS:
Read
"Songwriter's
Review"
Magazine.
1650-ET
Broadway,
New YOI'll: 19, 25¢ copy;
$2.00
year.
selflUAIL-30
PIANO-BY
S,VING
teaching
lessons,
$3.00. 10 advanced
swing
lessons,
$1.50. 13 modern
piano
solos. $2.50. Special
introductory
offer
to
teachers,
artists,
dealers,
$30
worth
of music
for
$10 (samples).
Over
50 publications-classical
and
popular
C.O.D. Phil
Breton
publications.
P.O. Box 1402. Omaha
8. Nebr.,
U.S.A.
llEACC01UPANIIUEXTS
PIANO
CORllEO.
Send music
and checlc for
,'lith
UN·
returned
Music
$4.20.
BREAKABLE
RECORD.
Vincent
Re·
cording
Service,
P.O. Box 206, Union,
N. J.
BACK
POPULAR
SHEET
~IUSJC TO
18~O.Ballads,
Ragtime,
everything.
foe
exchanged
Classics
10¢.
Catalog
Denver
E3151 High,
popular.
Fore's,
5, Colorado.
ARRANGING
for
Band - Orchestra·
Piano
Vocals.
Manuscripts
corrected
and prepared
for pUblication.
Words
set
to
music-school
songs.
Send
manuscript
for
estimate.
Prompt
310
service.
Val's
Arranging
Studio,
\Vest
10th St., Sarasota,
Fla.
GIlADED
PIANO
l\IUSIC
for technical studies
and recital
playing.
Con~
tlnental
Publishing
Company,
4441
Junction
Ave., Detroit
10, Mich.
LJ<;ARN PIANO
TUNING
A'1' HO~IE.
Course
by Dr. Wm.
Braid
White.
world's
leading
piano
technician
and
teacher.
Virrite
Karl
Bartenbach,
1001A Wells
St., Lafayette.
Ind.
Have
you a
OLD ~JUSIC 'VANTED.
gathering
ot old musk
collection
dust
in your
attic
or barn?
Turn
it
into cash. Write
to George
Goodwin,
Box 49. New York
19, N. Y.
HO'V
'1'0 COlUPOSE
and ARRANGE
a March
for full
mili tary
band
a la
Hollywood
style
in U easy
lessons.
'\Vrite
for Free
sample
lesson
to Dr.
G'arfleld
1100 South
E. H. Kleffman.
Ave., Alhambra,
Calif.
TEACHER
TRAINING
COURSESNew,
PLAYING,
PIANO
POPULAR
briginal
presentation,
procedures
and
techniques
for
creative
expression.
Descriptive
booklet,
information
on
request.
KARL
MACEK,
1242 Main
St. Springfield.
Mass.

VIOLINIUAI<.ERS
-AmateursProfessionals.
Fine tone European
wood,
materials,
supplies,
patterns.
instructtons. Illustrated
catalog
10¢, refundDept.
Supplies,
Violin
ed. Premier
V.E., 430 S: Broad way, Los Angeles
13, California.
FOR SALE.
Rare records.
Lists.
Collections
bought.
E. Hirschmann.
100
Duncan
Ave., Jersey
City, New Jersey.
THE SCIEN'I'IFIC
JUUSIC 'l'EACHEIt
_Monthly_$2.00
year. ReCluest
sam~
pIe.
Morong,
Box 21, Brooldyn
25,
New Yorlc
ACCOlUPANHIENTS
RECORDED
ON
RECOnDS
On. 'I'APE ny FINE
AR'I'IS'1' for any and all vocal music.
1"01'
circular.
wl'ite
Esquire
Recordings,
690 Washington
St., Brooldine,
Mass·
achusetts.
"\VANTlilD
write
Nels
sota.

TO BUY: Harp.
Remlin,
Red "\Ving.

Please
l\I1nne-

·STATJONEllY-BusiORCHES'I'RA
ness cards.
Adcards,
Placards.
Exclusive two-colol'
line. Samples.
Jerry's,
P.O. Box 664, Pottstown,
Pa.
CONw
AUn.,\.NGEn.s.
CO~IPOSERS.
DUCTORS:
StacJ;(pole's
Chord
Chart.
each
melody
note
harmonized
21
ways,
252 renderings,
with chord
names.
Stackpole's
Music Shorthand,
system
of stenography
for music,
to
jot down an idea quickly
or when out
of music paper. Both sent together
for
!iiI, postpaid.
Order
from:
Paul
Clare
Stackpole,
Arden
Hall,
2110
West
Venango,
Philadelphia
40, Penna.
ltEPUTABLE
~IUSIC SCHOOL
lady piano
teacher
partnership.
magazine,
Box 30, c/o ETUDE
l\Iawr,
Penna.

offers
\Vrite
Bryn

"\-VAN'I'ED:
Sales
representatives
in
Southwestern
states.
Energetic
man
income.
This
develop
handsome
can
work
to start.
time
could
b. part
Box
365,
Austin
Organs,
Inc., P.O.
Hartford.
Conn.
'.'HE AR'I' OF SIGH'I' REA,DING.
Become
a good
Sight
Reader
and
a
bettel> musician.
5 lessan course
complete in booklet
form $3.00. Compositions corrected
and Ink copies
made.
Hall.
LYl'ics
to Music. Danford
"t
W
..
Lunt
ComposerArranger,
1914
Ave" Chicago,
Ill.
'VAN'rED-Silent
movable.
white,
minimum.
Mrs.
St. N.El., Cedar
ARRANGER.
lyrics
revised.
Avenue,
New

w

practice
keyboard
black
keys,
4-octave
James
Young,
202-20
Rapids,
Iowa.

CO~[POS];:R.
Melodies,
Walter
Scott, 521 Fifth
York 17, N. Y.

UO"\-VS-Interested
in acIi'RENCH
quiring
a fine bow? 'Vrite
lIf. Havivi,
151 'West
57th Street,
New York
19.
Finest
collection
of outstanding
French
masters.
TEACHER
AND CHOIR
DIREC't'OR
desires
position.
Complete
information on request.
Write c/o Etude,
Box
31. Bryn
Mawr,
Penna.
LET l\IE paIN'I'
your original
compositions
for you. Secure
copyrights.
Attractive
title pages.
Ready
for sale
when
delivered.
Edythe
DeWItt,
Paris.
Texas.
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ACCORDIONISTS!

DISC.JOCKEYS

- Teachers!

For the finest in accordion music (all
grado5), write hday ter our free eata-

(Continued

log whj~h lists over 1,000 enmaesrtions arranged especially for accordion.
Dept.

itT

Pietro Deiro
Accordion Headquarters
46 Greenwich Avenue, New York 11,

N. Y.

PIANISTS
Ten brilliant runs. Type of moterial
used
by best recording
artists.
Fingerings
for
all keyS. Although not designed
for beginners, these runs racv be used, for technieol exercise by anyone
knOWing baSIC
dance

music

chords.

Ideal

material

for

teachers.

Price $1.00
HANCOCK MUSIC PRESS
1511 Hancoc.k St.
Quincy, MClss.
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Inl': tnes,. c1enc an,l ffimplele
lessons,
especially fac selt·lnstnlctlon.
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LEIPOLD
Lo~ Angeles

36, Calif.

PIANO BREAKS

Our Monthly Brenk Dlliletin enahles you
to uuttd lip find glHmOllrl~e the eoucs 011

the Hit f'/Irllde with «rever brenks, novel
figure;; add t rjck v ncoate effects.

Send 20 ceute for tatest
~·{'{lr. Mention

copy or $::: for II

if t",scber.

THE AXEL CHRISTENSEN
METHOD
StudIo E, P.O. Box 427, Ojoi. Colif.

WM. S, HAYNES COMPANY
Flutes

ot DIstinctIon

STERLING SILVER-GOLD-PLATINUM
literature
lOS

Ua"slIcllUsells

on Request
Avenue ..
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them, you stand a much better
chance than you would with a completely unknown name.
The easiest part of a disc-jockey's
job is his complete freedom from musical worries. His material is there,
proven,
perfect.
He need never
watch out for the intonation of his
strinas
or the state of his trumpet
J)lay;r'~ lips. The hardest part of
his job is the fact that. it takes a
10110" time for him to assert lurnself.
Except for rabid record fans, the
average radio listener hardly ever
sets out deliberately
to tune in a
record program-the
first time. \Vhat
seems 1.0 happen is that many average listeners get a bit tired of their
regular radio fare (especially during the daytime hours), and turn to
music as an escape or an experiment. People fiddle around with the
dials in search of something new;
housewives. busy at. work, try a relief from soap operas. Maybe the
first time they tune in a record show,
they do so by sheer accident. The
business
01 the disc-jockey,
then,
is to make that. first chance taste so
attractive that the listener will come
again.
What, then. makes a record show
attractive?
That's almost an impossible thing 10 say! The first trick,
perhaps, is to aim at some specialized type of nudience-e-that
is to
say, if you want t.o build up a following among people who like the
classics, don't spread yourself all
around
the musical
scene
wit.h
marches. jazz, 01' hop. Then, within
the legitimate limits of yom chosen
field, try for Yariety.
The recorded program with which
I was associated was a bit different
from the usual disc·jockey show in
that it had nothing of the chance
element. We had an hour of time,
every day, and that hOLlI' was divided
into fifteen-minute periods. The whole
thing was carefully worked out, according to play; the program was
built. for yariety and climax; and we
spent bet.ween lour and five hours
every day rehearsing for to-morrow.
We had a regular production schedule, with the most careful timing. I
don't for a moment sllgge"t. that this
is the 'Nay to set up a disc-jockey
show-many
enormous successes in
the field are deliberately
planned
along different lines. with no particular timing Oil the records and plenty
of scope for ad·libbing. We had to
work OllI' show as we did because
of advertising
commitments.
Since
it was a product.ion show. we built
both for variety and climax. No two
shows were ever the same in plan,
but I can give you an example of
what I mean by planning of this
kind. Let's say we wanted a bright
open ing; well, for that we might use
one or more Bing Crosby records. To
introduce variety into the next fifteen minntes of the program,
we

AMERICAN

MUSIC

from Page 15)
might switch to an album of oldtime favorites.
(And here let me
pause a moment to comment on the
vitality of come-backs shown by oldtime hits like Strawberry Blonde, I
Wonder /Pho's Kissing Her Now, etc.
One reason for this is that radio,
juke-boxes, and the like, use up tunes
0:0 much
faster than new ones are
produced that we have to fall back
on old ones. Another reason may be
that our nme-srniths
are not writing
with the same appeal.)
The third
fifteen-minute
period might be devoted to the foul' most popular records of the current
week; and the
climax might come (always at the
end) with either a prediction of what
the next week's favorites would be.
or with a big production-number
like
an "Oklahoma!"
album.
This, of
course, is just a sample. The main
thing is to use the variety and to
work lip to a climax at the end.
There are, of course. endless ways
of introducing
variety
and climax
into a program of records;
and
[or that very reason, the disc-jockey
should
have the widest
possible
knowledge of styles, types. and existing recordings.
And out of this
knowledge he displays his goodness
or badness of taste. My observations
incline me to believe that t.he bett.er the taste, the better the program!
The disc-jockey doesn't need to practice an instrument,
certainly;
but if
he isn't well fortified
with a solid
musical background
(to which he
constantly keeps adding), his chances
of success will turn out to be as thin
as his taste!
The talking part of a disc-jockey
program is as important
as the mu·
sical part. It is rather difficult. to say
just what is going t.o prove popular
here; there's
a chance
for pretty
much any type or style of patter, so
long as it is sincere.
friendly,
and
reflective of goodwil1. Some of the
boys 'razz' each other, I know; but
even the razzing is in a spirit of fun
rather
t.han of critical
sourness.
Barry Gray is a great one to poke fun
at players and singers, but it is al.
ways done in a spirit of fun. No one
likes to listen to edged bitterness,
even if it seems humorous.
Some
disc-jockeys lntroduce
man-and-wife
palter; some invite their listeners to
send in requests for music they want
to hear; some -use the comedy line.
All of these styles-and
a dozen
more-are
legifimate.
My only real
'hate' is the disc·jockey
'who starts
out by playing a record and then
stops to tell his listeners
how poor
a record it is. There's
no sense in
that, and no excuse
for it-if
he
thinks the record's
a pOor one, he
shouldn't play it in the first place!
I think that the disc·jockey
show
has come to stay, and I'm O"lad of
it; lhe very existence of such""a form
of entertainment
shows how much
interested people are in music, how

eager they are to turn to music as a
respite from other forms of listening
fun. People are eager to be titillated
by the thrill of the next tune. What.
ever it turns out to be, there's the
dement
of surprise in waiting to see
what's corning-and
if that one isn't
a particular
favorite, the next one
may be. Maybe it'll be a popular bal.
lad; maybe it'll be followed up by a
record of John McCormack singing
that same ballad thirty years ago.
It's all good fun-just
the suspense
of waiting
for the next number is
fun! Maybe that's the secret of this
disc-jockey
popularity. And it shows
the vitality
of music. Each disc.
jockey
has his own style, his Own
taste, his own following-but
taken
a11 together,
they point to-----and
point up-the
importance of America's music interest.
THE END
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some days, particularly on Sundays,
with a series of services, radio and
television commitments, he may sing
as many as fifteen solos. He sincerely
feels however, that in spite of many
temptation
to lead 500· or 1000·
voice choirs, he was not cut out to direct massed choirs or lead congregational singing, and there he draws
the line.
"Rev" advises young people to try
to cultivate
friendships with others
interested
in the same musical pur·
suits
to which
they aspire. One
should have friends in a number of
different
spheres
of activity for a
well rounded
life, hut a few close
ones in your own special field may
be the difference
between suece~s
and failure over the years.
Perhaps
a few words should be
said of Shea as a composer. He has
written
a number of sacred songs.
but the one for which he is best
known,
as already mentioned, was
I'd Rather
Have Jesus Than Any·
thing. The words to this now famoHS
song were written back in 1922 hy
Mrs. Rhea H. Miller. Bev's mot!Ier
had stumbled
upon the poem and it
made a profound
impression upon
her_ She drew it to the attention of
her son, and one afternoon in the late
30's, id a flair of inspiration. Bev sat
down and composed the music to
it. It was the idential music which is
n,?w used, and he has never altered
a note. That song today has become
the favorite of milLons. Bev calls it
his "theme song."
THE END
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To Pick Up and Maintain the Interest of the Student.

To Give the Student and the Teacher
IIfor
Recitals, Pageants and Plays.

Good Material

• CHILDHOOD DAYS OF
FAMOUS COMPOSERS

-SocII .....

.410-40023

Beelhoven

.410-40024

Brohmi .. ,410-41014
~10-40025

Chopin

••.

Hondel

.. ,410-40026

Hoydn

.. 410-40027

MOlort ... .410-40028
..

410-41003

Tichaikowsky

410-40029

$ .40 each

Lottie Ellsworth Coit

Grace Elizabeth Robinson

and Ruth Bampton

First of all, a scene is given
composer and instructions
model stage or scene setting.
the selling, the story of the
music and compositions truly
interest and variety.

by

Arranged
Henry

Here are nine individual books, each one presenting musical compositions and a story of the
childhood of a famous composer. Their purpose
is to create and develop in children a deep and
abiding love of music. That is a "tall order" for
youngsters but this is a unique method-and
so
appealing to the child!

ComposerJ includ.:

Schubert

• ONCE-UPON-A-TIME STORIES
OF THE GREAT MUSIC MASTERS

and

Rob

Roy Peery

This collection of 36 compositions for the piano
offers an appealing and simply-told little story about
each of twelve master composers. As the life of the
composer unfolds a few examples of his pieces are
given, simply and easily arranged for the young
child. Here is a wonderful way to present the great
composers' lives and music in a fascinating way!

from the life of the
for constructing
a
The correlation of
composer, and the
combine to furnish

The facts and the music to be learned from each
of these little books are not apt to be forgotten
very quickly for the child sees pictures, hears the
music, plays the music and makes settings. In
other words, he uses all of his senses (a great
help to memorization) and has lots of fun doing
it! What beller way to learn!

S. Sawyer

The composers

covered

Beethoven
Handel
Bach

Mozart
Haydn
Schubert

are:

Mendeluohn
Chopin

Brahms
Wagner

Verdi
. . $1.00

Schumann

41D--40179

• OUR NATIVE AMERICAN
Arranged by William

AIRS
Scher and Compiled by Ruth Bampton

4

ILLUSTRATION

CREDITS

Il-leo
22-Alfredo
24-0rren
61-Library

Photograph

Co.

friedman

These songs are enjoyed by both children and adults
as well as being good examples of our songs as they
progress through American history. There are twenty
pieces in all and each one is an "easy-to-play" arrangement.
The songs are not only appealing but also have a
practical use, In connection with American History
they will tie in very nicely with dramatizations or
pageants on such subjects as pioneer life, negro life
on the plantations, and other phases of American
development. There are sea chanteys, negro songs,
mountain ballads. and cowboy songs such as "Blow
the Man Down," "Git Along, Little Dogies," "Down
in the VaHey" and "Go Down Moses." Short annotations precede each song. A Ditson Publication.

HYMNS

Clarence Kohlmann

,...
cQNClRl"
TlANSCRlP1'Pl'o'S
01
f/'.VORI1£
HYM"l<'

.. , ,,, ..

The hymns are a never-ending source of enjoyment for the player, for the family group and of
course for church singing or for the Sunday
School. Here are twenty skilHul arrangements
which are written in the same original keys found
in hymn books. They are definitely pieces which
should add a great deal to your library of piano
collections.
For the third and fourth grade pianist, Ihe selections include such favorites as "What a Friend
We Have in Jesus," "Onward, Christian Soldiers,"
"Fling Out the Banner," and "I Love to Tell the
Story."
....

~10-40137

• PIANO SOLO ALBUM-Ralph

$ .75

.......

43D--40060

• STANFORD

Federer

For Ihose who are seeking a collection of good
recreational piano music by a co~petent cc:'mposer this offers a wealth of interestmg matenal.
The twelve pieces offer a variety of tempi and
rhythms and range in difficulty from grades 3112
10 5.

410-40186

Valente

... $1.00

KING'S

PARTY PIANO

Here is a collection of "round-the-piano" songs that
are not only fun for all but are very easy to play.
Mr. King is known for his charming compositions
and pianistic arrangements, and this is a marvelous
assortment of tunes. There are novelty numbers, college and humorous airs, old time ballads, service
and patriotic songs, favorites from the Gay Nineties,
southern and mountain melodies, and a few nostalgic
bits.
Complete with lyrics, this is the type book to have
at the piano when friends gather round! Fun for
all!
41 D--41 007

of Congress
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11' THE CUlIiO HESS.

1952
I~'·

THEODORE PRESSER CO.,

$ .50

BOOK

Jacr Turner

64

PRIH1£D

OF FAVORITE

The selections are excellent for program material
and Ihe titles will catch the pupil's interest and
the melodious music will hold his aUention.

13-Bruno
I6--Apex

• CONCERTTRANSCRIPTIONS

Bryn Mawr, Pennsylvania

$1.00
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Two-Manual

VERSATILITY

SATISFACTION

Performance

Added Organ Tonalities
Five VOiCfS each Register

• Hidden Key Switches
• Floating Pedalboard
OptionalEquipment

Same Compact Instrument
Same Low Price

,

from this

Magic Piano-Organ

... easy to Own • easy to Play
MADE FOR PEOPLE

WHO WANT

FINE ORGAN

MUSIC AND

WANT TO KEEP THE PIANO. TOO.

This unbelievable electronic piano-organ makes it possible
to have both-or
to play both together. Only a small space
is required beside the piano. And the cost is surprisingly low!
The LOWREY ORGANO is easy to play from the same
familiar piano keys. Its selection of fine organ voices for either
hand makes possible 2-manual performance. The pedalboard.
available if desired. completes your organ installation.
All this on your own piano in a matter of minutes.
Unbelievable? Yes, but you can easily prove it. Send coupon
for complete information-or

a free demonstration

at

your dealer's.

Built-in
models
a va ilable
from dealers
who sell
JANSSEN
PIANOS
STORY
& CLARK
PIANOS

GET COMPLETE INFORMATION IN THIS NEW
ORGANO BOOKLET.
Use handy coupon on page 64. This saves your
Etude cover.

LOWREY ORGAN
Central

DIVISION

Commercial Industries, Inc.
332 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago 4, Ill.

